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Palestinians survey a minivan yesterday in the .Kana River. The vehicle plunged from a collapsing bridge Saturday drowning
at least seven Palestinian workers. _ {Reulcri

rate isotoj

flood victim search

: T -' :-r

>

In the K&itilya region. TDF troops and
Palestinian Police continued the search for

passengers of the packed van that; was swept -

away by the floods.
’

*-i:

The forecastfor today is for isolated thun-

derstorms to continue throughout most parts

of the countty
.
with die rain and strong winds

dying out tomorrow.

The Volkswagen minibus filled ^wrth

Palestinian laborers trying to. sneak past an
army roadblock into Israel foil off a rickety

bridge- late Saturday into die swollen Kana.

Rivet; which swept them away and drowned
at least seven passengers- IpF troops

answered a call fof help from the Palestinian

Police and by yesterday afternoon, with the

help of a helicopter, had found the bodies of

seven, people who hadbeen riding in the van.

According to two. survivors;- four ruore pois-

sengers were_Stfll mjssing. . .

The Palestmj^nswere reportedly from the

Jenin region ahd:dii not.tave Israeli work
pemyt5..The IDF said,it was folly coorcfinat-

;

mg_thi;&rarcfae$ With thePalestinianPolice,

but that now searches were focused hear the

Israeli village of Jaljuiya and -that Israeli

police were myoLyed, It is feared that the

bodies may have been earned into die Yarkon
River and^itoty swot have
been swept to set"/. -. • -i: :

The Palestinian Authority search and res-

cue parties began die search and then called

on Israel for help. The JDF sent units of

Golani Brigade troops to the' scene. Horn'

daybreak the soldiers worked alongside the

Palestinian^ including relatives of:the miss-

ing men, in die search androscue operations.

Maj. Gen. Gabi Ophir, commander of the

IDF - forces in Judea and Samaria, told

reporters that die troops bad expressed their

condolencesto the families at the scene when
bodies of their relatives were found. They
also offered their condolences to the PA.
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu also

contacted PA Chairman Yasser Arafat to

express the government’s condolences.

Ophir said die .soldiers had. searched both

banks of the Kana River as far as its junction

with the Yarkon and the matter had then been
transferred to the police.

As die searches continued, residents of
Kalansnwa village in die Triangle region

began mopping tip after the floods that

damped nearly 1 ,000 homes in die commu-
nity. on Saturday began to recede. -

The -floods, . which also destroyed green-

houses and washed away field crops, was
caused when the Alexander and Tzuran
Rivers overflowed as a result of torrential

rain' in the area on Saturday morning.
’ Negba, which borders die Gaza Strip,

recorded the largest amount of rain in the

country yesterday with 100 millimeters,

while Jerusalem was hit with 46 mm and Tfcl

Aviv with ]9 rran. : .

TourismMinister Moshe Katsav visited the

village' yesterday and met with local council

Ieatfeis arid residents. The government has

reportedly promised to provide funding for

drainage and other measures to try and pre-

vent flooding from the rivers in the future.

It is still too early for farmers to count the

costs of one of the harshest winter weekends
for years.

Tt’s impossible to be accurate until the

waters have fully subsided,” Agriculture
Ministry spokesman Naphtali Yaniv said.

The recent cold snap and earlier drought
caused millions of dollars of losses to farm-
ers. The prolonged dry spell, for example, led

to the rain of some 60,000.tons, or S4 million

worth of seeds in the Negev.
The damage caused by the flooding also

effected farmers elsewhere in the country.

Field crops in northern and central districts

were badly hit. Farmers in the South, howev-
er, complained that hardly any rain had fallen

there and their crops had dried up.

Fruit and citrus farmers, on the other hand,
welcomed the heavy rains, which will help

ripen fruits after the long dry spells that have
characterized toe winter.

Mekorot officials reported that the water
level in the Kinneret had risen by as much as

22 centimeters since last Friday - more than

half of toe total of 40 cm. that it has gone up
during the entire winter season.

They noted, however, that the water level is

still more than 2 meters from its maximum
mark, although it is expected to continue to

rise in the coming days due to toe strong

inflow from toe Jordan River and other
streams and tributaries that ultimately flow
into toe lake.

Arieh O'Sullivan and David Harris con-
tributed to this report.

Tbrkmenis seek to supply gas to Israel

I*

.
ByOAVP HARKS

Turkmen! ' - Foreign Minister
Boris Sheikhmuradov has request-
ed a jn^tiag. wito National
Infrastructure'. Minister Ariel

Sharon tor discuss the
;
supply of

iratiira! jgas to Israel, a senior

industry source said last night
Sheikhihuradov has apparently

asked Foreign Minister David
Levy to arrange the meeting for.

Sheikhmuradov’s visit here on
March 1 9.

If a deal were to come out of toe

negotiations, it would provide an
alternative to lines of supply from
Qatar and Egypt, which are prov-

ing difficult to secure.

The Turkmenis are proposing

the construction of a pipeline

under the Caspian Sea to Turkey,

Continued on Page 2

By SARAH HONIG
and Jerusalem Post Staff

After a day of trading accusa-
tions over the leaks in toe Bar-On
affair investigation, toe State

Attorney’s Office and the police

agreed to not make any more
statements until the investigation

is finished and conclusions are

reached in order to prevent toe

.spread of disinformation.

The decision came after a tense

meeting on toe topic yesterday

morning attended by Attorney-
General Elyakim Rubinstein, State

Attorney Edna Arbel. Police
Deputy Inspector-General Gabi
Last, investigation head Cmdr.
Sando Mazorand senior investiga-

tors.

The participants issued a joint

statement saying, “there is a legal,

public and humane need to protect

toe rights of those who are investi-

gated who. like all human beings,
are considered innocent and have
to be publicly seen as being inno-

cent” while toe investigation is in

PM pledges

HarHoma
quid pro quo

By DAVID MAKOVSKY

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu informed Jordan's

King Hussein during a visit to

Amman yesterday that Israel

plans to “simultaneously
announce this week“ toe construc-

tion of some 2,600 Jewish hous-

ing units in Har Homa while it

grants permission for toe construc-

tion of an “aproximately equal”

number of Arab units in the

Jerusalem area, participants in

yesterday’s talks says.

In remarks at the joint press con-
ference at the Raghdan Palace,

toe monarch sought to be diplo-

matic but urged all to act “respon-

sibly'’ to ensure peace prevails.

When asked specifically about
his views on Har Homa, Hussein
said: “I know how sensitive the

issue of Jerusalem is. I hope noth-

ing will ever happen that will

explode emotions. We have to

think with our minds and hearts.
“

While trying to play down dif-

ferences, when pressed further,

Hussein, added, “our principled

position is to oppose any change
(in eastern Jerusalem) that would
effect or threaten the peace

process.”

Story, Page 12.

Ya’acov Weinroth ( Brian Hcndlrrl

progress.

Earlier in toe day. senior police

sources involved in the investiga-

tion scored the State Attorney's
Office for the leaks, particularly

those referring to the questioning
of Prime Minister Binvamin

Netanyahu, saying they would
harm the investigation by provid-

ing vital information to potential

suspects.

Police say that the critical infor-

mation oniy reached the media
after the meeting on Thursday at

Hanegbi files complaint

against Channel 1, Page 2
Stock market drops sharply

over BarOn affair, Page 9

which investigators provided toe

State Attorney's Office with
details of toe investigation.

However, the State Attorney's
Office responded that police were
just try ing to deflect toe blame and
suggested that two senior police

officials were responsible for sup-
plying the media with the informa-

Continued on Page 12
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Hadash MK Azmi Basharawjfr
enter . Hadassah-Umversity
Hospitalm JttusaJem'sEan Kereni

'

today to receive a kidney donated

by his brother,'Marwan. 7
' o' Bashara, who has quietly taken

.

' offfrom hlsparfiaraentary weak to

undergo dialysis
1
three . times a

"r^f week, says his thKe sfstery and
v

'

- many oiherrelativesoffered^ kid-

ney as. welL “I could have had a
dozen,” he jokedlastnightr :

^ i*

808007

7^

v; Bashara ^was .-diagnosed -with

hypertension and of late bas been
' receiving medication for it, but a.

few months ago his kidney fime-

fieri suddenly deteriorated and hq*

heeded dialysis. T tried notto lej

'

;

it interfere with my work^-'^
Knesset,” said Bashara, a

old Nazareth resident.

* - His siblings all

patibiliiy tests, r m
. author and teacher American
. Univepsity in Rag _ was f0Bnd
: toe inost-smta^^

.
Dr. Ahitte^

. E^ a senior
Hadassah_^Meohwho perfbrined
Israel’s AraTuvStiansplant same

.fcJwfll do the operation.

_Sc te doesn't take out my
by mistake.” said toe MK,,

who added he was relieved to

undergo, surgt^ dialysis is

v«y ti53ft^suming and tiring.

has raised the issue of

frgjjj transplants with Knesset

JSbor and Social Affairs

Committee chairman MK Maxim
Levy, but be wants to separate- his

health from his political activity,

-ft’s not my style to mix the two,

but 1 will promote organ donation

through the proper channels.

There are 1,000 people in Israel

waiting for a kidney.”

Politics and working in the

Knesset is not always conducive

to good health, said Bashara. “I've

worked so hard in recent months

that few noticed 1 had to cut down

rat my activity. Until recently, I

didn’t think much about my
health,? he raid. .
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BOB KINGDOM
"DYLAN THOMAS RETURN JURNEY". Directed by ANTHONY
HOPKINS ond ccdaimed on both sides of the Atlantic, this thrilling 'roly-poly

word binge' stars BOB KINGDOM in the definitive portrayal of the Welsh poet

destined for greatness end despair. Kingdom moves us with Thomas's soaring

poems and wonderful storytelling, including 'A Child's Christmas in Wales', his

return as an adult to Swansea end epic pub crawl with thirty wild, wet Welshmen.

"BOB KINGDOM SEEMS NOT SIMPLY TO BE PLAYING THOMAS, OR

IMITATING THOMAS, BUT BEING THOMAS" Clive Barnes, Hew York Post

"THE TRUMAN CAPOTE TALK SHOW", from Dylan Thomas,

BOB KINGDOM turns the spotlight on another unique and tortured soul, the

American author of "Breakfast At Tiffany's" and "In Cold Blood ", TRUMAN
CAPOTE. Adorable, impish and wicked. Capote's life is chronicled from the

golden days of early success to his self inflicted fall from grate, ravaged by

booze and drugs. Glitzy, bitchy, heartbreaking.

"YOU WILL FIND NO MORE MOVING ACCOUNT OF WILFUL

SELF-DESTRUCTION" Doily Mail

JERUSALEM, Jerusalem Theatre, Rebecca Own Auditorium: Thur. 27.3.47, &30 pm:

DYLAN THOMAS. Sat. 29.3<T. 8.00 pjn.: TRUMAN CAPOTE. RBHOVOT, Ebner

Auditorium. Tetimaaii Institute: Sun. 30.3.'17, 8:30 pm: DYLAN THOMAS.

KFAR-SABA, Sapir Auditorium. Mod. 3 1 -O-OT. 8:30 pjn. DYLAN THOMAS. Bet Gahrlet

at KINNERET: Toes. 1.4.97. 8J0 P.m.: DYUN THOMAS. BFER-SHEVA,

Ben-Guiion Ibiraratv, Samadidi Audnarium: VFed. H.*)?, ft30 pm: HUMAN CAPOTE.

TEL-AYIV, Suzanne DrDal Center Tlnir. 3.1.97, p.ttL FrL 11.07. IftOOpm: IRIAN

THOMAS. Ssl 5.1.9", 500 p.m.. 4.-00 p.m.-HUMAN CAP0TL HAIFA, Technkm Gnema

Halt Sol b.I.'F. 61*0 pm.; DYLAN THOMAS. 9:00 pm: TRUMAN CAPOTE.

BOX OFFICES: TELAVIV, Suzanne Della] Center 03-5 10565b, Rokoko:

03-

5276894, Hadran: 05-5279797. Kastel: 03-60ii725, Lean: 03-52i7373.

HA5HA80N: 05-3100551/2. JERUSALEM, jcntsalem Tbeairc: 02-56100N,

Bimot 112-6234061, flabn: 02-6256869. Bel Gabriel at KINNERET: 06-6751175.

KEAR-SABA; 09-7649230. REH0VOT: 08-9343207. 084467890. HAIFA: Garber

114-8381777. 8292432. BTER-SHEYA: Bwi-Gurion Injimity, 07-6472340.

BOX OFFICES FOR 1SRACARD CAMPAIGN: TQrAMA'. Suzanne Delhi

Center 03-5105656. JERUSALEM, Jenisalem Theatre: 02-5610011. HAIFA, Garter.

04-

8384777. KFAR-SABA, BEER SHEVA & REHOVOT, Rokoko: 03-527b699.
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Death sentence overturned for bomb maker

A military court overturned the death sentence for a Hamas

activist convicted of making the bomb a suicide bomber used to

blow up an Egged bus in Hadera in 1994, killing five people and

wounding 30.~ ‘

. . . .

The military court of appeals sitting in Doran handed down the

life sentence to Zayid Mohammed Yossef Badtuna, canceling a

November 1 994 military court's death sentence. Badania, 26, also

was given a 30-year sentence and 15-year suspended sentence in

his conviction on seven counts, including charges he helped make

the bomb and plan the attack. He also was convicted of planning

several attacks prior to the Hadera bus bombing. Arieh 0 Sullivan

Shahor steps down
Map-Gen. Oren Shahor stepped down yesterday as coordinator

of government activities in Judea, Samana and the Gaza Strip. He
was replaced by Maj.-Gen. Ya’acov Or.

""1 am completing ?2 years of IDF service. Shahor said at a

ceremony at Erez junction yesterday. "I commanded many units

and executed my tasks with the utmost responsibility. The task

of government coordinator in the tern lories was the most fasci-

natine.” Itim

Next stage in Hebron street opening

In a one-hour meeting yesterday. Israeli and Palestinian officials

in Hebron agreed to advance to another stage in the opening of

Shuhada Street, which runs through the Jewish-populated area of

the city. They agreed to make the third of the street that opened

late last month accessible to two-way traffic, instead of its present

one-wav limit.

Mayor Mustafa Nalshe. Preventive Security Chief Jibril Rajoub

and Hebron IDF officials participated in the meeting. Within four

months of the Hebron agreement - that is, by early May - the

whole street is to be reopened to traffic. Jon Immanuel

Cohen: Soldiers forced to pay life insurance

Meretz MK Ran Cohen demanded yesterday that the defense

minister cancel the collection ofa life insurance fee from soldiers.

Cohen, chairman of the State Control Committee, said the deduc-

tion of the insurance fees from soldiers’ salaries without their

know ledge is a "moral scandal."

“How is it possible that soldiers who are serving in Lebanon, on
the confrontation line, or any other place, and risking their lives to

protect the state, are forced by the state to pay life insurance from

their measly salaries, and without their knowledge?" Cohen
demanded in a parliamentary question. Itim

Arafat to sign trade deal with EU
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat meets European

Union foreign ministers-today in Brussels to sign an agreement to

remove trade barriers over the next five years and to provide for

regular political consultation between the EU and the Palestinians.

The EU is the biggest single contributor of economic assistance

to the PA. spending $406 million on the the West Bank and Gaza
Strip since IW3.
The peace process is not formally on the agenda for Arafat's

visit, but EU officials said Palestinian-Israeli relations, might be
discussed informally at a dinner this evening to 4# attended:by
Aratat and the EU foreign ministers. AP

SDF detains Iraqi infiltrator at Jordan border
The IDF detained an Iraqi citizen who attempted to infiltrate

from Jordan yesterday, security sources said.

They said a 35-year-old Iraqi had crossed into Israel near Bet
She'an. He was apparently unarmed and was detained for ques-
tioning. In the past Iraqis have crossed into Israel from Jordan
seeking work or political asylum. Reuter

Woman killed in crash
A woman driver was killed yesterday afternoon when her car

was hit by a cement truck north of Hasira junction. A Magen
David Adorn team came to the scene and declared her dead. Itim

TURKMENIS
Continued from Page 1

from where Israel would be sup-
plied.

However, government sources

suggested the financial and politi-

cal costs will be too large a bur-
den for the former Soviet state.

Too many competing nations
would have to give permission for

the pipeline to be constructed to

the Turkish coast. Turkey itself

has expressed considerable inter-

est in supplying Israel with natur-

al gas. Front Turkey, a line would
•be constructed under the

Mediterranean to the Israeli coast.

"The idea has cropped up
before.

-

' said an Israeli Foreign
Ministry official. "But it looks

In deep sorrow, we announce the death of

RUTH NUSSENFELD-NAVEH
The funeral will take place today, Monday, February 24,

1997, at 3 p.m, leaving from the entrance to

Har Hamenuhot, Givat Shaul, Jerusalem.

We will meet at the main gate.

Eli and Noah Naveh
Chanan and Tsipi Naveh
and the family

With great sorrow, we announce the sudden passing of

our beloved wife, mother, grandmother and sister

spy’ re yiv nn

GENIE POLEYEFF
The funeral will take place at Eretz Hachaim Cemetery,

Beit Shemesh (near Shimshon Junction) 1 1/2 hours after
the arrival of TWA Flight 884, which is scheduled to land

at 3:00 p.m. today, Monday.

Husband: Rabbi Israel Poleyeff
Children: Jacob Poleyeff

Susan & Barry Wolf
Arthur & Unda Poleyeff

Brother: Lenore & Asher Schapiro
Sister: Rachel &Ytachak Klein

Shiva will be at 1 1 Diskin Street, Apt. 1 6, Jerusalem,
and 1804 E 3rd St., Brooklyn.

For further details, call 02-561-8543.

far-fetched to me."
Turkmenistan, bordered by

Russia and Iran, is currently

attempting to toe an independent

middle line between Moscow and
Teheran. The pipeline would give

the" "Turkmenis an important

inroad to the so-called US-
Turkish-Israeli triangle. The
country holds the world’s fourth-

largest gas reserves.

Meanwhile, the Israeli company
Merhav was last week involved in

deals with the Turkmenis worth
some S600 million.

The first was for a refinery
upgrade and construction of a
new petrochemical plant. The
other project is for upgrading the
country’s natural gas infrastruc-
ture.

BAR-ON AFFAIR Monday, FetoW M. 1897 TO.

Hanegbi files complaint

police against 1
By BATSHEVATSUR and MCHAL YUDELMAM

Tzahi Hanegbi

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi lodged a

complaint with police yesterday against

Channel 1 for reporting that he had “five

times misled the government" with regard

to the appointment of Roni Bar-On as attor-

ney-general.

Hanegbi, who took the complaint to the

Mevasseret Zion police station near his

home, said he was basing his charges on

clause 6 of die law preventing slander,

which carries a year's imprisonment for

offenders.

The complaint fingered Yisrael Segal, edi-

tor of the Friday night news program, as

well as ITV director Motti Kirschenbaum.

Meanwhile, Channel I last night apolo-

gized to anomey Dan Avi-Yitzhak for a

report by commentator Amnon Abramovitz,

on die same program, in which he called

Avi-Yitzhak "the recording attorney”

The TV station likewise corrected a report

by its legal reporter, Michael Doron, who

had charged that die lawyer brought record-

ings ofconversations with Aryeh Den to the

P
Eariier yesterday Abramovic warned that

if anomey Avi-Yitzhak tried to sue him he

would expose things which could gready

embarrass Avi-Yitzhak. .

Abramovitz was commenting in a radio

interview on Avi-Yitzhak's threats to sue

him and Doron for reporting on Friday night

that he made recordings of conversations

with clients and gave them to police.

Abramovitz said yesterday, “I never said,

nor do I say now, that Avi-Yitzhak recorded

MK Aryeh Deri, yet I stick to the nickname

'the recording anomey.’ I am referring to

another event.

“IfAvi-Yitzhak chooses to confront me or

intimidate me, I can expose things he did in

another case, which
,
would embarrass him

greatly, to say the least”

Abramovitz also said the only news he

Likud MKs protest police ‘leaks’
By DAVID RUDGE
and SARAH HONKS

National Infrastructure
Minister Ariel Sharon yesterday
called for the police to be
allowed to continue their

inquiries into the Bar-On affair

without any disturbances.

The minister, who spoke to

reporters during his first official

visit to Haifa as guest of Mayor
Amram Mitzna, said he believed

the matter would end well.

“I think that the investigation

has to be allowed to be conducted

quietly, for all the investigators

and examiners, with the minimum
possible interference from out-

side," said Sharon.

“I admit that it is not a comfort-
able situation, but it is the kind of
situation that you have to know
how to accept quietly and be capa-

ble of continuing with your work
as if the matters around you don't
exist." said Sharon, at a press con-
ference at city hall.

Ariel Sharon

He was asked whether Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
deserved to continue in office in

light of the the issue and other
matters relating to the govern-

ment's performance.
"I am not in the habit of giving

marks to people. I think the gov-
ernment is one that has taken upon

itself a list of difficult missions. It

has to cany them out, and it will,”

said Sharon.

Other Likud politicians yester-

day accused the police and the

prosecution of leaking details of
Netanyahu's questioning in an
effort to malign him.
Health Minister Yehoshua

Matza questioned why, “in a

democratic state like ours, which
prides itself on the fact that in

our legal system no one '

is

immune from investigation, there

is also no outcry about the ten-

dentious campaign of innuendo
and defamation which comes
from unnamed sources either in

the 'police or the prosecution or
both. This could smack of an
attempt to commit a coup via a
police investigation. All this is

brought to die public by a those-

who are players in this episode
and not impartial observers, i.e

Channel One.
“While this goes on, the opposi-

tion is beginning to celebrate and

sew suits they expect to wear

when they bring the government

down. This is all grotesquely

absurd," Matza said.
' Chairman of the -Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense

Committee Likud MK Uzi Landau

said "members of the investiga-

tions team all signed affidavits

pledging to maintain total secrecy.

This was the first thing die public

was apprised of in this investiga-

tion. In view of this, isn't it more
than just a bit curious that they

leak day after day after day like an

-open faucet?”

Itim adds:

NRP chairman Hanan Porat and
party secretary Zevulun Orlev

criticized groups that are trying to

make political gains from the Bar-

On affair investigation. The two
requested that the police and State

Attorney’s office should be
allowed to complete the investiga-

tion without pressure. Until the

probe ends, the party supports the

prime minister.

Shimon Peres

Peres calls

for restraint

in talk of

elections

How to removes
prime minister
L1AT COLLINS

The Basic Law: The
Government, which came into

effect with the last elections, con-

tains several clauses relating

specifically to a situation in

which the premier cannot func-

tion in his post.

Commonly known as the Direct

Elections Law, there are sections

refering in particular to a situa-

tion in which the prime minister

is found guilty of a crime of

moral turpitude, or even just

indicted. Motions of no confi-

dence in the prime minister can

be held, though not the govern-

ment. Unlike in previous

Knessets, these motions require a

majority of 61 MKs to pass, and
not just the majority of MKs pre-

sent.

If the prime minister is toppled

by a no-confidence motion, the

Knesset must dissolve and elec-

tions must be held both for the

Knesset and the prime minister
within.60 days. If a prime minis-
ter resigns, special elections are

held just for the premiership.

A criminal investigation of the

prime minister can only be car-

ried out with the approval of the

attorney general, who is also the

only person authorized to hand

the premier an indictment.

Charges against die prime minis-
ter must be heard in the Jerusalem
District Court before a bench of
three judges.

The Knesset can also vote to

oust a prime minister not accused

or found guilty of a crime, but

this needs an 80 MK majority to

pass in the plenum. At least 40
MKs must sign the demand for

this type of vote. Their request is

forwarded to the Knesset House
Committee, which must raise it in

the Knesset plenum within 30
days. If the committee does not

forward it to the plenum, the

Knesset Speaker is obliged to

raise it at the earliest opportunity.

In either case, the prime minister

must be given a chance to explain

his case before the plenum vote.

If the prime minsiter is unable

to function for a period not

exceeding 100 days, he may
appoint a minister who is also an
MK to replace him. The acting

prime minister has all the rights

of the premier, other than the

right to dissolve the Knesset. If

the premier cannot function and
does not appoint a replacement,
the cabinet can appoint a minister
to replace him. If the period
exceeds 100 days, elections are
held just for the premiership.

Bar-On chronology
January 22 Reporter Ayala Hasson breaks foe story,

on Channel 1.

•

January 23 The story causes a public uproar. Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, along with
others accused of being involved, vehe--
merrtiy deny the allegations. .

January 24 Netanyahu offers his support for a police

investigation into foe affair.
•

January 26 State Attorney Edna Arbel instructs poETce

to begin investigating. That afternoon,:

Police Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz
announces the creation of a special inves-

tigative committee and estimates that foe
investigation will be concluded by the end of
the week.

January 27 The investigative committee begins inter-

viewing witnesses and coordinates a plan of

action. .

January 28 Roni Bar-On, among other, undergoes
questioning. Since then, 22 witnesses nave
been summoned.

February 18 Netanyahu is questioned under caution.

February 19 Aryeh Deri’s legal counsel, attorney Dan
Avi-Yrtzhak, resigns, citing foe plethora of

allegations against his client

February 23 The Investigation enters its fifth week as
Labor Secretary-General MK Nissim Zvilli

calls for preparations for early ejections.

Netanyahu hires attorney Ya’acov Weinroth.

.

- Compiled by Uriel Hei/mari

By MCHAL YUDELMAM

NEWSLINE
with Dr. Reuven Hazpn and Dr. Menahem Hofiumg.
lecturers in the Political Science Department at the

Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

According to Internal Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani, Prime Minister Netanyahu must resign
if either he or Justice Minister Tzahi Hangebi is

found to have been directly involved in the Bar-
On affair. Is this true?

Hazpn

:

No. There are only two ways of forcing the

prime minister out of office. One. if ihe Knesset gives

him a no-confidence vote, which would then force

new elections both for the office of the prime minis-

ter as well as for the entire Knesset. Two, if the prime

minister is found guilty of a criminal misdeed, then

ment officials. Once one does not fulfill the require-

ments of these norms, for example if one accesses
funds that were not earmarked for him, it is not as bad
as fraud, but it is worse than just a case of poor ethics.

A breach of trust is a criminal charge.

What are the rights of the prime minister as a
witness or as a suspect to witbold information?
Hazpn: Every person has full rights to remain

sOenc Netanyahu is being interviewed currently in a
non-criminal setting so that he can demonstrate his
willingness to cooperate.

What is the UkeEbood of this being a criminal
case?

r
*’

Hazpn: \
J ’ v

p. ,, 'jL* that it is hijhly P’^y
I

**- *»

EXiS™*'«*:Evolved many ^unalactiv 1^
think the issue is much
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of the prime minister aJoneTmus, there are not only
legal obstacles, but political ones as welL

The Prime Minister was reportedly mvestigaled

“under caution,** What does this mean?
Hazpn: This is die second level of investigation

after questioning of a witness. It means that if some-
one is not fully cooperative and thought to be some-
how connected to the probe, the investigation can
immediately be transformed into one ‘‘held under
caution.” meaning that die witness can be implicated

by his own words. In this case, he has the right to

remain silent.

What are die implications if the prime minister
is guilty ofa "breach oftrust?”
Hazpn:A criminal breach of trust is cause for crim-

inal proceedings.

Hofiumg: We have norms of behavior for govern-

DRIVE

CAREFULLY

... Labor Chairman Shimon Peres

yesterday criticized- 1 - party

Secretory-General Nissim Zvilli's

initiative to prepare for early elec-

tions. in case the government falls

as a result of the Bar-On affair.

Peres called on all party leaders

to show restraint until the police

investigation is completed, both in

their comments on die affair and
in the activity toward elections.

MKs Ehud Barak and Haggai
Merom joined Peres in saying this

is not die time to start talking

about or preparing for early elec-

tions.

Zvilli convened a meeting of
party section heads yesterday to
discuss the issue. It was decided to

prepare “contingency plans” in

case early elections are (railed.

Zvilli stressed that Labor cannot
be caught unprepared if die elec-
tions are advanced.
Peres suggested that “all party

members be patient and not lose
die correct view of the situation. I

resent the attempt to turn a legal
issue into a party one. All this talk
only damages the issue and the
party”
Peres pointedly refused to say

whether he will head Labor if the
elections are advanced, or whether
he would consider a national unity
government.
Leadership candidate Barak

said, “It is irrelevant to discuss
who wfll lead Labor to elections at
thus point. Even the internal con-
sultation which Zvilli called is, I
mink, redundant and damaging ”
Barak said he hoped, “a? a per-

san and a citizen, that everything
wll tom out to be nothing. But Iadmit that day by day it
“creasingly like a thick sornof

tiTrh^
1^ ***** Op-

tion. The picture emerging before
eyes is horrifyh^l jSSfflmaer questioned by the rotaunder caution, needing the°ser~

<sistg
--
them,hat

incapable ofleading a huge government burelhcn!?
administration. Furthermore, I don’t believe ffi?
Aryeh Deri thought he could have been let offof tb^V
charges against him without the entire country and

*

the media going into a frenzy, therefore, it is unlikely
that die criminal allegations in the Bar-On for Hebron
affair wfll prove tme.

Hqfiutng: The question is how much did the Prime
Minister know. If he knew of a plea bargain and
looked the other way, he is in big trouble, even ifhe
did not voice support for iL If he arranged the plea
bargain deal, then be is guiltyofa breach oftrust. The
allegations could very well lead to a process that
would eventually result in new elections for prime
minister.

The Best Offers for the Religious Public
ill Painat Beit Shemesh

Uriel Heilman

contractors
..fit . .

aiutthwattedpkicoAi

3 rooms, • datinga $118,100

3*5 rooms, .•
: «• • • startup a $129,500

4 rooms, . -i swi^ar $133,000

5 rooms, + tHpgstten, sating k $149,000

The price per $1=3.35

Grants are to bededucted ..

from the abovepricesfs15,000).
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exposed on Friday night referred to die fact

SttMne Minister Binyamm Netanyahu

had been questioned under caution.

MeSwhite, Media Watch has filed a com-

Dlahrtto foe Israel Press Council agmnst

Abramovitz, demanding that it examine

whether he violated prafeBBom lethrcs m

his threat against Avi-YitznaK. If.

Abramovitz has information that is of pub-

SJtaEwt. he must expose it, ^council

said. However, if it & found
l*
131 he ***** not

such information this amounts to

and lies, and thus Abramov® .s

°IhainTTan^MK^Micharf Eon

catted on the Israel Broadcasting Authority

to take “significant steps against

Abramovitz for his statements on foe radto.

Ekan said that Abramovitz s holding back

information of public interest and using it to

derer/to-Yitzhak to determine foe truth was

to be seen in foe “most senous light.

Sarah Honig contributed to this report.
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Alleged US army informant
considered moving to Israel

Peres ca

for restTt

in talk!

electio

•jlECSULYUKl

BySTEVEROOAM

David Tenenbanm, the USarmy admin is-

:tral6r accused of illegally'pasang classified

information
. to- Israel, has been seeking to

make aliya since 1 990 and repeatedly urged
bis Israeli interlocutors to help him settle

here. The Jerusalem Post has learned.

-Tenenbaum, a prominent Orthodox Jew
in.-the Detroit area, tried to make aliya in

1990, 1992 and 1996. -Tenenbaum tried to
get US Army permission to spend a sab-
batical at Rafael, the armaments develop-
ment. authority, jn : 1994, but the Israeli

Defense Ministry jefussd and instead sug-
gested he spetid the year at the Technion.-
At that point, the US Army refused to let

him proceed with his plans.

In 1995, he struck up a friendship with
an Israeli defense representative, Reuven
Gratiot, at a conference in Jerusalem. The
two met again when the Israeli was posted
to a joint US-Israel program to develop
armored protection for light military and
civilian vehicles.- Granot suggested that

Tenenbaum, a biologist by profession,
apply for a sabbatical at Hadassah
Hospital in Jerusalem.
Sources close to the investigation said

Tenenbaum was an administrator at the joint

US-Israeli program responsible for procur-
ing budgets for technology projects with
.foreign countries. They said he had no tech-

nical knowledge regarding any of the docu-

ments he was said to have kept in his home
regarding the Bradley armored vehicle or
the patriot missiles.

On February 13. US authorities filed an
affidavit in a Detroit court saying
Tenenbaum admitted to divulging classified

information to Israeli liaison officers

assigned to a joint tank armament project

over the last decade. He listed Granot as one
of those who received material.

Israeli sources stressed that they have not

found anybody involved in the tank pro-

gram who had admitted to either soliciting

or receiving documents from Tenenbaum.
They said Tenenbaum. who is fluent in

Hebrew, had a strong affinity with the

Israelis, but never discussed documents or

ins to hear Dinitz appeal
By BlELYW CORDON

' The Supreme Court began hear-

ing- the appeal of former Jewish
Agency chairman Simcha Dinitz
yesterday, and will continue at a
later date.

Dinitz . was convicted of billing

some $6,700 worth of personal

expensesto theagency via his per-

sonal Syms clothing store credit

card, but was acquitted of charg-

ing another $15,400 worth of per-

sonal êxpenses to the agency via

an agency American Express card.

The Jerusalem District Court sen-

tenced him to a NIS 40,000 fine.

The state then appealed the par-

tial acquittal, while Dinitz

appealed the partial conviction.

The state also appealed the light-

ness of the sentence:

At yesterday’s hearing, Dinitz’s

attorney. Airmen Goldenbeig,
• argued that the lower court erred

in concluding that Dinitz intended

to commit fraud. All the agency
officials in the New York office, to

whom Dinitz submitted the Syms
bills, knew they were private bills

which Dinitz was supposed to

repay, Goldenberg said. The bills

were then sent on to Jerusalem
with (he understanding that the

reimbursements would be done
there.

Had Dinitz intended to mislead

the agency, Goldenberg argued, he
would not have informed the New
York office of the bills’ personal

nature.

Dinitz cannot be held responsi-

ble for the fact that the Jerusalem

office was either not informed of
the bills' personal nature by New
York or failed to act upon this

information, Goldenberg said.

Goldenberg also argued that

many of the witnesses had a vest-

ed interest in incriminating Dinitz,

and said the lower court"had not

given sufficient weight to this fact

when evaluating their testimony.

Under any scenario, there were

"serious foul-ups'* in the agency's

financial divisions, since "no one

Jewish leaders: Don’t change Law ofReturn
By Jerusalem Post Staff

Ina meeting with -Industry and
Trade Minister Natan Sharansky
yesterday, - Jewish . Agency
Chairman Avraharn Barg and US
Jewish leaders presented a docu-
ment in which the, agency calls

on the government to “abstain

from’' legislation altering the:
religious status qno and “not' to

allow any change in the Law of
Return."

The Jewish leaders, represent-

ing all religious streams, among
world Jewry,- expressed concern
to Sharansky, who heads the'

- .hffnsstesiaJ Oh:
•'Diaspora Affairs, thaiuthe -twp i

'sides rtfo not' icaow^each'-other

;

well.-:. v v ...

Sharansky agreed there were
misunderstanding between the

two sides. He said many minis-

ters have “no. . idea ;who the

Conservative andReform are.”

Representatives of the Reform
and Conservative movements
voiced concern about die devel-

oping stance among US Jewry
toward Israel, ; and 'especially

toward the current government,

in light of the pending legisla-

tion.

Eric Yoffie, head of the Reform
movement in the United States,

told the government representa-

tives, “Just as you ask us to

understand the Israeli reality, you
have to understand the reality of

US Jewry. In order for us to

remain one people, three million

Reform.Jews need to know that

the government of Israel under-

stands them, knows them, is

aware of- their problems and can-

Refonn and Conservative demonstrators demand the right to non-Orthodox conversions in Israel, in a protest yesterday outside the

Industry and Tirade Ministry in Jerusalem, where Jewish Agency and US Jewish leaders were meeting with Minister Natan
Sharanfcsy on relations between Israel and the Diaspora. iiran Hcmffcn

riders them legitimate

Burg concluded the meeting by
proposing the establishment of a

joint' committee of the Jewish

Agency and the government as a

forum for discussions to achieve

a deeper understanding of both

sides and discuss common prob-

lems.

“You must find a way, through
the Knesset and the government,

to give this group an opportunity

to present its detailed positions

.and the ramifications of this law
for Jewish communal life in the

Diaspora,” Burg told Sharansky.

Fertility technique may produce infertile sons
gy JUPYSBECEL

A five-year-old technique that

his made thousands of infertile

men around the world into lathers

is believed to pass on a defective

gene that may make tbeir male

babies infertile: This potential

problem —
.
discovered by Prof.

Joseph Itskovitz, head of gynecol-

ogy and obstetrics at Haifa’s-

Rambani: Hospital, and his col-

league. Dr. Shahax Kol - has
aroused much concern and pores

'

serious ethical ’ questions. .-

The technique, called intracyto-

plasmic sperm' injection (ICSI), is

a sophisticated method of in-vitro

fertHizaiion developed in Belgium

in 1 992. It;.-is meantfor producing

pregnancies in the partners ofmen
whose semen contains almost no
sperm or . sperm suffering from
almost totaFTack of motility.

Rep^uctive''^ shoot

single sperm into die ova or make
a bole in die ova's outer layer to

facilitate conception. Many thou-

sands of healthy babies have been

produced this way, hundreds of

them in Israel.

Itskovitz studied 30 male babies

bom as the result of ISGI and found
flat three had inherited a defect in

the Y chromosome believed to be

die cause of their fade's Infertility.

(Girls have only chromosomes so

jthey are not affected.) The Rambam
doctors’ study was first mentioned

in a letterto die editor in the British

journal The. Lancet and shortly

afterwards in December in the jour-

nal^ • • Molecular ' Human
Reproduction.

Then Dr. Jon Pryor, a urologist

and cell biologist at the University

of Minnesota, conducted a study

that bolstered Itskovitz’s conclu-

sions by studying die frequency of

the genetic defect in 200 men; pub-

lished recently in the New England
Journal ofMedicine, it was report-

ed on in The Washington Post late

last week and aroused much con-

cern. The problem is apparently

most serious when a biopsy of the

testes is performed to remove
immature sperm directly and inject

them into the ovum.
Itskovitz said last night that he

would not go so far as to ban 1SCI

or even to choose for implantation

only female embryos produced by
the technique.

“Some of the babies could suffer

from mtiy substandard fertility,

but could be helped to impregnate

using fertility techniques. Others

will be be normal. Bur it's possible

that a genetic defect is being intro-

duced and passed on to humanity

by tins technique and that without

it, men carrying the defect would
not have offspring. This is an ethi-

cal manner," he raid.

There is no registry of ISCI
babies in the US, thus complicat-

ing the problem.

Itskovitz said that the issue

should be discussed with couples

about to undergo ISCI, and that it

should be a matter for society in

general* to decide. In any case,

male children produced by ISCI

should be carefully followed over

the years to come to determine

whether ihey have a fertility prob-

lem and to try to help them, he

concluded.

THE ISRAEL-CANADA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY

Z^SlogistAharon Shulov dies at 89

Eminent zoologist Prof.' Aharon
Shulov/ wfth . <wfs the founding

director of Jerusalem's Biblical

Zoo, .
died'-on Friday and 'was;

buried yesterday
J
in Jerusalem He

was 89.

The Russian-born Shnlotticame

to Palestine in 1926 and was one

of tbe pioneers of the Hebrew

University. He served as director

of the Biblical Zoo for close to

half a century. He was also the

longtime secretary of. the. Israel

Entomology Sorieiy and an exec-

utive member of several similar

sodeties abroad^ ;

*

Shulov,was nqtpnlyttefounds .

jog director of -fee BibllcaT Zoo,
'

but its chief cook and bottle

washer. He raised the necessary

•..funds to build. it dealt with the

.architects, procured the animals

and developed the institution.

' which in 1939 began in a small

courtyard at the old Hadassah

Hospital ui downtown Jerusalem,

then moved to Roraema before

; being ; relocated recently to

Malcha.
Shulov aimed to recreate

Noah's Ark. He never quite real-

ized dial- dream, but did better than

Noah, because most of his four-

-legged friends were not limited .to

pairs. =«<-•-T-jgjfj
*'

5

; .

’

*f /'rV- Greer Tti$ $dstmw -Aharon- Shiitov

is holding a reception in the presence of

The Mayor of Tel Aviv-Yafo,

Mr. Roni Milo,

and

The CanadianAmbassador,

H.E. Mr. David Berger

in honor of

H.E. Mr. Arthur Eggleton,

Canadian Minister for international Trade,

at the head of a large delegation of industrialists and

businessmen from Canada.

The reception fall take place on

Wednesday, February 26, at 6:00 p.m.,
|

at the Eretz Israel Museum,
2 Levanon Street, Tel Aviv

The event is sponsored by BANK HAPOAUM

For invitations and further information please contact

the israel-Canada Chamber of Commerce
at Tel. 03-620-2544, or fax 03-620-2513.

sensitive technological data.

"We had been extremely careful not to be
seen as aiding or soliciting anything that

could be interpreted as industrial espionage in

the l’S.“ a defense source said. "Our aim has

been to prevent another episode such as that

ofJonathan Pollard more than a decade ago."

Sources familiar with lhe program, at the

tank automotive research and development
engineering center in Warren. Michigan,
said that none of the technology w as new to

Israel and that Rafael was supplying much
of the know-how to US engineers on light

armament protection.

Still, the sources said. Israel is still regard-

ed in the US as the most active country in

industrial espionage.

disagrees that sums of money
owed the agency by Dinitz were

not paid.” Goldenberg explained.

However, the majority of the wit-

nesses in Dinitz 's trial were
employees of these same financial

divisions, and therefore had an

interest in saying that criminal

behavior on Dinitz’s pan. rather

than their own negligence, was
responsible for these mishaps, he

argued.

The hearing will continue at a

later date.

in brief

Histadiut passes ’97 budget

The Histadnit Parliament passed the labor organization's NIS

t37 million 1997 budeei yesterday. Histadrut Chairman Amir

Peretz also announced yesterday that nine of the Histadrut's 10

most highly paid officials have agreed to take a pay cut him

Israel aides Bulgarian Red Cross

The Foreien Ministry sent a ton of medical supplies to the

Bulgarian Red Cross yesterday, following requests for aid front

the oraanization. Israel will send a planeload of some -40 tons ot

medicines and foodstuffs next month. David Harris

Channel 2 Rabin documentary wins bronze

The documentary Seven Days in November won a bronze

medal in the Special Documentary' category at the New York

Film Festival, the Second Television and Radio Authority

announced yesterday. The film, produced and funded jointly by

the authority and its three franchisees, documents the murder of

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin on November 4. 1993. the mourn-

ing and some of the subsequent events of that week. Helen Kaye

Three Israel Prize recipients named
Maj.-Gen. (res.) Ytsrael Tal, Rabbi Avraharn Elimeleeh Firer.

and Uzia Gali! will be awarded the Israel Prize for life achieve-

ment and special contribution to the state and society. Education

Minister Zevulun Hammer announced yesterday.

The selection committee cited Tal's contribution to the

state’s security and the defense industry. Firer’s assistance to

the ill and wounded and Gain's contribution to the electronics

industry. Jerusalem Post Staff

TWA to ban smoking on flights to US
TWA will on April 1 become the only airline operating in

Israel to completely bar smoking on its flighis between Israel

and the US. The airline said that based on trials in Great Britain.

France and Germany, it found that the large majority of its cus-

tomers preferred that smoking be completely prohibited instead

of allowing smoking sections.

At present, the law bars smoking on all flights to and from

Israel that take less than two hours. A Transport Ministry com-

mittee is currently hearing arguments on the question of whether

regulations should be issued barring smoking on all flights to

and from Israel. Judy Siegel

Haifa Chemicals talks

break down again
By DAVP BUDGE

Negotiations on ending the dispute

that has closed the giant Haifa

Chemicals factory for over three

months broke down again yesterday.

Sources close to the talks said

the management and Histadrut

teams walked out of the meeting
after they failed to reach agree-

ment over cutting welfare benefits

to the workers.

The breakdown in negotiations

once again raised a question mark
over the future ofthe troubled plant.

The two other key issues still to

be discussed are likely to be even
more difficult to resolve. They are

management's demand to cut the

500-strong workforce by 120 peo-

ple and to increase the number of
personal contracts among the

remaining employees.
Management insists that it wants

to negotiate a new collective

agreement with the workers, in the

framework of its plans to reorga-

nize the factory and make it more

cost-efficient.

The sources stressed, however,

that failure to reach an agreement
in the coming weeks would not

bode well for the future of the fac-

tory and its workers.

The turning point, according to

the sources, could be reached as
early as nex« Tuesday if no accord
is reached in negotiations before-

hand. On that date the High Court
of Justice is due to hear a petition

by the Histadrut against a decision

by the National Labor Court to

cancel the collective agreement at

the factory.

The court earlier issued a tempo-
rary injunction preventing manage-
ment from taking any unilateral

steps over the collective agreement
issue pending the full hearing.

The Histadrut says it has secured

the agreement of the workers to

lake cuts in welfare benefits ihat

would save the company hundreds
of thousands of dollars.’

Management, however, rejected

the compromise.
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You can afford

premium market data

from Standard & Poors

Standard & Poor’s ComStock on the Net delivers

affordable, high quality, real time data.

For over 125 years, Standard & Poor's has been the fimnrial industry's most misted

source of marker information- With our new Internet service, ComStock ob tie Nil,

you will receive continnonsly updated data (unlike a slow, manually updated

web-based service).

Included In your low monthly fee is:

• Instant access on up to 256,000 real-time stocks, options, commodities; and indices

and currencies

• Weahh of mark* dzu from Standard Si Poor's including news, fundamental data

with complete charting and technical analysis, company profiles from MarkctScope,

MMS Global Highlights and PCN
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•NASDAQ level fl,DowJones News ServiafFaruns World News, Street
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120 Hindus die

in India fire
Hews agencies

BHUBANESHWAR, India - At

least 120 Hindu devotees were

killed and 165 injured yesterday

when fire swept through tempo-
rary shelters at a religious confer-

ence in eastern India, authorities

said

The interior secretary of Orissa

state. S.C. Hota, said in the state

capital Bhubaneshwar that some

15,000 people were attending the

conference in Baripada town when
the blaze swept through thatched

huts erected for the event.

He said strong winds fanned the

fire, which broke out at about 3:30

p.m. and swiftly engulfed the

camp in Baripada, 220 km north

of the state capital.

The cause of the fire was not yet

known, Hota said.

Most of the victims were men
napping after lunch at the national

conference, dedicated to the mem-

ory of the Hindu guru, Swami
Nigamananda, Hota said.

At least 165 injured were taken

to local hospitals, he said.

Earlier, the Press Trust of India

said some 200 people were feared

killed and several hundred injured

in the blaze.

Police were srill recovering bod-

ies, said Orissa's director general

of police, A.B. Tripathy. Hota said

only a few more bodies were like-

ly to be recovered.

Indian news agencies had earlier

put the toll at at least 200. The
cause of the blaze had not yet been
determined.

Baripada was overwhelmed by
the disaster — the town has only
two fire trucks. The state govern-

ment ordered doctors from larger

towns to rush to the site of the

blaze.

Swami Nigamananda has been
dead many years, but his follow-

ers, mostly in eastern India, wor-

UN can take

Iraqi missile parts
BAGHDAD t Reuter) - Iraq has

agreed to let the United Nations

take scrapped missile engines out

of the country for examination,

UN arms envoy Rolf Ekeus said

yesterday.

"The government of Iraq agreed

to the removal of remnants of pro-

scribed missile engines from Iraq

for in-depth analysis by the com-
mission," Ekeus, chairman of the

UN Special Commmission on Iraq

(UNSCOM), told reporters in a

joint news conference with Iraqi

Foreign Ministry Undersecretary

Riyad al-Qeisi.

The United Nations wants to

establish if scrapped parts are from

missing Soviet-made engines as

Iraq maintains or are local equip-

ment buried to divert attention

from hidden missile engines.

Ekeus arrived in Baghdad and

held,- extensive -meetings -with"

Deputy Prime Minister Tareq Aziz

during a four-day visit that ended
with a joint statement outlining

future cooperation.

Ekeus did not say when the

approximately 100 scrapped
engines and parts packed in boxes
at UN headquarters in Baghdad
would be removed. He said he
intended to take them to laborato-

ries in either the United States or

France.

Earlier Iraq had objected to ship-

ping parts to the United States,

although it said it would allow

inspection in Russia or France.

The components were unearthed

in excavations last year. Iraq said it

destroyed the missiles in 1992 and
Ekeus said unilateral scrapping of

banned items by Iraq had compli-

cated his work.

He said Iraq claimed to have uni-

laterally dismantled a large portion

of its long-range missiles and pro-

duction tools. "This you can imag-
ine creates a lot of deep concern,"

he said. — *,: ,J *

Ekeus did not' say how many
missiles he believed were missing

but said Iraq could still be conceal-
ing equipment.

5 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Gub
Spend a day away-from-it-all on one of Shorashira's
entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips.

You'll meet your sort of people, visit off-tne-beaten-track
places and hear interesting and informative explanations

from expert guides.

Space is limited so book early and avoid disappointment

Thursday A DAY LUCE NO OTHER
March 6 Israel is not associated with heavy industry, and yet-

This tour will visit the Haifa Bay, including the Oil
Refineries, the Mil Aluminium Works, the shipyards,
workshops and navy base, plus a boat tour of the bay.

We bet you've never seen this part of IsraeL
NTS 190 (including lunch)
Tour guides Dr. Yoash Zohar

Monday LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
March 17 Cheese, honey, olive oil and wine - we'll taste them all

on our way. Well start at the organic dairy of Klil, and
continue on to the olive oil press at the Druse village
of Yanuah, then the prize-winning Dalton winery.
Well also visit the bee hives of Shadmot Dvora and
its silk production unit The Galilee is especially
beautiful at this time of the yean Join us!

N1S 215 (including lunch) .

Tour guide: brad Shalem
|

Thursday ACRE - THE CRUSADER CITY
April 3 In July 1099, after they had captured Jerusalem, the

Crusaders realized they needed a port with a major
harbor. So they turned this small city into an
important Crusader stronghold. The markets filled

with goods, doth, jewels and precious stones, for the

troops to take home as souvenirs. We'll visit the

Hospitalers Quarter and view the new discoveries,

the Genoa Quarter - little Italy in the Holy Land - the

Templars Quarter, the Turkish Baths and more.
N1S175
Tour guide: Danny Syon

Tuesday RETURN TO BEIT SHEAN
April 15 Thousands of years of history - Greek, Roman, pagan,

Jewish - now revealed for all to see. Theaters,
temples, bath-houses, markets, frescoes, houses of

ill-repute. All the beauty and cruelty that paganism
offered. Even ifyou've been before, come again,

because so much more has now been revealed,

including the "Mona Lisa," in one of the world's most
successful digs.

NIS 180 (inducting lunch)

Tour guide: Ytarael Shalem

Thursday DM THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SANHEDRIN
April 24 The Bar-Kochba Revolt failed. 600,00 Jews died.

Jerusalem was destroyed. Jews were sold as slaves,

and Tora study came to an end. But a new center arose

in the Galilee, and the towns of Zippori and Tiberias

became famous. We'll visit them, as well as Beit

Shearim, the burial place of Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi

and his family.

NIS 215 (inducting lunch)

Tour guide: Danny Weiss

The tour price includes transportation fromJerusalem orTel Aviv

and return, entrance to all sites, background lectures and on-the-

spot explanations. Lunch as indicated. 10% offwhen you book all

five tours. Pick-up and drop-off along the route when possible

and arranged beforehand.

Reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM, POB 7588 14 Rehov Abarbanel,
Rehavia,Jerusalem 91074.

f^Sw-6231 {930 a.m. - 2£TeLi
Ask for Michal, Vered or Varda.*

230 p.m.)

ship his memory and continue to

seek his otherworldly blessing.

Organizers had built oae huge
hut and several other sheds of
straw walls under thatched roofs
for their meetings and as tempo-
rary shelters, Horn said
"So it all burned really fast."

The blaze completely destroyed
all the straw and thatch huts.

Press Trust of India news
agency reported eyewitnesses
said that the fire started from an
electric short circuit in the main
hut and people, most of them poor
villagers, panicked and rushed to

the exits.

Many people may have died in
the stampede. Press Trust said.

United News of India said the

cause may have been the explo-
sion of a gas cylinder used for
cooking.

The Nigamananda festival has
been held in Baripada annually for
the last 46 years.

Yeltsin

‘fully

recovered’
MOSCOW (APj - Looking

healthy and speaking strongly.

President Boris Yeltsin yesterday
declared himself ready to take on
his foes in Russia's parliament and
tackle the conflict with NATO
over its planned expansion.

“I am folly recovered, that’s it,”

Yeltsin said after laying a wreath
at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier outside the Kremlin to

mark a holiday honoring the mili-

tary.

“You can now say my sickness

has passed; now I just need to

regain some of my strength,” the

66-year-old president said in a rare

face-to-face meeting with journal-

ists.

Yeltsin said he had lost 26 kilos

since heart bypass surgery in

November and a bout with double
' ‘pnfrrrnoma in January.

He "said his recuperation has
been slower than He expected, but

he’s finally getting back on his

feet

"I feel my strength coming
back,” Yeltsin said. “I’m think-

ing dearly and I'm folly aware."

New hope for Tibet

The exiled Tibetan leader the Dalai Lama greets his disciples at Dharamsala in the northern Indian state of Hunaeh ^
yesterday. The Dalai Lama said China’s new leader, Jiang Zemin, could help resolve the Tibetan issue. <

China readies for Deng cremation
BEUING CAP) - Police blockad-

ed a cemetery for revolutionary

heroes yesterday and kept back

hundreds of curious Chinese as sol-

diers made final preparations for

the nation’s farewell to Deng
Xiaoping.

Deng Ws to be cremated today,

sources at state-run television said.

That would be hours before US
Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright arrives in Beijing on the

last stop of a nine-country, 11-day

around-the-world tour.

Eulogies praising Deng's
exploits and his economic reforms,

which raised tens of millions of
Chinese from poverty, ran through-

*

out yesterday on government tele-

vision and other media.

Soldiers, meanwhile, solemnly
rehearsed carrying a see-through

bier at the cemetery forCommunist
veterans in Babaoshan, western

Beijing, where Deng is to be cre-

mated.

Police blocked a side road to the

cemetery and kept back crowds of
about 200 people . from its front

gate, where a flag flew at half-staff.

At one point, a stream of about

eight black limousines sped put of
the cemetery.

Deng died Wednesday evening at

age 92. Deng’s family asked that

his ashes be scattered at sea, after a
memorial tomorrow attended by
1 0,000 people. A casket containing

Deng's ashes will be covered by
the red Communist flag for the

memorial, which marks the last day
of a six-day mourning period. ..

• Deng's chosen ** ?: saoptisrpr,

Communist PatiyjSeerfcT^”^d
President JiangZernhCji^k^ to

welcome Albright’s visit as a

chance to highlight international

recognition for his leadership. -

Albright has compressed all her

meetings into one day so she can

leave before tomorrow's memorial.

No foreigners were invited because

Deng; who retired in 1990, was
officially a private citizen with no

higher tide than “comrade.” Hong
Kong's Sunday Morning Post said

political infighting that some
expect to sharpen with Deng's
death has begun. The newspaper

said Communist hard-liners were
circulating a 20,000-woid criticism

of Deng's policies, in defiance of

Jiang's orders.

The report dashed with the pic-

ture of unity given by the official

media, which reported Communist

Party officials and military leaders

- including veterans who fought

beside Deng - rallying around

Jiang as the “core”of the post-Deng

leadership.

Premier Li Peng and the head of

the legislature Qiao Shi - both pos-

sible rivals to Jiang - have echoed
pledges Jiang made to cany on

Deng's reforms.

Jiang has been quick to claim

Deng's mantle. He heads a funeral

committee for Deng and will give

the memorial speech tomorrow.
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For those who have found learning Hebrew a problem, here at last is the easy answer.

Sha’ar Lamathil, the weekly newspaper in easy Hebrew, opens doors that have been
locked to thousands for years. That’s because it’s a NEWS newspaper written in Hebrew
with vowels. With Sha’ar Lamathil, you already know a lot about what you are reading

from your own mother tongue newspapers. With Sha'ar Lamathil, you're half way there.

For instance, most of you will be able to read the headline on the front page of the

recent edition shown above. “PM Binyamin Netanyahu meets in Lisbon with heads of

state and discusses problems of the peace process.” Most of the paper is as easy as

that - which is how you’ll learn to read and speak Hebrew.

Order a subscription today. Your first copy wfl! be delivered within four weeks and
It’s Easy Hebrew...here we come.

To: The Jerusalem Post, Circulation Dept, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000.

i wish to leam to read and speak Hebrew. Please send me Sha’ar Lamathil for 6

months/1 year (delete as applicable). I enclose my check (payable to The Jerusalem

Post) / credit card details.

Weekly by mail:

6 months

26 issues

NIS 75

Lyear

52 issues

NIS 140

Name.

City

.Address.

-Zip. _Tel.

Credit card details

No

Q Visa Q Mastercharge

Exp,

Diners AmEx

Signature.

ATLANTA (Reutet)

Investigators yesterday continued
their search for links between a

bomb that exploded at a lesbian

nigjhtclub and two other unsolved

bombings thathave shaken the city

over tite past seven months.
A police cordon sealed off streets

for several blocks
- around The

Otherside Lounge as agents from
tiie FBI, the U.S. Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(ATF), the Georgia state police and
local law enforcement agencies
combed through die neighborhood
for pieces of shrapnel and other

evidence.'

Members of national FBI and
ATF response teams arrived from
around die country to assist in the

investigation of Friday night's

blast, and authorities predicted die

number of federal agents on tire

case would reach 100 before today.

Early yesterday, police went on
alert once again after an anony-
mous caller phoned a bomb threat

into the city fire station that had.

responded to the nightclub bomb-
ing. A nearby hotel and dozens of
businesses were evacuated. But no

bomb turnedup during the ensuing
search.

Officials said die attack was sim-
ilar to two others in Atlanta - a
January double-bombing at an
abortion clinic and the deadly
Centennial Olympic Park bombing
last July. Those similarities led a
senior FBI official to speculate that
investigators could be dealing with
a serial bomber.
"The bombings have not been

categorically tied together yeL
Of course, die last bombing was

aimed at an abortion clinic. It's a
possibility that this one was moti-
vated by hate,” said FBI
spokesman Jay Spadafore.
The nightclub bomb, apparently

packed with nails, went off in the
rear patio section of the lounge in
northeast Atlanta shortly before 10
p.m. Staff said the club, one of
Atlanta's few predominantly les-
bian bars, was about half full at the
time.

Police found a second bomb in a
bidden among some

bU?? “ M “djacent parking Jot
and detonated die device with a
remote-control robot
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the dark place,

Dance from
Stef theAil

ByHELEN KAYE

B
:

ntofi has many meanings in

Japanese, .It .even,. covers,
fee trendies who. went "to

Western-sryle dance balls in the
'50s. Bat to the Western world,
Butoh means the Japanese dance
form that devefoped in post-
Worid War n Japan,: and Sankai
Juku is its most famous exponent
Sankai Juku, making its second

visit to Israel, opens at "the Tel
Aviv Performing Arts Center on
Thursday with Shijima (The
Darkness CalmsDownin Space),
a work in seven movements for
five dancers’ that premieried in
Paris in I9S8i .

'

“Buidh has inside it a' passion to
know both manand nature.” says
UsbioAmagatso, creator and lead
dancer of: Shijima and of all

Sankai Juku’s works- since hie

founded thecotnpany.m 1975.
Raised in Yokosuka, a seaside

Tokyo suburb, Amagatsu studied
both classical and modem ballet

before turning to Butoh, and says
that “I established my own com-
pany in order to know myselfbet-
ter.'’

“Bntoh comes from the dark
places of the soul,’* says Yori
Ran, an Israeli,who studied with
Kazuo Quo for two years, “ft

expresses all the subconscious,
pulling it into the open.**

Ono and Tatsumi Hipkata, were
the architects of Butoh in die
'50s. They broke with traditional

Japanese forms which masked

emotion “to go beyond body lan-
guage... to the dark and glowing
chaos of primeval existence... We
shape -these cries of existence on
^stage,” as Amagatsu has said.

In plain language, everything
moves. Even a blink or a breath is

connected with the dance. Life
- doesn't move in quick-step, and
neither does Butoh.
Movements are slow, and often

repetitive, flowering to extreme
physicality from almost iraper-

. ceptible beginnings. The dancers
hold nothing back physically or
emotionally.

They seem always to be testing

the edges of life and death.
But when Hijikata premiered

his adaptation of dramatist Yukio
Misbima’s Hidden

.
Colors in

1951, says Ran, they nearly ran
him out of Tokyo and be was
expelled from Japan's Modem
Dance Association.

While' Westem audiences took
to Butoh when Amagatsu took
Sankai Juku on its first world tour
in 1980, Ran contends that the an
form has only recently gained
true acceptance in its own coun-
try.

Sankai Juku came here in 1987
and few can have forgotten the

sight of die five dancers in white
body paint, dangling head down,
suspended from ropes, and inch-

ing their way to the ground from
the top of the Tel Aviv Museum
and foe Jerusalem Theater.

Early Butoh was violent, sensa-
tional, often grotesque.

Atnagatsu’s
images are
} i g h ic r

more trans-Mpjla
parent.

“People 'sflEplia
experiences®^^
differ from
generation
to genera- 11
tion. and ^M|p§
from one indi-

vidua! to anoth- 1K||
er,** says
Amagatsu
“Personally speak-®
ing, I never expert-m
enced the war with 1
the change of values’^
that followed it,

which had a profound
influence on die first

generation of Butoh
and the formation and

.

development of post- J
war Japanese iden- A
tity.

“Butoh is an
expression ^Hfel
through the

body, and the

body draws its ^E||r
powers from 1®||
dialogue with the ^Bl
earth and the
Forces of gravity, Si
This is not only a

Japanese thing. 1

think that it has to ^B||
do widi the indi- Sp
vidual quest for
identity.” Sflfifi

•.ifi

MOVIE REVIEW

Oedipal hothouse in Perth
ADMAHOFFMAN

S
hine is based on die true story

qf Australia^- pianist Davjd
Ecftgatt, the'ynjjjEJgflpqugt>

survivors who moved*to Poland
lived there in poverty afrer the war.

SHINE 1

1/2
Directed by Scott Hides. Screenplay

by Jan SardL Hebrew title: Nit&tzoL
105 infamies. English dialogue,
Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance
very strongly advised.

'

With Geoffrey Hash, Amin MaeDer-
Stahl, Noah Thylor, Lyon Redgrave,
John GIdgod and Googie Witters

.

According to Scott Hicks’s movie,

the boy was raised in a musical and
Oedipal hothouse of Mozartian
proportions. Helfgbtt’s father, Peter

(played with stormy intensity here

by Armin Mueller-Stahl), was a
manipulative tyrant and frustrated

violinist who displayed his love for

his children, in particular his son

(Atex Rafalowicz), by controlling

their every move.
When a music teacher recognizes

the tittle boy's talent and offers to

work with him, the father chases
'

:
f£imaa ajvay. (Later; quietly can-

^cedihghistjwh finntations as musi-
cal mentor, fee elderHelfgoit gives

in . and allows fee boy to take

lessons.) As a teenager (Noah
Taylor), David is offered a chance
to study in America and his father

once again forbids him.And on and
an fee tug ofwar goes, until the son

is at last old enough and deter-

ntined enough to defy his father

and accept a scholarship to the

Royal College ofMusic in London.
David hasn't, however; managed

_ to cut loose entirely: the psycho-

logical damage caused by his father

rims loo deep and, as he prepares

wife his private, teacher (John

Gielgud) for competition, we see

-signs that he has begun to crack.

IBs speech has quickened, his
’ physical appearance grown sloppy;

he often seems distracted and
unaware of his surroundings. Only
when he's hunched and swaying
over a Rachmaninoffconcerto does
he look focused. And even this

Alex Rafalowicz plays the
youngest version of Peter
Helfgott (Annin Meuller-
Stahl) *s troubled son.

concentration is disturbing: it bor-

ders on possession.

Up to this point, Hicks's direc-

tion and Jan Sardi’s script have

relied oo a splintered, impression-

istic style feat allows them to

flashback and leapfrog years with-

out losing the story's emotions]
thread. (We first see David as a
wilted, half-clothed, possibly

schizophrenic adult, played by
Geoffrey Rush, ranting nonsensi-

cally in the rain: his childhood is

. shownjs memory.). This method,
combined with frequent slowed-

.

down, speeded-up or crookedly
photographed gothic imagery' -
waier dripping from a rusty faucet,

fingers crashing on the piano keys
- seems to bubble up from David's

own increasingly crazed psyche,

and the inside-out theatricality of
fee presentation helps us" to

empathize with the disturbed

young hero. The scenes wife the

father also have a rawness and
unpredictability that are rare in

such coming-of-age stories.

Something, though, goes wrong
when David grows up and is insti-

tutionalized. The falling-off is cer-

tainly not the fault of Geoffrey

Rush, whose drooping lids and
constant, muttered blather are

poignant in an excruciating way:

his monologue suggests the

unhinged gibberish of" fee slave

Lucky in Waiting for Codot.

The problem is wife Sardi's

script, which backs away from fee

weiid interioriiy of fee childhood

sections and deals wife the difficult

questions posed by Helfgott 's mad-
ness (did his father drive him to it?

was it the music?) by suddenly-pre-

senting, fee character from an
amused distance, as a free-spirited

eccentric. Now we're asked to

view Helfgott as a huggable cre-

ative oddball, whose ""extremely

erratic behavior (grabbing fee

breasts of strange women, trampo-

line-jumping in the buff, dumping
sheet music in fee swimming pool)

isn't troubling but cute, evidence of
his spiritual tenacity.

Toward the end of fee film, he
meets and marries an older woman
(Lynn Redgrave) who appears to

cherish him for his baniness. Her
unconditional, almost motherly
love, it seems, is meant to dictate

how we all ought to feel about the

strange genius. Isn't he adorable?

This abrupt, hackneyed reueat into

preciousness - influenced, perhaps,

by the fact that Helfgott is alive and
well and lent his blessing to the

film - is more than a little"confus-

ing: it rings false, and brings an
otherwise forceful movie all too
dose to kitsch.

In love with the violin
By WCHAaAJZEWSTAPT

When he was 16, Pierre

Araoyal left his home
and family in Europe and

traveled to Los Angeles in order to

study wife one of fee greatest vio-

linists of all time, Jascha Heifetz..

And . fee six years he spent in

because of. Heifetz feat he can
frilly relate to the instrument.

This feeling drove Amoyal to

bay a Stradivarius when he was 22
years old. “Everybody told me I

was crazy to do it because it was
very expensive. Today no one can
afford to buy such an instrument. I

was very lucky I did it then or I

A one-off chance to catch

a fine Irishman

California left a very clear mark would have never done it/

on fee young man, who is now one
of ticmore exciting and -

'

ir^^lBaifi^lytQlmisis in

foe'Warid.Y.:
-

“Heifetz- Was one fee
great, legends of our
century,'’ Amoyal says
in a' conversation from
his borne . . in .

Switzerland: “It was an
unbelievable -

; privilege

to be wife him.,Heifetz
was not jusi a teacher to

me. Actually his spirit is .

*

still with me and it’s a pferT»
great help. It’s like hav-

ing a great friend, travel-

ing wife me wherever I go.”
Heifetz was not an easy teacher

and many students who began
working with him left after a few

months. “It was harid'tb sfeyjandl

believe I have set a world record

by staying wife him forsw .years."

What fed Amoyai actually karn

from Heifiaz, aside from the obvi-

ous technique arid style? “He gave

me a respect for music winch .1

found is lost among fee musicians

of this generation. U’s very rare

today to find musicians who
respect fee seme as he did. Today

people use. music to- become,

famous and feet composers are not

taken care of.” .

Anil Heifetz gave Amoyal one

further gift. He taught him-a love

of the violin. “The way Heifetz

actually opened the violin case

was a real celebration,’* says

Amoyal, who believes it is

A decade later, however, his vio-

lin was stolen from
him whilst in Italy. “It

took five years to find

it but eventually we
beat them. It was
found at an Italian

antique dealer.”

So if life with
Heifetz was so good
and beneficial, why
did Amoyal stay only

six years? “First of all

I- had to go to the

.. Am.„0|
French army, but I alsoKern Amoyal •,wirte *^ dm IO

go on my own. And
don’t forget that I. was separated

from my family for quite a long

period. Los Angeles in 1968 was
not the great city it is today, it was

a little dull so I spent all my time

wife my violin.”

Amoyal admits that “as an intel-

lectual, the 20th-century music

intrigues me much more, it makes

my brain work more.

“But 1 play the violin because I

cannot sing. I prefer the romantic

concetti.”

-Bom in Paris to a Jewish family.

Amoyai cherishes each and every

opportunity to play in Israel. And

in his forthcoming concerts he

joins ’’ fee . Haifa Symphony

Orchestra, performing Bruch's

First Violin Concerto, one of the

epitome romantic works in the

repertoire; tonight, Wednesday

Thursday at fee Haifa

Auditorium.

By HELEN KAYE

The best off-the-cuff cracks

“are the ones you rehearse

the most,” says Irish actor

Niall Toibin (pronounced
Tobeeo) from his home in Dublin.

He’s talking about Smile andBe a
Villainy his one-man cabaret-style

show feat he’ll perform once
only, on Thursday at Yad
Lebanim in Ra’anana.

... “Doing a one-man show is a

scarifyingly hazardous undertak-

ing,” he writes in his best-selling

autobiography, also called Smile
and Be a Villain. “As the house
lights go down., you murmur a
prayer and s—t bricks.”

He performed his first one-man
show, Confusion, in 1971 and
he’s been doing them very suc-

cessfully all over the. world ever

since, along wife movies, televi-

sion and theater. It’s a shifting of
gears “that’s intentional now
because I hate to get stuck in any

one of them, but then it was nec-

essary to make a living.”

He married his wife, Judy, 40

years ago. Their four daughters

and one son now live in fee US,

Australia, Saudi Arabia and

Ireland. Reunions are sometimes

a problem.

Toibin was born in Cork in

1929. His mother was a telegra-

pher. His father was a teacher, a

staunch Republican and a patriot

so committed to the Irish lan-

guage that he never spoke

English unless circumstance

forced him.

Toibin writes movingly of his

difficult relationship wife his

father and recalls that their best

.mm

Nlal! Toibin has acted in

everything from Shakespeare
to Beckett, and now he plans

to bring his talent here.

times together were spent garden-

ing.

He got his first taste of theater

at the drama group of fee Gaelic

League and at 17 was already

hanging about Dublin's famed

Abbey Theater, where Ronald
Reagan, then just an actor, once

bought him a Guinness.

He joined the Irish Civil

Service but, bitten by fee bug,

auditioned for and was accepted

by fee Radio Eircann Players m
1953. He stayed with them for 14

years until the first production of

Borstal Boy in 1967, when his

stage career took off. He took fee

play to Broadway in 1970 where

it won the Tony for Best Play, and

in 1995 performed it again at fee

Cork Opera House and fee Gaiety
Theater in Dublin.

There have been nine produc-
tions of the play, which is based

on Brendan Behan's autobiogra-

phy. and Toibin. who even looks

like him, has played Behan in all

of them.
He'd met Behan at a party in

195? and the two men *vere

friends until the playwright’s

death at 41 in 1964.

“My perception of the character

hasn't changed." he says, “but

because of distance now from the

political events of the times. I’ve

made fee emphases different**

Toibin has acted in jusr about

everything from Shakespeare
(Claiidius in Hamlet) to Beckett

(Pozzo in Waiting for Godot), but

his favorite role was Andy, a mid-

dle-aged lover in Brian Friel’s

Lovers.
Next month he'll begin shoot-

ing another season of the BBC
TV hit Batlykissangel a comedy
drama in which he plays Father

McNally, an oid-fashioned coun-

try’ priesL

The Israel-lreland friendship

league persuaded Toibin to come
\ on his fust visit here. Smile and
Be a Villain , adapted for fee

event will contain excerpts from
the book, comedy, stories and

poems by some of Toibin's

favorite authors such as Seamus
Heaney and Irish poet Patrick

Cavanaugh.
Why feat Hamlet quote for his

book and his show?
“Because fee face I present to

the world Is not my true charac-

ter/

ofthe muse

And the winners are....

Composers Ari Ben-Shabfai. hamar Erez and Michael Wolpe

will receive fee Prime Minister’s Prize for Composition at a

gala concert of their works on Thursday at fee Tel Aviv

Conservatory. Ben-Shabtai's many prizewinners include

Chromatic Symphony, which won first prize in the Israel

Philharmonic competition in 1994. Erezhas previously received

a composition prize from fee English National Opera. Wolpe.

one of the founders of the contemporary music group Caprizma.

is composer-in-residence of fee Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra.

Danny Fein and Boaz and Dana Zonshein won the Dan

Zakheim Memorial Prize for interdisciplinary art. Fein won for

The Booth and for an as yet untitled work created wife the

Zonsheins. Helen Kaye

Reznik invited to Spain
Violinist Mirel Reznik, who is as versa-

tile in classical music as he is in folk

music, has been invited to perform in

Spain. In fee single concert which will

take place in fee royal concert hall of

Madrid, Reznik will perform Spanish

music by De Falla, popular Spanish and

Brazilian tunes and a selection of Jewish

gypsy-cum-klezmer violin music. The
invitation arrived after fee huge success Mtrot RMn;t
Reznik's latest discs enjoyed in Spain. He
continues to perform through Israel with his

two most successful programs, Gypsy Jazz Plus and Soul

Violin.
~ Michael Ajzenstadr

Seltzer 50th Anniversary
This coming Saturday at the Tel Aviv University, the Young
Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Zeev Dorman
performs fee Lachrymose from fee new Requiem composed by

Dubi Seltzer and dedicated to the memory of Yitzhak Rabin.

This will be fee first in a series of worldwide events celebrating

fee 50 years in which Seltzer has been writing both classical and

popular music in Israel and abroad.

Among the events are performances of Siempenvu and Jewish

Rhapsody by fee English Chamber Orchestra under fee baton of

fee composer, and a multimedia presentation in fee US of This

Scroll, dedicated to fee work of David Ben-Gurion, a presenta-

tion which will combine die actual voice of Ben-Gurion.

Michael Ajzenstadt

John fravoita to play ‘Clinton’
The much-awaited film version of Joe

Klein's best-selling political thriller

Primary Colors is set to go into produc-

tion. British theater star Adrian Lester has

been cast as fee lead role - civil rights

leader Henry Burton’s son. Burton works M
for presidential candidate Jack Stan ion, a

role allegedly modeled on Bill Clinton. J
John Travolta will play the presidential LjjKBB'
candidate and Emma Thompson will star. -

as his wife. Tom Gross John Travolta

Brahms riddled with mistakes
New research by a professor of music at Nottingham

University in England has revealed that Brahms’s works are

being played with scores of errors. Prof. Robert Pascal! has

made an extensive study of fee 1 9fe century composer’s original

manuscripts and found feat sloppy work by his printers in

Leipzig meant 281 mistakes were incorporated into his first

symphony alone. The composer himself was supposedly too

preoccupied writing later symphonies to notice. Researchers are

now combing through fee rest of Brahms's works, an exercise

feat is expected to take up to 30 years. Tom Gross

NBC screens ‘Schindler’s List
9

Last night marked a first for American
network television, as NBC devoted three

hours of primetime television to screening

Schindler's List without commercial
breaks. Thirty million viewers were
expected to tune in, joining fee 200 million

around the world who have already seen
Steven Spielberg's black-and-white master-

piece. The broadcast was sponsored by
Ford, which agreed that there should be no
ads in return for being allowed to show
two discreet 60-second messages before and c+Q.,Qr, c -

after Ae scraping. r„m Steven Spielberg

COMEDY OF
4, 1997

The smash-hft production of

Shakespeare’s classic comedy set

amidst a modern War-tom Middle Eastern

city with dazzling stage effects that

include drums, gunshots, torch fights and

even belly dancing.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523-3335 - FAX: 03-523-0172

SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-524-5211

.
The Cameri Theatre can now be found on the Internet

(Addmss as follows): http:www.canieri.virttial.Co.il

2^12^ l IB fllTI Located in the heart ofTe! Aviv.on Byely

mg a[| a| J3mm I Dizengoff Street, theCameri fejust a few
minutes’ walk frombeachfront toteis.

Easily accessiblg.by.btis or taxi • •

# -m
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The Bar-On storm clouds

The storm clouds in Israel’s skies seem to

match those gathering over the

Netariyahu government, as the police

investigation into the Bar-On affair reaches the

prime minister himself. That Binyamin

Netanyahu has been questioned under caution

puts the prime minister under an unpleasant

shadow; however, it is not enough, as demand-

ed by some opposition leaders, to warrant

Netanyahu's suspension from office until the

investigation is completed.

If the prime minister were to be charged of a

crime of moral turpitude, these calls would

make more sense, although The Basic Law; The

Government does not require an indicted prime

minister, unlike a minister or deputy minister

facing charges, to step down. Legally, even if

the prime minister is charged and convicted of

an offense of moral turpitude, he does not auto-

matically have to resign. However, one fer-

vently hopes that if such a dreadful situation

ever materialized, the premier of the moment

would have the decency to spare the Knesset the

need to formally vote him or her out of office.

But this talk is premature. At present the

investigation into the Bar-On affair has not

reached the point where indictments are being

drawn up. Indeed, it is not certain that it will ever

reach this stage. The fact that the investigation

has captured the media’s attention to almost the

exclusion of all else does not necessarily mean

that there is a raging fine in the Prime Minister's

Office producing all the smoke.

What does seem to be clear in this very murky

story is that Shas leader Aryeh Deri, who is fac-

ing criminal charges in Jerusalem District Court

for bribe-taking and breach of trust, is once

again at the center of a political scandal. If any-

one should suspend hiniself from political life,

it is Deri himself, as Meretz MK Yossi Beilin

rightly suggested this weekend.

Deri’s fingerprints in this story are every-

where. The Bar-On affair centers on whether

Shas promised their cabinet support for the

Hebron redeployment on the appointment of

Roni Bar-On as attorney-general and whether

this support originated in Bar-On s readiness to

either provide a plea bargain for Deri or a will-

ingness to organize a pardon for the Shas leader

were Deri to be convicted. The prime minister’s

involvement concerns whether he was aware of,

and acquiesced to, the Shas leader’s string-

pulling.

The most telling evidence of Deri’s insistent
lobbying for Bar-On comes from no less a
source than Deri’s former lawyer. Dan Avi-
Yitzhak. In a blistering resignation letter whose
shock waves are still being measured. Avi-
Yitzhak accused Deri of spreading rumors
against him and his wife because of Avi-
Yitzhak's opposition to Deri’s “plan to appoint
Bar-On as attorney-general."

Avi-Yitzhak does not publicly detail the rea-
sons why Deri was so keen on Bar-On to

replace Michael Ben-Yair, and it is up to the

police to discover whether Bar-On. who all

except the prime minister and Justice Minister
Tzahi Hanegbi saw as completely underquali-
fied for the post of attorney -general, had
promised Deri an end to his legal woes, with or
without the premier's knowledge and consent
At the time of Bar-On ’s appointment, most
commentators - and this was bad enough - sim-
ply felt Netanyahu had betrayed the norms of
government by placing a political hack in one of
the country 's most sensitive legal posts for

nothing more sinister than reasons of the gov-
ernment’s comfort and the desire to have, as

attorney-general, "one of us.”

The police have pledged to finish their inves-

tigation os quickly as possible, and it is vita] that

they do so, and in a seemly manner. The use of
selective leaks brings as little credit to the police

and the State Attorney’s Office as the question-

ing under caution of the premier brings to

Netanyahu. If. as Channel 1 reported on Friday,

Netanyahu disappointed his investigators by
evading their questions last Tuesday, then

Commander Sando Mazor, the head of the

national police investigative division, should

have said so there and then, instead of issuing

an anodyne public statement. Alternatively, he
could have said the police and the State

Attorney’s Office are refusing to comment on
the affair and ensured that this was the case. To
slowly leak out details of the investigation

undermines the seriousness of what’s at stake.

For now, what is clear is that the political ram-

ifications of the investigation will be significant

even if the criminal aspects do not pan out. For

Netanyahu, who is already suffering a quarrel-

some cabinet on top of backbench criticism

from the Land of Israel Front, the forecast for

the immediate future is hardly promising.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
HUMAN RIGHTS

Sir, - On January 24, Steve
Rodan wrote, "During the last few
weeks, the Palestinian Authority
has orchesirated protests by
Palestinian fanners in Area C...

demonstrations involved unautho-
rized planting of trees on state

land."

While we cannot address all of
the cases to which Mr. Rodan may
have been referring, we would
like to mention a relevant case in

which we have been involved. Mr.
Rodan's remarks seem to imply
that all Palestinian human rights

protests are necessarily orches-

trated by the Palestinian National
Authority to serve their own polit-

ical agenda. Our hope is to

demonstrate that such an assump-
tion is neither productive nor jus-
tified and may indeed lead one to

construe as political devices what
are in fact very real human rights
violations.

There has been an ongoing
conflict between the Jewish set-

tlers of Sussiya (a West Bank
settlement near Hebron) and the
Shreitakh family (who live in the
nearby town of Yalta) since
1983. The Shreitakhs own a field

that borders directly on Sussiya.

In an effort to prevent the

Shreitakhs from farming their

land, settlers fenced off a section

of the field and planted trees on
it in the fall of 1995. While the

assistance of Rabbis for Human
Rights and other human rights

organizations, the Shreitakhs
appealed to the army which con-
firmed their right to farm the

land. Despite this official sanc-

tion, when the Shreitakhs
attempted to plant their field

with their own trees several

weeks ago, they were met by
protesting settlers. The
Shreitakhs Jaier returned to find

their trees uprooted.

This is indeed a case in which
Palestinians and Israelis together

took a stand against settler intimi-

dation and violations of human
rights by planting trees in Area C.

And although the settlers claim

the ShreitaUis' field as their own,
according to the army it was not a

case of "unauthorized planting of

trees on state land.”

ETHAN BUENO DE MESQU/TA

Jerusalem.

THIS YEAR’S WHIPPING BOY

Sir. - How unfortunate that

Michael Boyden (“Hints of crime
and punishment") did not read the

columns immediately above and
immediately below his biner op-

ed of February 10. Above him
was this statement: "No group (in

the wake of the helicopter

tragedy! should accuse any other;

we need to look inward, at our-

selves.”The columnist below him
decried the prejudiced treatment

that the haredim receive on the

part of the media and the general

public.

I am a haredi woman who did

on Friday precisely what Boyden
says we did not. I left my
Shabbat-eve kitchen at midday
and attended a fallen soldier's

funeral at Mount Herzl. I did not

know him or his family, but I

wanted to be pan of the respect

paid to him and the sorrow felt by

everyone. Although the family

was not a religious one, many
men with kippot and many black-

clad yeshiva students were pre-

sent. No one expects credit for

being there, but neither should we
be attacked for not sharing the

sadness.

Boyden would actually deprive
haredim of voting rights! One can
understand his bitterness. To have
lost a son in battle is not an easy
burden. But why lash out at the
nearest innocent bystanders -
haredim being this year's whip-
ping boy of choice?
We should not ridicule those

who sacrifice material gain for
Torah study. Their contribution to
the long-term welfare of the
Jewish people is profound, for
they are the preservers of our
Torah heritage. Without Torah,
we arc just like any other people,
and if that occurs, we are a lost

people and a lost State of Israel.

Boyden 's worry should be not
about those who are preserving
the integrity of the Jewish peopled
but those who are so in thrall of
the crass materialism of the West
- embodied in shaved heads, sin-

gle earrings and rock festivals -

dial the very future of our state is

threatened.

ESTELLE FELDMAN

Jerusalem.

THE DANISH RECORD

Sir. - The Danish people's res-

olute refusal to discriminate

against their Jewish fellow citi-

zens and to surrender ihem to the

Germans during World War D has

now been universally recognized

and honored.

However, there has been very lit-

tle, if any, acknowledgment of the

remarkable fact that Denmark is

the only and unique case of a coun-

try occupied by the Germans,
where the Jewish population did

not suffer any material loss of any
kind. Unlike in the rest of occupied

Europe (and most so-called neutral

countries), there was not one sin-

gle case of any Jewish property,

business, bank account or other

possessions being confiscated. The
Danes even went so far as to make
all the mortgage payments due on
Jewish property while the owners
were either in Sweden or in

TheresienstadL They also paid the

rent on leased property, and in

buildings that were occupied by
die Germans, the furniture was
removed and safely stored away
and returned to the rightful owners
after the end of the war.

In the light of increasing revela-

tions of the extent of the collabora-

tion of so many countries with the

Nazis (insofar as profiting from the

despoliation of Jewish capital and

Otter possessions is concerned),

would it not be appropriate for

Israel at this time - on behalf of the

Jewish people worldwide - to make
some gesture towards the Kingdom

of Denmark for this unprecedented

display ofhumanity?
JACK PADWA
DAVID ISRAEL

Tel Aviv.

THE SABBATEANS

Sir, - 1 have learned that an arti-

cle was written by Aubrey Ross

about me and Sabbateans in Turkey

in your issue of December 1

.

i wish to state that the

Sabbateans in Turkey are under no

pressure, face no discrimination

from the state and enjoy the same
rights as the other citizens. Only

some fundamentalists consider

Sabbateans as Jews and accuse

them of collaborating with Israel.

However, the sect is part of

Jewish culture and therefore has to

be studied in that context

ILGAZ ZORLU
Istanbul.

One fine day PryBones
LEON MOSS

When you set the cam-

paign against road acci-

dents. including

increased fines for offenders,

against ingrained attitudes among
Israeli drivers, you don’t know
whether to laugh in derision, or

cry out of sheer despair.

If I describe to you the high

drama that disrupted our work in

the office a few days ago. you’ll

The tragicomic

story of Dina

see what I mean.
A dynamic. 27-year-old engi-

neer named Dina was sent up
north in a rental car to inspect

some hi-tech articles before they

left the factoiy.

Dina is a highly qualified metal-

lurgist. She knows about things

like the failure of metals, and digs

into the chemical compositions of
substances unknown to ordinary

mortals. She also has no truck

with rules designed for ordinary

mortals.

Dina drove up early in the morn-
ing, worked all day, and decided

to return to Jerusalem via the

Jordan Valley. On the way she was
caught speeding by a policeman,
andefined NTS 750 for traveling at

1 25 k/ph on an SOk/ph-limit road.

Dina was - in fact, still is -
absolutely furious. Everyone in a

wide radius around her has been
subjected to a tirade against the

evils - not of speeding, but of get-

ting caught.

First it was the boss. When Dina
reported in the morning after her

otdeaL she stormed into his office,

slammed her handbag down on his

desk, and perfunctorily rattled off

the results of her quality checking.

Then she launched into the stoiy

of her speeding fine.

The boss smiled vaguely and

nodded, but said nothing about the

company paying the fine.

Dina got the message. As she

left, she informed him in no

uncertain terms that her next trip

could well stretch into two days if

she had to adhere to the speed

limit.

ON her way to her desk, Dina

stopped beside every employee

and retold the incident, embellish-

ing it with her (poor) opinion of

the police, the government, the car

rental company, and the income

tax department.

fri her opinion, that road was the

only road in the country that could

actually handle high-speed- travel,

and it should have been allowed

to.

When I asked her how income
tax came into the picture, she

treated me to a long-suffering

expression, and explained, indig-

nantly, that she would have to pay
the fine out of her after-tax

salary.

She was planning to write to the

powers that be to correct this

injustice and make traffic fines

payable from one’s gross salary.

This, she said, would make the

business equitable to both sides.

The traffic police? Dina felt they

should carefully examine a road,

before setting up their traps,

because it was quite obvious that

some roads weren't dangerous at

all - so where was the harm in

speeding on them?
Dina was also planning to sug-

gest that the police take a good
took at the people they trap. After

all, not everyone who spteds is

dangerous, or likely to cause an
accident.

All tbis, Dina emphasized,
would be easy for the police to

determine if they only took the

trouble to look at the speeder,

instead ofjust brutally writing out
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a ticket.

At the end of die day, when I left

to go home, . I found Dina bent

over her computer, deep in

thought as she composed a letter

to all the authorities she could

think off

Somewhere, she told me, -was

the person who would save her

from this grossly unfair fine. All

she had to do was find him.

I had had a problem the whole

day controlling my laughter while

all tills was going on. Finally 1

realized that I ought to tell Dina a

few basic truths.
•

“Look," I said, “it’s all a matter

of. luck.”

“What do you mean, luck?” she

.asked.

-Everyone speeds from time jo

time, but only some are caught.”

“I was unlucky, then.” she. said.

-I’m not sore. The unlucky one

are killed, or maimed.”
“No one was hurt," she said.

“But someone might have

been," I countered.

Dina shrugged, encased m her

supreme confidence and sense of

being righL

She will no doubt be speeding

again next week. Let’s hope it

isn’t while she’s lying on a

stretcher, in the back of an ambu-

lance.

The writer is a freelancer based

in Kfizr Sava.

Chickens come home to roost

Analogies are tricky things. He attacked the media, and fre

But even when inexact, YOSEF GOELL quently reiterated his determina

they are useful, primarily —-——

—

1 " — —

—

lion to privatize the BroadcastingAnalogies are tricky things.

But even when inexact,

they are useful, primarily
in (hopefully) helping one avoid

the most egregious mistakes by
learning from, others'.

Over the past quarter of a cen-
tury, journalists have been quick

to label any third-rate political

scandal that has erupted
“Something-or-othergate,” on the

pattern of that "mother" of all

political scandals, Watergate.

But the scandal currently

unfolding around Binyamin
Netanyahu's involvement in the

Bar-On affair is eerily reminis-

cent of the affair that brought

down president Richard Nixon.

I hold no brief for Nixon and
the gang of crooks he brought in

to serve him in the White House.
There is no question that Nixon
and his henchmen, including a
crooked attorney-general, were
deeply involved in the illegalities

of the Watergate Affair.

As a journalist. I am proud of
the responsible, courageous, and
professional job done by the

Washington Post and other ele-

ments of the US media in nailing

Nixon, all the way to an unprece-

dented presidential resignation.

Having said that. I have always

felt a measure of sympathy for

one complaint emitted by the

Nixon people, which went, "Why
pick on us? After all, previous

presidents and their henchmen
have been just as guilty of dirty

tricks, and more. Why is the

media coming down so unfairly

on Nixon?”
As something of a student of

comparative political corruption,

I believe there is a basis for this

complaint of media bias in the

Watergate affair.

It wasn’t that the media fabri-

cated any actual false accusations

against Nixon; but they did deal

much more gently with - and on
occasion even covered up - the

peccadilloes rand more - serious
-

actions of Kennedy, Eisenhower,
and the sainted FDR.
Nixon was both an outsider to

the establishments that ruled the

US, and a paranoiac. Worst of all.

ious to quash further investiga-

tion
.
of the General Security

Service in the Bus 300 affair.

The involvement of Aryeh
Deri, who has been indicted on
criminal charges and has been
poisoning our political air for the

past seven years, in the appoint-

ment of the attorney-general may
not be illegal. But it is shocking.
However, it was former prime

It Isn’t hard to fathom the media’s glee in

reporting the nasty details of the Bar>On
affair the closer it gets to Netanyahu

he was stupid enough to openly
attack and periodically threaten

die institutions who were on his

“lists of enemies": the media,

especially TV stations which
needed renewal of their franchis-

es; the universities, which needed
federal grants; and the judiciary.

Once Watergate started rolling,

thanks to the Washington Post, it

was members of these establish-

ments who look profound plea-

sure in hounding Nixon to his

bitter end.

WHICH brings me to our own
case. The appointment of a total-

ly unqualified candidate like

Roni Bar-On as attorney-general

was outrageous.

But it was an outrage that dif-

fered only in degree, nor in kind,

from the frenzied appointment in

1 985 of Yosef Harish as attorney-

general by Shimon Peres and
Yitzhak Shamir, who were anx-

minister Yitzhak Rabin who
insisted on keeping Deri on as a
cabinet minister, despite the

charges against him; it was only
the High Court that forced Rabin
to demand Deri’s resignation.

Given the enormity of the sus-

picions surrounding the manner
of Bar-On *s appointment, our
media, starting from Channel 1 ’s

Ayala Hasson, have so far

evinced fairness and responsibili-

ty in the way they have treated

the ramifications of the affair.

But there is no question: One
can detect an increasing sense of
pleasure in the reporting of die

nasty details, the nearer toe affair

approaches Netanyahu himself.

And the reason isn't difficult to

fathom.

Chi assuming, office close to

nine moths ago, Netanyahu, the

outsider, made no secret of his
antipathy for the establishments
that bad ruled Israel since 1948.

He attacked the media, and fre-

quently reiterated his determina-

tion to privatize the Broadcasting

Authority.

He attacked the public prosecu-

tion, and appointed Ya’acov
Ne’eman as Justice Minister for

tiie purpose of purging it and the

ministry, and with the intention

of eventually being able to pack
the Supreme Court, undermining
its role as effective guardian of
civil rights.

Netanyahu should not be sur-

prised, therefore, that when his

overweening arrogance and the

stupidity and insensitivity of his

henchmen tangle him up in

messy situations, members of the

establishments which have felt

deeply threatened by him will

take special pleasure in turning
the knife.

It should prove interesting to

see whether the Likud - which
Netanyahu ostensibly heads, but
whose leaders and rank and file

he has consistently antagonized —
will rally around him in his hour
of need, or abandon him in a last-

ditch attempt to save the party
and their own skins.

Netanyahu’s main problem
seems to be his misreading of
the intention of the direct elec-
tion law, meant primarily to
provide a clear-cut decision on
who would be premier, not to
elect a dictator.

Until we have the laws to rein
in any dictatorial tendencies a
directly-elected prime minister
may exhibit, it is essential that
the judiciary, the media, and
other institutions perform that
function.

The writer comments on cur-
rent affairs.

Please - no ‘winners’ or ‘losers’

P
rime Minister Netanyahu
recently showed his ability

to make Israel and the Arab
world understand the realities and
necessities of • coexistence. He
influenced the Arabs to compro-

mise, and instructed Israel’s own
citizens in that art as well.

In recent negotiations, neither

side got exactly what it wanted, or

even expected. Yet almost certain-

ly the new agreements will

increase both parties’ strength.

Now Netanyahu must use his

talents io force coexistence

between the Orthodox and non-

Orthodox Jewish communities.

Again, there must be no “winner"

or"loser."

To succeed, the prime minister

must change his mind-set. He
must realize that religious plural-

ism is not just a Diaspora concern.

n It cuts right to the heart of Israel's

* identity both as a democracy and

as a spiritual compass for world

Jewry.

If passed, pending legislation in

Israel will, in effect, delegitimize

more than 85 percent of affiliated

Jews in North America. But the

consequences for Israel would be

far more dire. The law would cod-

ify the tyranny of the Orthodox

minority over the majority of

Israeli citizens, calling into ques-

JEROME M. EPSTEIN

Don Israel's right to call itself a
democracy.

In a democracy, even the minor-

ity has a voice. But here the entire

concept of democracy has been
stood on its head: The law man-

(even if they are Orthodox).
Politics has a role in civilized

society, but religion must climb
above the fray.

Now we must begin to create a
complex vision that recognizes the

Religious pluralism equals respect

dating religious discrimination

has been written by the minority,

with the majority's needs totally

ignored.

Should the legislation pass. Israel

would have to question its claim to

be the center of Jewish life.

Occupying that position

demands adherence to Jewish val-

ues. which mandate that we judge
people by their actions rather than
their titles.

If Israel is determined to enact a
law to govern conversions, let the
process be standardized. Let there
be objective criteria — narrow
enough to be meaningful, but
broad enough to be reasonable
so that ail who meet them will
have their conversions accepted
(even if they are Conservative or
Reform), and all who do not will
have • their conversions rejected

real potential of the Israel-
Diaspora relationship.

Both within Israel and outside it

Jewish life is richly textured,
nuanced differently in different
places. Interdependence can only
be fostered in a climate of mutual
respect

.

By enacting a law that delegit-
imizes normative Jewish practice
in the Diaspora, Israel would be
discarding an opportunity to
affect, ennch and shape the lives
of Jews throughout the world who
might otherwise benefit from its
counsel.

The Ethics of the Fathers calls
50 the age of “counsel.” As Israel
approaches its 50th year, it must
provide counsel and advice to all
Jews. . .

This it can do only when it has
the respect of every Jew; ’and it

can earn this respect only by
according it to others.

The writer is executive vice-
president ofthe United Synagogue
of Conservative Judaism, the
association of Conservative syna-
gogues m North America.
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The Communist Dynasty Had Its Run. Now What?

Agence France-Presse

Deng Xiaoping, who died last week, was in declining health last summer when China Central Television broadcast a 12-part documentary about his life, the first episode of which was on view at a Beijing shopping center.

By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

WHEN Deng Xiaoping visited the United

States to 1979; the actress ShirleyMacLaine
told him bow Impressed die had been on a
visit to China during the Cultural Revolu-

tion, when Mr. Deng and countless others had been

forced to tofl in remote areas and “learn from the

peasants.” The actress said she had been particularly

moved by a scholar working in a field, who had de-

scribed bow much more fulfilling it was to grow toma-

toes than to work in a -university.

Mr. Deng looked at her and said; “He lied.”

It was Mr; Deng’s genius to cut through the propa-

ganda and chimera of Maoism, and thereby save Com-
munism In China. His 18-year feign as Chinese Emperor
was one of the greatest since the legendary Yellow

Emperor who supposedly helped -found the nation thou-

sands of years ago, and he rescued the Communist
Dynasty when it was tottering after Mao’s death. But his

own departure again leaves the dynasty in fragile shape.

The Communist Dynasty, founded by Mao in 1949,

has today largely lost the “mandate of heaven" — the

moral authority and popular support or acquiescence —
that gives If legitimacy and enables it to rule. So China
may now be approaching a transition not only of emper-
ors but also of dynasties.

Possibilities Open
This does not mean that anything much will happen

immediately or even in the next few years. Still. Mr.

Deng's death has created a tremendous range of possibil-

ities, from a military coup at one extreme to evolution

toward quasi-democracy on the other. So long as his

heart beat, China was vaguely predictable, but now all

kinds of things become conceivable.

One measure of the frailty of the Communist Dynas-
ty is that the name already is a bit of a misnomer, for

China is not a Communist country in any meaningful
sense. It is run by a Communist Party, but the principles

governing China are not Marxist-Leninist but Market-
Leninist In other words, China is a marriage of a market
economy and Leninist dictatorial principles.

China’s Communists today care not about Commu-
nism but about powgr. The bottom line is: We’ll stay in

power, and everything else is negotiable. There may be

more Marxists in New York than in Beijing.

“By the end of his life, he saw clearly that it wasn’t
working" the widow of one of China's top leaders once

confided. “But what could he do? Of course he couldn’t

admit it to anyone but me.”
Mr. Deng’s own youngest son, Deng Zhifang, demon-

strates the path that the best and brightest are taking. An
American-trained engineer, he worked for a state-owned

company in the 1980's, answering his own telephone and

riding a bicycle to work each day. Now he is a property

magnate and international businessman based in China
worth tens of millions of dollars. He makes decisions in

the same way as any Hong Kong tycoon.

Deng Xiaoping effectively transformed China from
an ultra-leftist country to an ultra-rightist country, and
today the Communist Dynasty governs not by socialism
but by something close to a dictionary definition of

fascism. China's underlying dynamic, with its combina-
tion of vibrant free enterprise, state-owned companies
and authoritarian political system, has little in common
with Maoism but has great parallels with Franco's Spain
or Park Chung Hee’s South Korea or Pinochet's Chile.

This arrangement has given China tremendous vital-

ity, but it has not done much for the longevity of the

political system, and Mr. Deng's China may some day be
remembered the way the world now looks back on

Continued on Page 4

Second Thoughts About Being Better Off

The Rehabilitation of Morning in America
By LOUIS UCHTTELLE

N
OTHING has so defined the Ameri-
can mood over the last 20 years as

economic pessimism. From nearly

every quarter came the -message
that prosperity was in decline and young
people Would have to adjust to a lower
standard of living than their parents'. But
now, all d a sudden, the last couple of

decades don’t look so bad. Recent economic
history is being revised.- And in the new
version, Americans turn out to have been

more prosperous than they realized. The
children can relax!

' The revisionists are multiplying. They
appear inJhe Clinton Administration, in the

pronouncements, of Joseph E. Stiglitz, the

President's just-departed chief economist.

They are evldem m<topgress, to the opti-

mism of Senaters Daniel Patrick MpynJhan,

a liberal Democrat, and Connie Mack, a

conservative RepublicazuThey show up on

Wall Streep in the bullishness of Felix G.

Rohatyn, the investment hanker, and in

corporate America, to the boosterism of

Jerry J. JasfiwwsJd, presidentof the Nation-

al Association of Manufacturers! Arid they

appear among academics who study and
pronounce on the American condition. From
all of them, the new message, though never

uniform, is roughly this:

The world's juggernaut economy has

turned out to be America’s, not Japan’s or

.Germany's. Those nations went down the

wrong road, while Americans — bemoaning
their situation every step of the way —
nevertheless remade their corporations into

streamlined global competitors. What’s
more, living standards, instead of stagnat-

ing or deteriorating, rose in ways that are
only now being noted. And Americans devel-

oped technology with an inventiveness and
flexibility not recognized before.

. “We never realized how much we did in

the 1980’s to restructure American business

and capitalize on new technology," said Mr.
Rohatyn, who is managing partner at La-

zard Freres & Company.
Like Mr. Rohatyn, the revisionists are

mainly the well-off and successful Their

views, reflecting their own good fortune,

flourish because the present looks good.

The nation is six years into an economic

expansion, unemployment is low and medi-

an family incomes have begun to rise, just

as they did at this point in the 1980’s expan-

Real Income
Median family

income, in 1995
dollars. Although
income dips and
surges, overall, the

typical household
has seen an average
increase of 0.2
percent a year over

this period.

Source- Census Buvau
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sion. But to the seventh year of that expan-
sion. 1990, a recession came that soon made
most Americans even more pessimistic.

That could happen again, deflating the revi-

sionists' line.

For now, there is no talk of the next

recession, although one is inevitable. Cer-

tainly there is no such talk from the Demo-
crats. who had played a big role in rekin-

dling the pessimism of the early 1990’s.

After four years in the White House, they
have a stake now in the economy’s achieve-

ments. Mr. Stiglitz, chief author of the 1997

Economic Report of the President, points,

for example, to the "promising statistics
”

suggesting that income inequality, after 20

years, might finally be reversing.

Thanks, Japan
The new economic thinking also gets a

boost from Japan and Germany, whose econ-

omies seemed so invincible in the 1980's but

are caught today in downturns and, in Ger-

many, high unemployment. For the revision-

ists, these reversals are Inevitable results of

a mistaken preference in Japan and Germa-
ny for government intervention in economic

activity. By comparison, they say, America’s

laissez-faire approach has finally given the

United States the upper hand.

"People had written off the innovative

character of American entrepreneurs and
their workers, and they were wrong,” Mr.
Jasinowski said. “They had emphasized our
troubles, the slower economic growth, the

downsizing, the uneven distribution of in-

come. These are real issues, but they had
gotten out of proportion to the industrial

renaissance that has been taking place.”

Even the millions who suffer from these

real issues appear to be helping re-establish

what Mr. Jasinowski considers the right

proportions. Expectations have diminished,

said Richard T. Curtin, a director of the

University of Michigan’s Survey Research
Center. What Americans accept today as a

step up in living standards would have been
scorned as piddling 25 years ago.

“It is a little like people are saying, ‘I am
not earning enough to get by. but it is not as

bad as it could be,* while in the GO'S they
thought, ‘How good can it get?’ ” Mr. Curtin

said. “When you make that downward
change in your standard of judgment, that

makes a great deal of difference in the
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Mobile Homes Move Up
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Numbers Don’t Fly

What counts in halting

an airline strike.

By Adam Bryant ^
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Mobile Homes Go Upscale: One Pet Per Plot, Please

At the Hunter Ridge “manufactured home community" south of Atlanta, the mobile homes are in muted colors and rules dictate how high the residents may let their grass grow.

By KEVIN SACK

JONESBORO . Ga.

A
pparently James Carville has

newr been to Hunter Ridge.

Back in December, when the^po-

litical strategist was making a full-

time job of defending President Clinton s

ethics, Mr. Carville explained away Paula

Corbin Jones’s sexual harassment charges

against Mr. Clinton by saying: ‘ Drag a

hundred dollars Through a trailer park and

there’s no telling what you'll find.
^

But at Hunter Ridge, a 10-year-old man-

ufactured home community" south of Atlan-

ta, a single C-note might not get much

attention. Residents are too busy swatting

forehands on the lighted tennis courts,

swimming laps in the pool, planning parties

for the clubhouse and casting a line into the

stocked fishing pond.

While the social stigma associated with

mobile home living may persist, the true

face of the industry is changing radically

and rapidly. As baby boomers head for

retirement, as disposable income tightens

and as real estate becomes a less reliable

investment, the country has seen remark-

able growth in the number and wealth of

people living in mobile homes.

Growing Like Weeds
The Census Bureau reported a 57 percent

increase in the number of mobile homes

between the censuses in 1980 and 1990, more

than quadruple the growth rote for single-

family houses and multi-unit structures. The

country's 7.3 million mobile homes in 1990

represented 7 percent of ail housing, up from

5 percent a decade earlier. Industry officials

believe a wording change in the 1990 census

accounts for some of the change, but they

still maintain that the increase approached

50 percent.

Much of the growth has been here in the

South, which had 52 percent of the nation’s

mobile homes in 1990, according to the cen-

sus. At that time, Florida had more mobile

homes than any other state, and five other

Southern states — Texas. North Carolina,

Georgia. South Carolina and Alabama — all

ranked in the top 10.

Chris D. Busky, director of administration

and information services for the Manufac-

tured Housing Institute, a national trade

association, said that mobile homes repre-

sented 61 percent of all new housing in

Mississippi in 1996. The figure was 59 percent

in Alabama, 38 percent in North Carolina and

26 percent in Georgia.

The demographics of mobile home owner-

ship also have changed. Most residents still

have below-average incomes, and many are

recent immigrants. But the Foremost Insur-

ance Company, a provider of insurance for

mobile homes, estimates that 15 percent of

mobile-home households had annual incomes
of more than $40,000 a year in 1993. up from 2

percent in 1981 and 10 percent in 1990. And
there has been an increase in the percentage

of mobile home dwellers with college educa-

tions.

“Typically it was thought of as a blue-

collar factor.- worker buying manufactured
homes." Mr. Busky said. "Now it's profes-

sional couples with families. People can't

afford $150,000 homes anymore, and consum-
ers would rather spend their money on other

things."

As the demand for mobile homes rises,

developers are building sprawling parks like

Hunter Ridge that look like upscale apart-

ment complexes. At Hunter Ridge, w here all

the homes are in muted colors like white,

gray and tan. restrictive covenants dictate

that residents are limited to one pel per lot.

that motor vehicles cannot be repaired with-

in the community, and that lawns must be

mowed weekly during growing season ino

less than ihree inches from ground level!.

The amenities and regulations seem co

influence the way that residents think about

themselves. "I would never live in a trailer

park," said John W. Cuiton. a 45-year-old

trucker who was fishing one recent day at

Hunter Ridge with his 8-year-old son. Chris,

and their talkative parrot, Charlie. “This is a

mobile home community. I've got my own
mailbox and there are no speed bumps."

Neat as a Pin

Mr. Guiton lived in a house until losing it in

a divorce He said he could afford to buy a

house now but prefers to live in his $22,000

double-wide on a lot that he rents for $215 a

month "It's just a lot simpler," he said. "I

don't want a big mortgage to pay off. If I

want some land 1 can always move my
mobile home And they keep it pretty quiet

here. They’re pretty fussy."

Bartow Fisk, a 70-year-old widower,

moved to a S15.000, 14- by 50-foot mobile

home in Hunter Ridge about seven years ago

from a house in nearby Riverdale. "The yard

was just getting to be too much damn work."

he explained. "This is reasonably inexpen-

sive living. I like my neighbors, and in this

particular manufactured housing area they

do a good job of enforcing their ground
rules." As for those who denigrate mobile

home dwellers: "To heck with them."
The industry has taken steps to enhance its

image, starting with the terminology. "In-

stead of ‘mobile homes,' it’s manufactured
homes.’ " said Donata J. Blanks, manager of

Jonesboro's Tara Manufactured Home Com-
munity, which had been Tara Mobile Home
Park until Ms. Blanks took over last year.
“
‘Sales lots’ are now ‘retail centers.’ ‘Dou-

ble-wides' are ‘multi-section units.’ We’re
trying to get away from the ‘trailer park,’

trailer trash,’ that kind of thing.”

At Hunter Ridge. Wallace G. Gibson, the

general manager, cannot clear trees from
the red clay fast enough. Since the develop-

ment opened in 1987, it has cleared lots in six

phases— first 126 lots, then another 164. then

49, then 75, then 102. Now the bulldozers are

making way for another 115.

And newer mobile homes have become
safer. Their image was never helped when

they blew apart or washed away in a natural

disaster. But after Hurricane Andrew caused

widespread destruction in Florida, the Fed-

eral Government imposed new construction

standards in 1994 to make mobile home
walls, roofs, windows and doors sturdier.

The quality of the homes has improved as

welL "You would not believe the new
homes," Mr. Gibson said. "They just have all

the amenities you would find in a large

conventional home with Jacuzzi tubs, sky-

lights. vaulted ceilings, ceramic tile, inter-

com systems.

"There was a stigma about manufactured
homes when they were called trailers and
mobile homes. People didn't want to say
that’s where they lived. But if you give them
all these amenities, it’s like living in $200,000

and $300,000 subdivisions."

Tara Manufactured Home Community, near Hunter Ridge in Jonesboro. Ga.. has beer. Bonnie A. Hunt's home for 12 years. More crowded lots, center and right, are at the Manhattan Trailer Court in North Bergen N J

Regardless of Counsel, Clinton’s Woes Go On
By STEPHEN LABATON

Washington
5 Kenneth IV. Starr wavered
between the Whitewater in-

dependent counsel’s office

and a university campus in

Malibu last week, a new scandal was
emerging that has compelled even
some Democrats to call for yet an-

other special prosecutor.

Early in the week. White House

aides could barely contain their ela-

tion over the announcement that Mr.
Starr would leave in August to be-

come a dean at Pepperdine Universi-

ty. Why would he leave if President

Clinton or his wife were about to be

charged? By Friday, reeling under

criticism that he was abandoning an

uncompleted investigation. Mr. Starr

agreed to stay on indefinitely.

Regardless of the future of the

Whitewater investigation, revela-

tions about fund-raising impropri-

eties by the Democratic Party and

the white House have become virtu-

ally a daily occurrence. Last week
some Democrats contemplated the

need for a special prosecutor to look

into questionable campaign financ-

ing. Since Mr. Clinton became Presi-

dent. fully four independent

have been appointed to investigate

him and his cabinet.

"Citizens are apprehensive and

very suspicious.” sa.’d Senator Dan-

iel Patrick Moynihan ni New York,

who on Thursday became the first

Democrat in the Seriate to call for ar.

independent counsel to ir.ve-tigaii

campaign fund-raising "They feel

they will get answers from an inde-

pendent counsel that they wouldn't

get from others.”

Even without on independent coun-

sel, new information and issues are

piling up daily, and the White House

and the President's advisers face

many months of other investigations

into pany fund-raising.

Just three days before the star-

tling announcement of Mr. Starr's

resignation — an announcement he-

just as startlingly reversed by Fri-

day— the White House released doc-

uments showing that foreign policy

advisers to Mr. Clinton and Vice

President Al Gore had repeatedly

issued warnings against maintaining

ties and granting access to several

Asian-American fund-raisers and do-

nors seeking influence.

Since rhen. the Justice Depart-

ment and Congressional investiga-

tions have begun to focus on whether

Dernc-'. raise Party fund-raisers were
t.sed dv the Chinese Government to

mike -ecrei donations.

The Office of Special Counsel, a

Federal agency that monitors wheth-

er Government officials improperly

crossed the legal line that is sup-

plied to keep them out of fund-rais-

ing and political activities, has

announced that it is examining a

number of current and former top

Clinton aides to determine whether
they violated the law. Among them
are former deputy chief of staff Har-
old M. lekes and Alexis M. Herman,
whose nomination as Labor Secre-

tary has stalled because of her of-

fice's role in setting up the White

House coffees in which Mr. Clinton

entertained, among others, a twice-
convicted felon with ties to organized
crime, and the head of one of China’s
major arms-trading companies.
And by week’s end, the Democrat-

ic National Committee acknowl-
edged that it would be returning
many more donations from Asian-
American sources after an internal
audit was unable to verify the mon-
ey's origins.

Also last week, prosecutors moved
to delay the sentencing of James B.
McDougal. Since his conviction, Mr,
Clinton’s former business partner is
said to have changed his testimony
and now maintains that as Governor,
Mr. Clinton participated in an effort
to obtain an illegal $300,000 Federal-
ly backed loan. $50,000 of which paid
for expenses in the Whitewater De-
velopment venture.

Mr. Clinton testified at Mr
McDougal’s trial that he never knew
anything about the loan, which was
issued by David Hale, who ran a
Federally backed investment com-
pany, to Susan McDougal, Mr.
McDougal's wife at the time.
Together, Mr, Hale and Mr.

McDougal have been convicted of 2o
felony counts.

Throughout the savings-and-loan

u.c case oi the Preside
the standard of proof
that the testimony of tv
would not be enough tt

Mr. Starr and his ai.
the notion that his anni
ture had anything to
status of the investii
fhey said had reachec
stage."

But some friends ala
Starr as being frustr
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-.An. American ..Airlines, pilot returned to work at the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport on Feb. 15 after President Clinton stopped the pilots' strike with a 60-dav “cooling off' period.

Maybe a Strike Wouldn’t Have Cost That Much
By ADAM BRYANT

P
ERHAPS it was a political no-brainer for Presi-

dent Clinton to intervene last week, and halt the

pilots’ strike at American Airlines.

..'.As George Stephanopouios
, a former sen-

ior White House -

adviser, explained on "NightUne” just

before the pilots’ strike deadline, 'Despite all the highfa-

lutin theory about getting involved in labor and man-
agement disputes, when all of the people in the country
who are foconvemencedby this can say, ‘The President

could have prevented it and he didn’t,* I don’t think

that*s a price he wants to pay.".
"

.

But someof those highfalutin theories deserve a

second look. .

Mr. Clinton said he based his decision on economics,

arguing that the potential damage of the strike met the

test of die 1926 Railway Labor Act: that a labor dispute

‘'threatens substantially to interrupt
. interstate com-

merce to a degree such' as' to deprive any section of the

country of essentiai transportatlon service.”

- Thiswasiw small decision. Lyndon Johnsonwas the

last President to nsethe powers of. the .act, when
machinists struck several airlines in 1966.

Invoking theact will inevitably alter tbe rhythms of

labor negotiations at other major airlines in coming
years^ -

-But those concerns were apparently outweighed by
the potentiaF impact'd! a strike: according to a widely

.quoted .study . by;,the. TIntte<L;Staj«s Department of..

uXi^nsportadoci a walkout .by the pilots fat American •

- would have edit the:economy up to $200 million'a day,

and possibly stranded 43,000 travelers-

- Where did these numbers; come from? Before the

strike deadline, the department gave tbe total figures to

the public but not the maththat produced the totals: The

agency said that its economic assumptions were intend-

ed only for Federal mediators and the President.

But tbe report, which was obtained by The New
York Times, shows that some of the Government's
totals are as shaky as a fold-down tray on a commuter
plane.

Funny Numbers
For example, the estimate of 43.000 stranded passen-

gers “does not reflect at least three significant factors

that could mitigate the impact,” the report says. Other

airlines might add service in places like Miami and
Dallas where American is dominant; many passengers

might postpone or cancel their travel plans; and many
travelers might switch their tickets to other airlines in

anticipation of a strike

So given the certainty that all these things would

occur or had already happened, why was the publicized

total so high?

For all the potential ripple effect of a strike —
particularly in the Caribbean, where American is the

dominant carrier — the $200 million figure also seems
high.

Consider that American Airlines' own doomsday
study, intended to persuade the White House to intervene,

estimated that the economic impact— touching everyone

from proprietors of a dry cleaner in suburban Dallas to

Chilean salmon producers to waitresses in Jamaica —
would be $83 million a day.— And for -context, consider that $200 million repre-

sents the daily total of passenger revenues of the entire

UnitedStates'ifirlihe industry (American's market share
Is about 20 percent). •

The Government’s calculations even included the

potential loss to shareholders of AMR Corporation,

American’s parent, who might not get a dividend this

quarter in the event of a strike. Not that anyone was

expecting a payout in the first place — shareholders have

not seen a dividend from the company since 19S0.

“The true economic loss to society is much too small

to provide an explanation for Clinton's intervention," said

Clifford Winston, an economist at the Brookings institu-

tion who has written extensively about the airline indus-

try. “It’s ridiculous."

Perhaps the Transportation Department heard so

The Government’s official

estimate was $200 million a

day. But more than money
was at stake.

few challenges to its estimates of dollars lost and passen-

gers stranded because its figures felt right, considering

the outsized attention and interest the airline industry

generates.

The airline business has become a kind of national

spectator sport: roughly nine major teams with distinc-

tive uniforms and personalities that often reflect the

forceful characters of their head coaches, like Robert L.

Crandall, the chief executive at American.

Few businesses can offer tbe kind of entertaining

highlight film like that of the pilots' strike chairman.
Matthew Field, on CNN announcing Operation Fire at

Will: "What 1 do now, 1 do without reservation or

hesitation. What I do now is for the pilots of American

Airlines and their families. What I do now is for all

professional aviators.”

And the crowd cheers when fares go on sale. Then,

like true New York sports fans, travelers immediately

start grumbling — there’s no real deal here, it's impossi-

ble to get through to book a flight.

This is an industry that all Americans think they

understand, so they can play armchair quarterback on

what's wrong with it and how to fix it.

"Once you’ve been a passenger, you’ve been knight-

ed as a pundit,” said David A. Swierenga. chief economist

at the Air Transport Association, the major airlines'

trade group.

Mr. Clinton has not flown on a commercial flight for

some time, but he too knows something about voters'

interest in the airline industry. He scored several political

points in 1993, for example, by nudging American and its

flight attendants to settle their dispute and get thousands

of travelers home for Thanksgiving.

Clinton’s Calculation

He also learned an important lesson earlier that

year, after he parked Air Force One on the tarmac at Los
Angeles International Airport to get his haJr trimmed.
Although airport records later showed that not a single

flight was delayed, it was widely reported at the time that

several airplanes were held up as his stylist combed and
clipped, turning Mr. Clinton’s haircut into a public rela-

tions buzzcuL
Since then, the President has made a big effort to

improve his image and his poll numbers. So even if the

Transportation Department’s math isn’t solid, Mr. Clin-

ton's calculations are: 9.300 American Airlines pilots

versus thousands of stranded passengers and millions of

armchair quarterbacks. No contest.

Out of Sight . .

.

Giving Terror the Silent Treatment
By ELAINE 5CTOLINO

Washington

D
O terrorists lose tbe

power to terrorize

when they fade from
public view?

By definition, terrorists ma-
nipulate tbe public, usually with

acts of outrage. So It stands to

reason that they seek a high

public profile. Italyfs Red Bri-

gades, for example, regularly is- ..

sued their ponderous communi-
pies on Wednesdays and Satur-

iays to getHie maximum play in

Italy’s newspapers, which are

'attest on Thursdays and Sun-

lays.

Governments, on the - other

land, have long struggled to de-

rive the terrorist of center

itage. Probably the best exam-
>le in a long tinae is -that of

Kousa
.
Mohammed Abu .Mar-

raok, the wealthy Palestinian
:

iHsmpjggfnan whom Israeland-
be. Americans describe as. the

eadet of the Palestinian move-
rant Hamas. . - - .

Having been arrested in the

Jnited States, and having now
.

ought for - a year and a half

igainst extradition to Israel to

ace terror. charges, Mr. Abu.
tiarzoOk has 1suddenly decided

hat he can no longer bear solF

ary confinement in a Federal

ockup in Manhattan. So last

nonth he called the Israelis’

iluff and dared them to extradite him.

That treated a conundrum. Mr. Abu
Aarzook is getting" a lot less attention

anguishing in an.American jail than he

rouM get if he wereon trial in Israel. And

sraeL in -trie last, year and a halt has

egun to take a considerablytMerem view

f the threat posed by Mr. Abu Marzook’s

Lssoriates-in Hamas, who have been mar-

inallzed — at least for now— by a peace

recess moving forward without them.

Hamas, Indeed, has been quiet ever

ince its terrorist bombingslastMarch left

cores of Israelis dead, and Prime Minis-

?r Benjamin Netanyahu doesn't want to

tir up trouble with a dramatic trial of Mr.

Lbn Marzook- Neither-does Yasir. Arafat,

ie Palestinian leader, who has asked the

tailed States to feeep-Afr. Abu Marzook

DeOiUta/The New York Times

Mousa Mohammed Abu Marzook in a visitor room in jaiL

Complicating any prosecution is the ab-

sence of hard evidence definitively linking

: Mr. Abu Marzook to a specific terrorist

act, though *e funneied huge sums of mon-

ey to Hamas and ran its Politburo.

So the United States, Israel and Jordan

are negotiating a deal that could allow him

to take up residence in Jordan or perhaps

elsewhere in exchange for his promise to

stay out of politics — in other words, to

keep the same low profile that seems to

have made him so frustrated in New York.

President Clinton and Mr. Netanyahu

are so determined to play down the impor-

tance of Mr. Abu Marzook that they

claimed his status never even came up In

their meeting in the Oval Office, several

. days ago. The low-key approach is a stark

contrast to the denunciations Mr. Clinton

issued 11 months ago, at a 29-country anti-

terrorism summit convened in

Egypt in the wake of the Hamas
bombings. But perhaps all that

has changed is how much atten-

tion the Israelis and Americans
want to focus on Hamas. They
still seem determined to cut its

funding; that is why Mr. Abu
Marzook was arrested in the

first place. But they also now
seem disposed to ignore Hamas
publicly, on the theory that de-

nouncing it gives it what it

wants most: attention.

As for Mr. Netanyahu, it is

hard to believe this is the man
who became a fixture on Ameri-
can television in the 1980's with

his absolutist stand on never
negotiating with terrorists.

That, however, was when he

was a spokesman and critic, not

a leader. Now, as Prime Minis-

ter, Mr. Netanyahu does not

want to risk another terrorist

war by putting a Hamas leader

on trial just weeks after Israel

and the Palestinians finalized

an agreement over the govern-

ing of Hebron.
"To some extent terrorists

have the power we grant them
— if we give them our attention,

if our political choices are hos-

tage to them." said the Middle
East expert Fouad Ajami, of

Johns Hopkins University's
School of Advanced Internation-

al Studies. “Netanyahu doesn't

want to look Into the darkness
again. Arafat doesn’t want to be

seen as the enforcer of Israel’s policies.

The terror trail ends not with a bang but

with a whimper."
„In Pern, President Alberto Fujimori also

has been struggling for more than two
months with how best to marginalize the

Cuban-Inspired guerrillas holding scores of

diplomats and Peruvian officials hostage

in the Japanese ambassador's mansion in

Lima. He has refused to meet the guerril-

las’ demands to release their comrades
from prison. His decision to replace the

officials who are held hostage signaled

everyone not to expect a quick resolution of

the crisis.

But he has been willing to negotiate the

guerrillas’ safe passage out of Peru to a

third country — if they release their hos-

tages. It is not unlike what the Israelis are

willing to give Mr. Abu Marzook.

The Rehabilitation of

Morning in America
Continued From Page 1

national outlook."

The shift in expectations began in the 1973

oil crisis, with its gas lines and new sense of

vulnerability. Rising fuel prices, the severe
mid-1970’s recession. Japan's inroads into

American markets and high inflation all

contributed to what President Carter first

characterized in the late 1970's as the "mal-
aise" settling on the country.

Resisting such pessimism, Americans
elected Ronald Reagan, with his moming-in-
America message. But the onslaught contin-

ued The 1981-82 recession was the worst

downturn since the Depression. Heavy man-
ufacturing was devastated, the layoffs mas-
sive. The air traffic controllers' strike

marked an accelerating deterioration of

union bargaining power. Mergers and down-
sizing made job insecurity commonplace.
And wage inequality became, in the 1980’s, a

national characteristic as the less skilled,

less educated lost ground to the college

trained Even the skilled often found Them-
selves falling behind sometimes.

Redistribution

“We have redistributed an incredible

amount of income and wealth without man-
aging to raise the living standards of most
Americans,” said Lawrence Mishel, an econ-

omist at the Economic Policy Institute.

Without challenging that statement. Rob-

ert M. Solow, the Nobel laureate in econom-

ics, said that the American economy has

turned out to be the best in the industrial

world and that has offered breathing space

to solve the nation’s problems. “There is

plenty of trouble at the bottom,” he said, “but

you don’t have to worry about the Titanic

going down. There isn't an iceberg. You have

plenty of time to fix the deck chairs.”

If they are very broken. Neither Mr. Mack
nor Mr" Moynihan, leaders in Congress on
economic issues, thinks they are. For Mr.

Mack, the 1980’s were years of robust eco-

nomic growth, unrecognized by the Demo-
crats until now. And for Mr. Moynihan. the

groundwork laid in the 1980's and 1990's is

paying off. "There is a reward for good

behavior,” he said, “but perceptions lag. It

takes time for a culture that was deeply

pessimistic about the future and deeply anx-

ious about the present during the cold war to

come out or that.”

The mam misperceptions, in the eyes of

the revisionists, involve productivity and
wages. Steady improvements in productive'

ty, or output per worker, are essential for

robust economic growth. The Government’s
productivity statistics, however, say the im-
provement has been anemic — a finding

most economists endorse and most revision-

ists reject. How can the data be accurate,

says Mr. Jasinowski, when corporate Amer-
ica is performing so well? “It is hard to find

an industry," he said, "where we are not

equal to or better than our competitors."

The other misperception involves wages
and salaries. By most measures — family

income and hourly earnings, for example —
they stopped rising in the early 1970's, except

for brief spurts upward in the late 1980's and
again very recently. But measuring incomes
involves measuring inflation. Stagnant

wages in the national statistics mean wages
have failed to rise faster than inflation. A 3

percent raise today comes out zero, once
statisticians subtract the current annual in-

flation rate of 3 percent, according to the

Consumer Price Index. But inflation is over-

stated, many revisionists insist, and as Ex-
hibit A they cite the recent report of a

commission of economists appointed by the

Senate Finance Committee, mostly at Mr.
Moynihan's instigation.

The commission concluded that the C.P.I.

has been overstating inflation by 1.1 percent-

age points — that the real annual inflation

rate today, for example, is not 3 percent but

1.9 percent, which means the 3 percent raise

represents not stagnation but a 1.1 percent

increase, and since 1973 such gains have
gone unrecorded. Accepting that conclusio

means accepting a more subjective stand-

ard of measuring the cost of living.

Better Every Day
What the statistics fail to reflect sufficient-

ly are quality improvements, the commis-
sion concluded. An automaker adds $50 to a

car’s price to cover the cost of a better anti-

rust paint That extra cost should not have
counted as a rise in the inflation rate, or at

least not as much of a rise as the Bureau of

Labor Statistics calculates when it totes up
the Consumer Price Index. Indeed, Ameri-

cans for 20 years have been enjoying better

cars, better medical care, fancier houses and
more powerful computers, never realizing,

the revisionists argue, that their living stand-

ards were rising.

But that raises the income inequality prob-

lem again, says Joel Popkin, a former chief

of the bureau's C.P.I, division. “We have to

consider,” he said, "that, while the quality of

goods and services may be rising, this new
living standard is beyond the reach of an
increasing proportion of Americans."
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China’s basic principles

aren’t Marxist-Leninist any

longer. This is Market-

Leninism. And the market is

eating away at the Leninism.

The Communist Dynasty

Had Its Run. Now What?
Continued From Page 1

_ . __ nrmhipm is that Market-Leninism

inherently unstable concept, for the

ufspeak'S'china's 'eaderstoday
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A ‘Melon-Head’
Mao was a classic dynastic founder, and Mr. Deng

was“ nieTtoo. But Jiang Zemin, the stocky

SSn^Sed and totally uncharismauc "weather vaneSS Deng picked to 1989 in be the next emperor, is

SS unmedtately recognizable as the kmd of emperor

^TSsat the tail end of a dynasdc cycle - tf he

hpcnmes anv kind of emperor at all.

S^e Master Li Peng is even less the type to

inspired Mandate of Heaven. Intensely unpopular and

wkiely ridiculed for his authoritarian and^^war^ty
fff;

denounced even by his mother, he is a li^tnm&rod for

iokes about the regime In one, a worker is arrested for

shouting “Li Peng Is a melon-head” and is sentenced to

iu prSn - 5 for counter-revolutionary crimes

and 15 for revealing state secrets.

Mao was an avid reader of
t™
3
?. Sf

aware of the problem of the dynastic cycle. In July 1946,

when he was still a gaunt guerrilla leader, he was visited

by Huang Yanpei, a prominent scholar who noted:

"Dynasties begin with a surge of vigor, and then decay

anddisintegrate. Has the Communist Party farnd away

to break this vicious cycle?” Mao beamed : We ve found

a way. It's called democracy."

Perhaps that would have worked, but Mao and Mr.

Deng both refused to try real democracy (and, of course,

Mao meant proletarian democracy rather than anykrnd

of Western approach). It is a great pity, because m China

the Communist Party was unusually compatible with

democracy, for the simple reason that the party was

much more popular with ordinary people than m most

Communist countries. In Poland, the party would have

lost a plebiscite. But in China, the Communist Party

could have counted on the.peasantry and perhaps won a*- , .

free multi-party election. Even today, it perhaps could.

Mr. Deng had broad legitimacy, especially in the

early 1980’s, because of his decades organizing the Com-

munist revolution and his later years freeing the econ-

omy. But Mr. Jiang lacks that kind of legitimacy, and

there is no legitimating institution or mechanism, such as

elections, to grant him that authority.

Among the greatest burdens for the Communist

Dynasty in sustaining its legitimacy is the still-reverber-

ating memory of the Tiananmen killings of 1989. It is a bit

odd that the Communists should have caused the deaths

of some 30 million peasants in the late 1950's and early

1960's, in a great Mao-made famine, and yet the killing of

several hundred students should be a greater blot on the

party’s legitimacy. Yet one of the lessons of Chinese

history is that a ruler can kill peasants to his heart's

content but tangles with students at his peril.
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ECONOMY

to Expand Past Insurance
ByJOSEPHB.TREASTER

- Mcn/.Dif.

AND BILL WELLS had
been loyai costomers of

: ' the Pnid«itial Insurance
Company of. America for

i most of their fives: Buffet
a time when they were settling into
retirement and thinking. of cutting
back on their' life insurance, a Pru-
dential agent saddled, them with a
new policy mm fie promised would
virtually pay for itself. .

After a few years, -they said, they r, ahead. To begin with, he has set up I
discovered lhat they had hiSdn de^ new way of selling life insurance

the company another notch and oth-
er agencies are contemplating addi-
tional downgrades.
White Prudential’s ratings are still

at the high end of the scale, they
provide an unflattering comparison
with competitors like John Hancock,
Northwestern Mutual and New York

; Life, which remain at the absolute
top, and sales of insurance and pen-
sion plans have suffered. Moreover,
each tick downward has meant a
tick upward in die cost of borrowing.
But Mr. Ryan knew what he was in

for at Prudential, and he is pressing

A Little Progress in the Numbers
PRUDENTIAL'S MAIN
BUSINESS IS SHRINKING . .

.

Number of tife insurance policies sold

by all companies in ihe U S

...FORCING IT TO
MAKE CUTBACKS.

Number of Prudential insurance

agents

NOW THE COMPANY HAS HALTED
A DECLINE IN COMMISSIONS...

Prudential's commission dollars from

insurance and investment products

...LEADING TO SOME
IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCE.

Prudential s return on equity.

ceived bjr the' agent, .who,.had ar-
ranged a loan to pay for the new
policy- Facing rising debt on the loan
and annual premiums of 51,800 —
several times what they had been
paying — the Wellses, erf New York
City, joined legions of aggrieved
Prudential customers taking legal
action against the insurer that once
possessed, one of the most trusted
names m corporate America:

This costly
..
dispute, involving

nearly il mfliion poticies, is merely
the latest woe for a company mat
has been bombarded by calamities
in recent years and was finally

forced to put an outsider in charge
for the first time since ft was. found-
ed more than 120 years ago.
For two years, Arthur F. Ryan, an

outsider recruited frdm Chase Man-
hattan Bank, has been struggling to

turn the Newark, N.J.-based compa-
ny around afterft loss in 1994 of more
than $900 arinion. Not only is he
trying to restore Prodential’s repu-
tation, but he faces an even greater

challenge in bringing
.
cohesion to a

jumbled empire mat once seemed to

resemble nothing so much as the
warring fiefs of medieval Europe.
Though revenues have been flat

fortwoyears at about $30biHioo, Mr.

. largely to guard against the abusive
sales tactics that have landed the

; Company in so much trouble. Now,
once an agent has talked a customer
into a policy, an administrative
worker from headquarters must re-
view the policy directly with the cli-

ent, making sure that he or she un-
derstands precisely what is being
bought'
Just as important, the life insur-

ance business, upon which Pruden-
tial’s image as the Rock of Gibraltar
was built, is finally being stream-
lined. Hie five regional headquar-
ters .that were once proud outposts

'for the company’s centurions have
bem shut down. Two of those offices

are being converted into service cen-
ters to handle administrative Tasks

once done in local offices.

Prudential’s central problem
stems from the fact that life insur-

ance — white still the largest single

part of the company's business —
has been steadily losing appeal to

Americans far more interested in

investing in the booming stock mar-
ket for a more comfortable retire-

ment than in planning for death.

But that’s not alL Its homeowners’
division had concentrated too heav-
ily in hurricane zones and was stag-

>

"

K :
i J
J

-10
*86 ‘8B *90 ’92

'Preliminary esnmares

'91 '92 '93 '94 *95 '96
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Ryan has put Prudential back in the. gered by enormous claims Its big

black through cost-cutting and prof-

'

itable sales of securities ami other'

assets. Earnings, for 19961 are: esti-

mated at roughly $1 billion, up from
$47S million in 1995,

But whether Mr. Ryan, *54, can
improve operating performance and
restore prosperity to . the nation's

largest insurer, wifo almost SO mil- •

lion customers and nearty $180 bil-

lion in assets, remains in doubt
More than - half of PrudentiaFs

corporate health care business was
being ootmanenvered by more nim-
ble competitors in important mar-
kets across the country. And shortly
before the insurance complaints be-

gan coming to the surface like long-

buried land mines. Prudential’s se-

curities subsidiary paid $1.5 billion

in fines, compensation and legal

costs for misleading clients — many
of -them elderly, with modest nest
eggs — who lost money on high-risk

limited partnerships that they couldbusinesses fromHfe insurance tb'

corporate health care, from J4ome- j AU afford,

><nmers£ijismfeuoajt$gNfcb^^
vestmmt CootJ^cfiji^fileldtMhabftoi^finrfngiisiui'! t> -

u
ntearariwpfthjyMn yteffltafti asTwby. at the end 0f l994,

few years agb —^hre Jstilt kfeUtg Pludential’s board turned to Mr.
grounftm competitJCirs. Lakt fall, for i Ryan almostin deaeration. Tall and
example, the health care i^jt failed' SH^itiy'stooped, with an easy smile

to win renewaLcrf a nearly $4 b0boa' and . a. warm handshake, Mr. Ryan
contract^with tixe^American Associa- bad cut fat and introduced new tedi-

tion of Retired Persons; ' nok®y a.tC5iase, where he rose tothe

prudMtial’s standing with the in- 'No. 2 job. He was renowned for roU-

surance rating agencies has been mgup tds sleeves athis own coinput-

slxpping, . too. Only •: last.
.
week, er. He liked working one-on-one, but

Moody’s Ihvestors.:Service dropped was perfectly at ease at center stage

in the company auditorium. And he
had never had anything to do with
insurance. As Prudential's board
saw it, he was exactly what the com-
pany needed
"Here was someone with a new

approach who could make the re-

forms," said William H. Gray 3d, the
former Representative from Penn-
sylvania who is a Prudential board
member in addition to heading the

United Negro College Fund
Burton Malkiel, a professor at

Princeton University and former
member of the President's Council
of Economic Advisers, was on the

board’s search committee. He found
Mr. Ryan to be “extremely bright,

extremely decisive.”

So Mr. Ryan set to work. No long-

er, he decreed, was Prudential to be
first and foremost a life insurance
company, with anything else regard-

ed as a distant afterthought He had
been watching the revolution that

had catapulted the Fidelity mutual
funds to the top of the heap of the
country’s money managers and had
transformed banks into financial

powerhouses again, while seemingly
leaving life insurance as something
your father recalled with nostalgia.

“I don't want to communicate that

insurance is less important," Mr.
Ryan said in a conversation the oth-

er day at Prudential’s white marble
headquarters here, "but that money
management Is equally important”
One of his first big changes was to

consolidate a handful of sometimes
competing investment units under a
single umbrella with more than $193
billion under management Money
management for individuals and in-

stitutions— in contrast to investing

premiums, as insurance companies
have always done — was a crucial

part of his vision, and he told his

executives to start coming up with
new mutual funds and other invest-

ment vehicles that would compete
with industry leaders.

At a gray marblework table in his

24th-floor office, an elegantly simple

Japanese screen stretching behind
him. Mr. Ryan strikes a measured
tone, neither glowing nor gloomy.
The company is “going through a

tough period," he acknowledged. But
he figures he's gaining on the de-

mons. “We're well on our way," he
said.

The company that Mr. Ryan inher-

ited was encrusted in gentlemanly

tradition. It was a place where man-
agers received their bonuses wheth-
er or not they made their annual
goals, and where regular hours and
uninterrupted weekends were re-

garded as an entitlement “It was a

very comfortable place,” one long-

time Prudential executive said. It

was also a formal, somewhat stuffy

place where the chain of command
was rigidly observed and where a

saccharine form of corporate cir-

cumlocution known as “Pro polite"

often left managers wondering what
top executives were trying to say.

Mr. Ryan, of course, wasn’t the

first at Prudential to identify life

insurance as a waning business. The
company had already expanded be-

yond it into about a dozen separate

businesses. But instead of operating

under a comprehensive strategy,

those businesses, as well as the five

regional headquarters of the life in-

surance division, addressed the

world on their own terms. It was not

only a matter of little central con-

trol. Each of the units had its own
computer system, its own purchas-
ing system and its own advertising

program. They did not share infor-

mation about their customers, so the

company could make the most of

each relationship, and all too often

one Prudential unit would be elbow-

ing another for the same piece of

business.

To Mr. Ryan, the organization

looked like “a series of independent
silos,” free-wheeling subsidiaries

working at cross purposes with frag-

mented game plans.

To bring about change, he figured,

a lot of the old guard had to go.
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Twelve of the 14 executives who re-

port directly to him are new to their

jobs. Of the top 150 executives, two-

thirds are new. About half were re-

cruited from the outside. The others

were longtime Prudential employ-

ees who passed the test of the new
mission.

In two years, Mr. Ryan has shrunk
the work force to 83,000, from about

100.000. In doing so, he has cut deeply

into the ranks of the company’s noto-

riously unproductive insurance

agents. But with the sales force now
at about 12,000, down from roughly

16.000, “the company has also lost

some agents it didn’t warn to lose,"

said Larry Mayewski, a senior vice

president and analyst at the A.M
Best Company, a rating agency. And
with regulators still breathing down
its neck, Prudential is not a particu-

larly attractive place for newcom-
ers, either

Not everyone at Prudential is

thrilled with the Ryan way of doing

things. But one of the hundreds of

specialists working under contract

to help transform Prudential said

that some of foe initial resistance

seemed to be fading.

"People are saying," he ex-

plained, “'We've had some bad
press on the life insurance side.

Some of our other units are bleeding.

Things are getting tougher out there.

Maybe we do need some realign-

ment' At least on the conceptual
level, people are becoming receptive

to the idea.”

Bob Koehler, a former vice presi-

dent and head of the company’s re-

tiree association, still keeps in touch

with colleagues. "A lot of people say
Art Ryan is like a breath of fresh

air,” Mr. Koehler said, "and they’re

glad to see him in there

Many people who had been trained

by Mr. Koehler moved into more
prominent positions under Mr. Ryan.
“These people were not in senior

management, but close to it," Mr.
Koehler said. “They give him the

continuity of foe old Prudential with-

out being committed to the old

ways."
Still, one recurring conflict, the

independent specialist said, is be-

tween short- and long-term goals.

"They want to get things dale quick-

ly to step the bleeding," he said.

“But sometimes that delays funda-

mental change that, by its nature,

takes longer."

As an example, he said, the plan

for new regional service centers

calls for them to be staffed with

teams of employees trained to han-

dle several kinds of work. But to get

the centers up and running, he said,

foe company is assigning employees
to their old, single-mission roles

while planning only later to retrain

them to fit the team concept.

Mr. Ryan has not been reluctant to

prune dead wood. He sold off several

of the company's businesses: its re-

insurance unit, whose earnings had
fluctuated widely; its mortgage divi-

sion, which had been suffering

through a downturn in bousing sales,

and its weak Canadian life insurance

branch.

Perhaps the most troubled of Pru-
dential's businesses these days is its

corporate health care unit, a behe-
moth with a network of 90,000 physi-

cians, 1,000 hospitals and 4.5 million

Iclients, which accounts for about 30
percent of the company's revenues
but has been unable to make a profit

for two years. In September, shortly

after its two senior executives had
been pushed into retirement, the unit

lost its bid to renew the contract with

the AJL.R.P. While searching for a

new bead of foe unit, Mr. Ryan has

The New York Times

put himself and a group of four exec-

utives in charge.

Mr. Ryan's solution for most of

what ails the health care unit is

consolidation. Here was an opera-

tion, Mr. Ryan said, with way too

many silos. "We had 40 markets in

which we operated,” he said, "and
all acted relatively independently."

While imposing uniform opera-

tions, Mr. Ryan recognizes that

health care is an essentially local

business and that to succeed compa-
nies need to dominate or at least

play leading roles in each markeL In

markets that Prudential does not

have a prayer of dominating, units

are being sold, as happened in Bos-

ton in mid-January. In others, where
foe fundamentals look good, Mr.
Ryan is shopping for acquisitions.

Throughout, Prudential has been
shifting from traditional health in-

surance to managed care and is try-

ing to expand its dental and disabili-

ty insurance programs.

Because of a heavy concentration

ofhomeowner policies in South Flor-

ida, Prudential’s property and casu-

alty company was nearly wiped out

by Hurricane Andrew in 1992.

Claims rose to $1.3 billion and the

operation had to borrow from sister

units. Prudential wanted to simply

stop selling homeowner insurance in

South Florida. But regulators ruled

that if the company wanted out of

that business it would have to get out

of Florida entirely, abandoning its

lucrative life insurance business
..there -as well So to reduce its risk,

.

Prudential began paying a full year
of premiums for homeowners will-

ing to sign with another company.
These days, Prudential estimates, a
hurricane disaster in Florida would
cost foe company, at most, $440 mil-

lion.

The next milestone in the compa-
ny's saga of scandal comes tomor-
row in Federal District Court in

Newark, where teams of lawyers
will debate whether a proposed
class-action settlement fairly com-
pensates up to 10.7 million policy-

holders who regulators across the

country say may have been misled.

Last summer, Prudential paid a fine

of $35 million, imposed by the regula-

tors, and acknowledged that for

more than a decade, until 1995, some
of its agents had improperly per-

suaded customers to cash in or bor-

row against existing policies to buy
new, often more expensive ones in a
practice often referred to as "churn-
ing.” The main beneficiaries were
not the customers but the agents,

who received additional commis-
sions, and foe company

,
which

gained market share and made
more money.

Whatever the outcome at the hear-

ing in Newark, the company’s wor-
ries are far from over. Nearly 20,000

policyholders have refused to go
along with foe class action and hun-
dreds of individual suits — including

one by the Wellses — are being pre-

pared by lawyers or are working
their way through foe courts. Other
suits have been filed by agents who
say they were dismissed because
they tried to blow the whistle on
dishonest insurance sales.

Officials in five states had been
campaigning against the class-ac-

tion settlement But over foe last two
weeks, with the payment of $35.2

million, hours of personal negotia-

tions by Mr. Ryan and an improve-
ment in the provisions for compensa-
tion of policyholders, the officials in

California, Florida, Massachusetts,
Texas and Virginia dropped their

objections.
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Call the Law
Is there a Justice Department equivalent of

police radio? If so. it is time for the dispatcher to

broadcast something like this: Calling the Attorney

General! Calling the Attorney General! A Federal

law enforcement official is needed at the Executive

Mansion. That location is about 1,200 yards from

your office and can be identified by the presence of

tourists, Democratic National Committee employ-

ees and strangers bearing gifts.

It ran be argued, of course, that the tintinnabu-

lating outrages of President Clinton’s fund-raising

are no joking matter. But a burst of horrified

amusement still seems a defensible response to the

events of the past week, when we learned that the

White House has been crawling for the last four

years with salaried D.N.C. employees and that John

Huang may be bargaining for immunity before he

will explain his marvelous talent for turning Asian

businessmen into Clinton donors.

On this Sunday, as on last Sunday, we start our

review of these events by pondering the where-

abouts of the nation’s Attorney General, Janet Reno.

We hate to be repetitious, but General Reno's insist-

ence that she is waiting for “credible evidence”

before appointing an independent counsel has now
reached the point of mindlessness. By the standards

that applied in the Carter, Reagan and Bush Admin-
istrations, the threshold for appointing an independ-

ent counsel has been reached and passed. If she will

but look, Ms. Reno will see a pervasive pattern of

reckless behavior and an array of suspicious inci-

dents that cry out for an independent counsel.

It is possible, of course, that no Federal bribery

or conflict-of-interest laws have been broken, but

any common-sense observer has to be impressed
with the utter recklessness of the Clinton and D.N.C.

fund-raising operations. The NBC News report that

D.N.C. staff members have been working inside the

White House for the last four years is the latest

proof of that recklessness. For decades, both Repub-
lican and Democratic. Presidents haye observed a,...

general protocol of separation between the Presi- •

dency and party activities. But it seems that no real

corapartraentaiization ever existed in the Clinton

Administration. Indeed, the NBC report established

that some of these D.N.C. employees had access to

White House computers and worked directly for

such high-ranking figures as Alexis Herman, whose
Office of Public Liaison was already suspected of

coordinating White House invitations with D.N.C.
fund-raising.

The activity fits a pattern. A number of undis-
puted journalistic accounts have shown that well
before the election, Mr. Clinton and his deputy chief

of staff, Harold Ickes, were planning how to raise

and spend the television advertising money needed
to rebuild Mr. Clinton’s approval rating. There are
laws restricting such fund-raising and limiting the
political activities of Government employees. One
of the issues before an independent counsel or
Justice’s public integrity section will be whether
Mr. Ickes, while on the Federal payroll, and at the
President’s direction, was the de facto director of

the campaign's organizational and financial arms.
Presidents and their White House aides are

inevitably involved in campaign planning. But by
openly bartering Presidential invitations for politi-

cal contributions, and by relentlessly mixing the
official and the political, this Administration has
gone so far beyond the normal rules of political

behavior and the traditional interpretation of Fed-
eral law that even so dogged a Democrat as Pat
Moynihan has now concluded that the matter is too

sensitive for handling by the investigators who
report to Ms. Reno.

So far, the Attorney General seems to have
relied on the coincidence theory to delay her ap-

pointment of an independent counsel In other

words, it is still officially regarded as a coincidence,

rather than a provable and possibly illegal quid pro
quo, that John Huang's campaign donors got meet-
ings with Mr. Clinton or policy discussions from his

Administration. Mr. Huang’s decision to invoke the

Fifth Amendment rather than give requested docu-
ments to Congress severely wounded the coinci-

dence theory. So did the report in The Washington
Post that Rawlein Soberano. a vice president of the

Asian-American Business Roundtable, has accused

Mr. Huang of asking him to launder contributions.

From President Clinton right down to the lowli-

est DJ^.C.-paid “volunteer,” this outfit raised mon-
ey as if there were no rules. Maybe they were lucky

or smart enough to have stayed inside the laws

governing bribery and political activities by Fed-

eral employees. But there are so many indications

to the contrary that only an independent counsel can
deliver a judgment that the public will trust.

The Mexican Drug Scandal
The arrest on drug trafficking charges of the

general who led Mexico's antinarcotics program is

shocking evidence of how difficult it will be to stem
the flow of drugs from abroad. Just two months ago
America's top drug fighter, Gen. Barry McCaffrey,
praised his newly appointed Mexican counterpart,

Gen. Jesus Gutierrez Rebollo, as a man of “unques-
tioned integrity." Now General Gutierrez stands

accused of accepting bribes from and collaborating
with leading Mexican drug traffickers. His reputa-

tion for integrity had stemmed from his crack-
downs on the drug trade while a regional command-
er. Now he is suspected of ignoring his favored
traffickers and moving only against their rivals.

The scandal raises questions about a key prem-
ise of antidrug policy in Mexico — namely, that its

military would be more immune to corruption than
the already corrupted civilian narcotics agencies. It

also raises the frightening possibility that General
Gutierrez, who received high-level briefings in

Washington, has already disclosed strategies and
secret informants to his alleged drug lord patrons.

President Clinton must decide, by March 1,

whether to certify that Mexico and other nations are

cooperating with U.S. anti-drug efforts. He can

either grant full certification, deny certification or

allow certification based on “vital national inter-

ests” even if antidrug cooperation is less than full

Nations that are not certified lose most forms of

economic assistance (except for counternarcotics

aid) and Washington must vote against loans to

these nations from international institutions. Last

year six countries were decertified: Myanmar, Af-

ghanistan, Nigeria, Iran, Syria and Colombia.

Mexican authorities moved with admirable

swiftness to arrest General Gutierrez. But his ar-

rest is yet more evidence that corruption is affect-

ing even top-level Mexican drug officials and thus

preventing Mexico from cooperating fully with the

fight against cocaine. An honest assessment would

lead President Clinton to withhold full certification

from Mexico but grant instead a waiver on “vital

national interest” grounds. That would acknowl-

edge Mexico's less-than-full cooperation in the fight

against drugs while continuing to recognize Mexico

as an important ally whose economic health mat-

ters deeply to the United States.

Editorial Notebook

Needed: Another ‘Wealth’
After a decade of getting, giv- __ -d*h-

ing is now making news. Unusual IrlOW Dllll
donations crop up regularly on -n qpage one — a retired laundress in i^FOITl 9, O
Mississippi ($150,000 to a universi-
ty), a secretive New Jersey businessman ($600 million,
given anonymously), an eccentric oilman in Oklahoma
($22 million, half to the college that expelled him).

Still, looking back, this is not surprising. Epochs
marked by gain and greed, by tax breaks, monopoly
windfalls and booming stock markets, are followed by
something like a moral hangover. The newly rich suffer
pricks of guilt and doubt, and hear the summons of
posterity, a process often quickened by public relations
concerns and the still, quiet voice of a tax accountant

So it happened a century ago, after Mark Twain’s
Gilded Age, when fortunes sprouted in rails and steel,
department stores and real estate, turning even writers
like Twain into entrepreneurs. But as the distance wid-
ened between "the cottage of the laborer” and the
"palace of the millionaire" — phrases used by Andrew
Carnegie some tycoons began to appreciate the bless-
ings of giving, most strikingly Carnegie himself.

In 1889, Carnegie wrote what is reckoned the most
influential magazine article of his era. Titled simply
“Wealth," his essay in The North American Review said
the really rich should live modestly and without extrava-
gance, provide moderately for those dependent on them,
leave little to their male heirs and give the rest away in
their own lifetime, doing for their poorer brethren “bet-
ter than they would or could do for themselves."

The Steel King strove to heed his own advice. Before
he died in 1919, his benefactions totaled some $311
million, or 90 percent of his fortune. He donated
56,162,622 for the construction of 2,309 libraries in

How Billions Gushed

From a Single Essay

_ - English-speaking communities,

E1S GUShea including 1.412 American cities

. p and towns. The rest went mostly
[gle JtLSSay to colleges, special foundations

and endowments and for con-

struction in The Hague of a “Temple of Peace," now the

seat of the World Court.

Carnegie's philanthropy showed real flair, as one

might expect from a Scottish immigrant who, already

wealthy in his 30's, wrote in a memorandum to himself

that “no idol is more debasing than worship of money.”

He set graded priorities, awarding first place to founding

universities, followed by libraries, medical research and

beautifying and preserving parks. Nobody can possibly

reckon the benefits, tangible and intangible, ofhis librar-

ies, the first of which he built in Dumfemline, where his

father and fellow Scottish weavers once pooled their

pennies to buy books.

But it was his oddly paradoxical example that

counted for as much as his precepts. This contradictory

plutocrat sided with the underdogs whom his company

police bashed. Re sold steel for cannons but viewed his

Hague peace palace as “the most holy building in the

world because it has the holiest end in view.” He opposed

imperialism and favored a British republic.

Carnegie and his gospel shamed or persuaded gen-

erations of superrich Americans to divest themselves of

billions. Now the moment seems ripe for a new Carnegie,

with a fresh gospel of giving. A likely candidate is the

Hungarian-born financier George Soros. Another is Ted

Turner, who has proposed publishing lists of those who

give the most. But nobody has touched the country's

imagination, and conscience, with anything like Carne-

gie’s eloquent exuberance. The new philanthropy is a

cause still in search of a manifesto. KARL E. MEYER

Average Russian Still Fears a Wider NATO
To the Editor:

Strobe Talbott, in his Feb. 18 Op-

Ed article making the case forNATO
expansion, underestimated public

opinion in Russia. Ordinary Russians

still view NATO as a military bloc, a

potential enemy, unchanged since

the days of the cold war. Fifty years

of propaganda dies hard.

From the Russian perspective,

NATO has done little to dispel its

cold-war image. Average Russians

do not understand why NATO forces

should be Introduced into countries

from which Russia has removed its

troops. They will consider the expan-

sion ofNATO an overt threat to their

country's national security.

What should the West do to broad-

en its political and military alliance

with Central and Eastern Europe in

tandem with supporting Russia’s

democratic evolution? The one way
out may be to conclude a binding

agreement that guarantees Russia

that NATO troops and nuclear mis-
siles would not be deployed near Rus-

sia’s border. This would relax the

political tension in' the country arid

give an important victory to the Yel-

tsin Government over its; political

opponents. Vladimir Raskin

Seattle. Feb. 20, 1997

The writer is deputy director of the

Moscow Research CenterforHuman
Rights.

rtoid enough without having a good

reason to be. Let’s espand NATO

when we're ready for Russians as

To the Editor:
"

Strobe Talbott <Op-Ed, Feb.. .18)

makes a number of arguments for

growing NATO but doesn't explain

why the same arguments can’t.be

used In favor of Russian member-
ship as welL. Russians don’t have a
civil society as stable as those of

Czechs arid Hungarians, and their

military potential is bigger and more
worrisome, but it's hard to see how
those liabilities are improved by en-

listing their top three former allies in

a military alliance that pointedly ex-

cludes them. No amount) of “partner

for peace" rhetoric can obscure that

fact.

Heaven knows- Russians are para-

Isolated Elderly Need Young to Care

To the Editor:

Your Feb. 16 news article on the

retirement community in Arizona

seeking to evict a couple caring for

their 16-year-old grandson focused on

a small part of a huge phenomenon:
the Increased Isolation of the elderly.

Unlike the elders of Youngtown,
Ariz., the majority of the aged who
live in the Unired States are not alone

by choice. Rather, increased longev-

ity combined with fixed incomes, ris-

ing rents, dispersed families and
physical degeneration have stranded
them. In New York City, the 1990

census found more than 350,000 peo-

ple over 65 living by themselves.

Also unlike the residents of Young-

town, the majority of elderly are

starving for the company of the young.

Over the past two decades our agency
has experienced the greatest'increase

in demand for its intergenerational

programs. The aging population has
commenced an explosion that will

bring the number of people 90 and
older in this country to 48 million in

2050. If we do not encourage our young
to value the elderly, who will care for

us? Vivian Fenster Ehrlich
New York, Feb. 20, 1997

The writer is executive director of
Dorot, a service agency for the aged.

To the Editor:

Strobe Talbott's arguments are

unlikely to allay Russian fears

of NATO expansion (“R^ia Has

Nothing to Fear,” Op-£d, 18)-

• if the Clinton Admin^i^^ 5

real reason for pursuing

panslon were to shore upfteCentr^

European economies ec^urag

democratization, it would be pres-

suring Western Europe to admit the

former East Bloc countries

European Union. Through trade, low-

ering of tariffs and integration of

goals Mr. Talbott

claims to seek would be attained.

Whv do the United States and its

Eur^an allies not use the E.U- as a

training ground In which, the newly

democratic countries might demon-

strate their commitment to iree-

market institutions? This would help

soothe Russian apprehensions- A

swift expansion of a military alliance

Tight up to Russian borders wtii

william l. Hitchcock

New Haven, Feb. IS. 1997

The writer is an assistant professor

of history at Yale University.

To the Editor:

Re “Mr. Clinton's Challenge on
Schools" (editorial. Feb. 18) : I am a

retiree and a recent widow. My love of

children, led me to Inquire about a
reading program at our local elemen-

tary school I now attend a first grade
class two afternoons a week arid it is

one of the best decisions I have ever

made. When I’m removing my coat

children frequently approach me with,

"Please help me." The teacher is ex-

cellent She has a tremendous amount
of innovative material

One of the boys expressed his

love for me, and a girl told me that

she thinks about me all me time!

Merely showing Interest in these

youngsters obtains their trust and
interest Beatrice Freunduch

Bronx, Feb. 18, 1997

To the-Editor:

Strobe Talbott (Op-Ed, Feb. IS)

does not offer a convincing reason

that' NATO expansion will "take ad-

vantage of new opportunities, and

not simply be another boondoggle

costing American taxpayers plenty

After budget cuts have removed

the poorest Americans from welfare

relief, will he have us swallow plati-

tudes about NATO’s “post-cold war

mission ... to open its doors to the

new democracies’'? In changing its

nature to a more “political” orienta-

tion, so as not to offend Russia, is

NATO expansion anything other than

more European welfare?

Mr. Talbott further states that in

their zeal to become NATO mem-
bers, a “number, of Central Euro-

pean states have already acceler-

ated their internal reforms and im-

proved relations with each other."

Perhaps offering NATO member-
ship to Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia

will help our mission there. And by

Hie way, does a single Op-Ed piece

constitute “taking its case to the

American people” for the Adminis-

tration? wjlliam Fitzgerald
New York, Feb. 18, 1997

Russian Self-Reliance

Don’t Remember Deng as Capitalist Apologist

To the Editor:

Your Feb. 20 front-page headline

announcing the death of Deng Xiao-

ping suggested that the Chinese lead-

er “chose capitalism." First, there

was no choice. Market reform was
forced upon China's leadership as

the only means to escape an increas-

ingly stagnant economy. Second, Mr.
Deng’s insistence upon the develop-

ment of “Socialism with Chinese

characteristics" hardly makes him a
harbinger of capitalism.

Whatever is said of him, he would

not wish to be remembered as

a capitalist apologist Deng Xiao-

ping shared a deep distrust of pri-

vate property with Mikhail S. Gorba-
chev. Christopher Lingle

Cleveland, Feb. 20, 1997

The writer is a visiting associate

professor in the economics depart-

ment at Case Western Reserve Uni-

versity.

To the Editor:

Your assessment of Deng Xiao-

ping's legacy (news articles and edi-

torial, Feb. 20) correctly noted his

historic role in opening China to the

world and moving it onto the path to

modernization. However, you do not

give enough attention to the impact
Mr. Deng’s reforms have had on

China’s political system.
Take, for example, Mr. Deng’s ef-

forts to restore a basic level of Insti-

tutional,norms and roles within.the

Communist Party. Under Mr. Deng,
intraparty power struggles ' have
been more.contained than under Mao
Zedong's rule. Defeated political op-

ponents were pensioned off gener-

ously Instead of facing long jail

terms or worse..While China’s para-

mount leader, Mr. Deng avoided.

Mao's dictatorial style and ruled on
the basis of consensus rather than

personal whim.
Mr. Deng instituted a mandatory

retirement system for most senior

officials. This has brought fresh

blood into the titling circles. Another
reform stipulated a minimum level

of education (usually oollege-leyel)

for Government officials.

Mr. Deng’s reforms have reshaped

China so that it no long requires a

strong leader The Deng era has seen

a dramatic decentralization of pow-
er, an emerging federal system and
an embryonic system of checks and'

balances.

These changes have made China

much less vulnerable to political

shocks from the center. It is no won-
der that for the last 18 years, China
enjoyed .the most peaceful period in

its modern history. Minxin Pei
Princeton, N.J., Feb.' 20. 1997

The writer is an assistant professor

of politics at Princeton University..

.

.

To the Editor:
' In ,

i^aitf- to Thomas L. Fried-

man’s Feb.' 16 column. “Europe's

wad Ride":
’

The argument that NATO expan-
sion will offend Russians and there-

fore we shouldn't provoke them
sounds like appeasement of a mis-

guided kind A strong but nonaggres-
sive NATO might even help Russia to

set its priorities straight, and remind
it that it shouldn't even think about
following its traditional pattern of

expanding to incorporate wealth
rather than facing the hard questions
of how to build economically on its

own. Supporting real democracies in

the neighborhood would also send the
right message and provide the best
example.

There seems to be ample good will

Coward Russia in the United States,
despite its totalitarian past, and thus
a good basis on which to build a
foreign relationship. But we should
not forget and fall back into naive
patterns of appeasing the bully.

Just as after World War li we
supported both Germany and Israel
and worked to overcome the gulf by
helping provide each what was nec-
essaiy, Israel its identity and securi-
ty and Germany its economic well-
being, we should help mend wounds
after the cold war by assuring Po-
land, Hungary and the Czech Repub-
lic their security, and help Russia
toward economic self-reliance and
democracy within a free and friendly
world. VIRGINIA KAUFMANN,

—

-

Princeton, N.J„ Feb. 16, 1997

Mrs. Harriman Broke Down the Barriersto Women in Politics

To the Editor:
Maureen Dowd’s dismissal of

Pamela Harriman 1

s role in politics,

and especially the women’s move-
ment, is unfair (column, Feb. 16).

Mrs. Harriman was as important a
symbol of women’s unique accom-
plishments as was the astronaut Sal-

ly Ride. Both were unconventional,

competed openly with men and sur-

vived. They not only succeeded but

told decades of girls and women that

nothing was impossible.

This Is no defense of Mrs. Harri-

man’s life style, but simply an ac-

knowledgment of her life. Without

her energies, the Democratic Party

of the 198fl's would have been mori-

bund. She opened her home to women
running for office before either

party acknowledged the potential of

women candidates. She debunked all

of the silly myths about feminists —
she was funny, flirty and fashionable

to the end. She gave as good
as she got, and deserves a less de-

meaning epitaph from a columnist
who has benefited because Pamela
Harriman broke down the . barr-
iers. Patricia blaut reuss

Washington, Feb. 20, 1997

The writer is senior policy analyst

forthe NOW Legal Defense and Edu-
cation Fund.

To the Editor:

There are people who strive to pave
a better way for themselves to serve
others. And there are those who mere-
ly get their way to serve themselves.

Maureen Dowd has drawn that dis-

tinction between the life works of

Katharine Graham and Pamela Har-nman (column, Feb. 16).
I am sure there is more to MrsHamman’s life than meets the ev5

of. the eye-rollers who Ms. Dowd iSporfe were at her funeral But in MrsCratem, to whom i am
wfind the "grit, imeUig^ ^haid work" that are the

™" T
ments of character that™ £

am,
Edgartown, Mass., Feb 1̂
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Islam
Casablanca, Morocco

Pay attention to Morocco. Paydose
attention. Whars-going raabere today
is typical of a troubling chainof events -

that is unfolding tiiroygfeoirt tbe Arab
world. and Tmtey.it works like this:

Pressure to join flie global economy
forces Arab governments to privatize

state industries, to step guaranteeing
college grads a johund to raise bread
prices. This restruemrring produces
huge income gaps.'The losers take to

the streets or
-
drift toward

-
Islamic

fundamentalist organizations. To ex-

press their iriistrarkm, the losers de-

nounce their' governments relations

with Israel, because, tbafstbe most
effective and evocative way. to de-

legitijnize the' regime- for raising

bread prices. The rulers respond by
distancing themselves from Israel,

but don't, lower.the price of bread.

Morocco is the perfect laboratory
for this interaction. The Egypt-Israel
peace treaty was first - conceived in

secret talks,hosted by Morocco’s King
Hassan ji. But lately, Moroccan-Israe-
li relations have cooled.- Prime Minis-
ter Benjamin Netanyahu wanted to

visit here after the' Hebron deal, as his

predecessors often did, but no invita-

tion was forthcoming because, as one
Moroccan official said: "We don’t
want any political tourism.” Although
Israeli . businessmen: still , operate
openly here, Moroccan officials com-
pletely boycotted Israel's National
Day celebration, at the stiQ "unoffi-

cial” Israeli Embassy here, but they
turned out en masse for Iran's.

To be sure, Israeli bombings in Leb-
anon last spring and the controversial

Jerusalem tunnel opening last Sep-
tember have soured King Hassaa's
mood toward Israel, not to mention
that of the Moroccan street.

. But the story goes deeper; King
Hassan, in a farsighted move, recently

signed an agreement with the Euro-
pean Union mat win maxemoroccu a
member of the E:U. free-trade zone
over 10 years. This win force Moroc-
can agriculture and industry to down-
size and upgrade to deal with Euro-
pean competition. Unfortunately, Mo-
rocco has barely begun preparing for

this brutal competition, because the

reforms either are too painful-or cut

against v^ted interests here;

A country with only a 50 percent

literacy rate, Morocco still has hun-

dreds of villages without Tunning wa-
ter or electricity,. Those statoowued
enterprises that havebeen privatized

are often controlled by the Same eco-

nomic elite, tied to the royal palace.

When economics
and the peace

process intersect

:

that' dominated the state monopolies,

which is why 3 percent of the popula-

tion. here controls 85 percent of the

wealth. Morocco's universities, which
uniquely combine the: worst of the

socialist and French education sys-

tems, each year torn out so many
graduates who cannot find jobs here,

have no entrepreneurial or technical

skills and are wholly unprepared for

today’s information economy that Mo-
rocco now has a “Union of Unem-
ployed University Graduates.” With
Government subsidies and services -

being cot, the undercurrent of eco-

nomic disquiet widens.

Mohammed. Aoujjar, editor. of the

centrist al-Mithaq newspaper, re-

marked to me: “We are now in the

phase of the ugliness of the market
People feel they have been dropped by
the Government and left.to fend for

themselves, without any safety net”
Arab regimes justified peace with Is-

rael by saying it would lead to invest-

ment and huge dividends for Arab
society, but as One Islamist hererre^ -

marked to me: "So the Jews got Isra-

el, but we never got the well-being.”
.

Not surprisingly, Morocco’s IslaiB-

ist organizations,which have a strong

anti-Israel bent have taken advan-

tage of this disquiet , and are leading'

the social protests. Islamist-led stu-

.

dents, protesting the lack of adequate

bus service between the city and King

Hassan n University, recently battled

police. True, Morocco is still far from,

being another Algeria,, but Islamists

now dominate virtually ail Moroccan
student unions and are spreading Into

the labor onions and professional as-

sociations. In any free election here,

they would do very welL

King Hassan cannot afford to Ignore

such sentiments, * which is why one

wen-connected Israeli here mused to.

me: “Time is hot working for us. The

Arab leaders who ted the peace pro-

cess are getting old and fragile. They

have become risk averse. The Moroc-

can Government is now in a contest

with the Islamists. It has to be careful

not to aggravate tins phenomenon. It’s

bad they have to crush the

Islamists withbatons, they don’t heed

to provoke them more by deepening

relations with .israeL, Israel and Mo-
rocco never, got married. We were

always just engaged, tt s been a long

engagement, and now I'm. not. sure

wtffl everget 'married." \ .
P.

Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

Pitcherin the Rye

J 5weet«aier and T McEvoy. PJioiaOj Njttin Kazbdan

Keepers of the Dismal Faith

How economists

outwit

common sense.

By Alan Ehrenhalt

Washington
'ot long ago, in a wide-

ly read introductory

work on economics, I

came upon an ex-

tended discussion of

why popcorn is ex-

pensive at the movies. It turns out

tiiat economists nave oeen aeoaung
this subject in scholarly journals for

more than a quarter century.

Many of them have concluded that

the common-sense explanation of the

problem is wrong. Movie popcorn
doesn't cost $3 a box because the thea-

terownerhas a monopoly. It costs that

much because people go to.the movies.
in groups, and if a theater. started.. orvaset otpqstulates,a setof assump-

can throw at you in an argument, the

mam msuit is pernaps ihe musi dis-

piriting. It is essentially a charge of

illiteracy. And anybody who has not

mastered the algebra of trade theory

by middle age is probably never going

to pick it up.

But even people who know very
little math know something about
marh- if ic n reasoning pmc^i

; based

offering cheap popcorn as a come-on,

popcorn lovers would try to pull the

whole group to that theater, causing

dissension. Expensive popcorn is the

price of leisure-time social harmony.
It’s an ingenious theory, but it ig-

nores some common-sense truths.

The cost of popcorn is utterly irrele-

vant to anyone's decision about where
to go to the movies. All that really

matters is the movie being shown and
the location of the theater. To factor

in concession prices is to assume an

all-purpose calculating mind that

moviegoers simply don ’t possess.

What is it about economists, any-

way? For the past generation or

more, most of us have suspected they

are a little eccentric, and much of the

time they seem to agree. They have
always liked to make jokes about

- themselves: "Your idea may be fine

in- practice,” the senior professor

sneers at his junior colleague. "But it

will never worts in theoiy.” Econo-

mist jokes revolve around a couple of

defining characteristics: their love of

theoretical assumption and their

haughty rejection of common sense.

There is nothing economists enjoy

more, they will readily admit, than

telling tbe uninitiated that the plain

evidence of the senses is wrong. These
days they are doing it with a particu-

lar vengeance. Ordinary Americans
look, at their country and note the

disappearance of 40 million jobs in the

past -two decades and conclude that

something terribly disruptive has

been going on. They see that many of

the nation's biggest corporations now
do most of their manufacturing in

third world countries, and infer that

precious livelihoods are fleeing to

Thailand and Sri Lanka. -

The response of many economists
is to insist that no such thing is hap-
pemhg; that Jpr every job lost a new
one is born and thus the country does
not suffer materially in the transition.

(The individuals who' are affected

materially by this transition are rare-

ly considered relevant.) In the past

couple of months, the economic pro-

fessoriate has been a familiar pres-

ence on the country’s roost influential

Op-Ed pages, smacking down the

journalists and occasional renegade

economists who insist that the evi-

dence of the senses holds some truth.

It is not my purpose to intrude on

the arcana of the foreign trade de-

bate. What interests me is the argu-

ment that the professoriate ultimate-

ly seizes upon in its effort to discredit

the heretics: They aren't "real” econ-

omists. They lack credentials. Worst

of all, they don't know the math.

"There are . . . important ideas that

are crystal clear if you can stand

algebra," a distinguished economist

wrote in a typical diatribe a few

weeks ago, "and very difficult to

grasp if you don’t”

Of all the ammunition ah economist

Alan Ehrenhalt, executive editor of

Governing magazine, is the author of

“The Lost City: The Forgotten Vir-

hies of Community in America.”

dons. It is only as good as the assump-
tions it starts with. Medieval astrono-

mers developed highly sophisticated

mathematical models for tracking

the path of the planets, and they got

their numbers to work. The only prob-

lem was that they thought the sun
revolved around the earth.

Present-day economists may know
more than medieval astronomers, but

they too are captives of a single over-

arching idea: that most people in

everyday life are rational calculators

of their own self-interest — that they

are. in economic jargon, maximizers
of utility. Given a sufficient amount of

information, they will come to the

logically correct decision every time.

Modern conventional economics is

not just a series of calculations about

trade or jobs or money. It is a theory

about human behavior. And it is a
theory that, to say the least, deserves

more scrutiny than it normally gets.

The sociologist Alan Wolfe gave it

that scrutiny in his ground-breaking

book, "Whose Keeper?" Treating hu-

man beings as pure calculators of

self-interest, Mr. Wolfe pointed out,

ignores virtually all differences

across time, space, temperament and
culture. Such an approach assumes
that given the right amount of infor-

mation, we would make the same
“rational” decision whether we were
young or old, sick or well, outgoing or

reclusive, alone or in a group. Most
mainstream economists would shrink

from defending this idea in its blunt-

est formulation. And yet it is the frag-

ile assumption upon which an entire

edifice of formulas, calculations and

predictions is ultimately based.

What attracts economists to ques-

tionable ideas and makes them so

belligerent? The best way to answer
that question is to think of economics
mare as a faith than as a science.

I
*fyou look at some of the person-

al recollections of the current

cohort of free-market econo-

mists, you usually find a com-
mon thread At some point in

their early lives, beset by the

usual self-doubts of youth, they discov-

ered the market and fell in love. Some
of them actually use those words. The
market offered them a certainty that

no other available creed could pro-

vide. It gave them a cascade of an-

swers. In fact, given, the initial as-

sumptions of individual rationality,

the market can answer all questions

— not just questions about trade or

jobs or inflation but all the important

questions of life. Even questions about

the price of popcorn at the movies.

In that respect, tree-market eco-

nomics resembles such earlier

claimants to truth as Marxism and

psychoanalysis — sweeping theoreti-

cal systems that provide their aco-

lytes a reassuring certainty in ex-

change tor a few gigantic assump-

tions as starting points. Like Marxists

and Freudians, free-market econo-

mists take refuge from their critics

by retreating under the cloak of unim-

peachable. science.

Market economics is not only a

faith; it is an entirely appropriate

faith for the generation of thinkers

who were born shortly after World
War II, went to college in the 1960’s

and now dominate the public policy

discussion in academia and much of

government. Market economics en-

shrines choice and lionIkes the indi-

vidual. Carried to its furthest ex-

treme. it all but suggests that any-
• •
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doing can’t be wrong. It is a branch of

1960's ideology in formal dress.

As the mantra for millions ofAmer-
icans, perhaps most of a generation,

this set of ideas is entitled to some
respect. But it need not be taken at

face value, and mastery of algebra

should not be a prerequisite for dis-

cussing it O

The following conversation took

place between Harry Evans of Ran-

dom House and J. D. Salinger. Mr.

Evans was on his car phone in Man-
hattan when he reached the author at

his New Hampshire home. The call

was taped by a couple at Yaddo who
heard it on a scanner that happened

to pick up the cellular transmissions.

The couple, who care passionately

about the impact of publishing on
literature, made the tape available to

The New York Times.

Jerry. Harry Evans here. You’re

back! It's a bloody miracle. Your first

book in 34 years! And we're all the

better for it. Everybody at the Four

Seasons is beside himself. And the

timing, Jerry, pure Rip Van Winkle.

To be perfectly frank, old friend, you

had taken the Famously Reclusive

tiling as far as it could go. I know you

found publishing a terrible invasion,

that you just like to write for yourself.

Privacy can be lovely, or so I'm told.

Dick Morris — you know Dick, don't

you? His book tanked, but I'm sure we
can get something going in Holly-

wood. Anyway, he's right here next to

me and he says, good for you and for

all that privacy.

I remember reading that you once

said, “There is a marvelous peace in

not publishing.” Intriguing concept

But, Jerry, listen. There's a down side

to all that peace. It doesn’t selL Trage-

dy sells. Incest sells. Tawdriness

sells. Repressed memories sell. Rot-

ten mothers sell.

Besides, you were making Thomas
Pynchon look like Jay Mclnemey.
Your act worked too welL Kids today

don’t even know who you are. They've

never heard of "To Catch a Rye."

What's that, Dick? Oh, yeah, “The
Catcher in the Rye.” We don't have

adolescent angst any more. We have

Jenny McCarthy in her underwear.

Anyway, Jerry, a lot has changed
since you disappeared into the woods
back in '51. It’s a whole new book

business. The Pope goes on book tour

now. The First Lady goes. It's sad.

Jerry, but as my wife, Tina Brown,
told London TV, America, unlike Eng-

land, is completely driven by money
and commercial concerns.

we re not talking the GoUiau, Book
Mart any more. WeTe talking trailer

trucks backing up to Barnes & Noble.

We're talking TV ads and home shop-

ping networks. We're talking tie-ins

—

Holden Caulfield baseball caps,

Franny and Zooey action figures —
and.the Web. Dot com. Jerry, dot com.
Your own home page. We're talking

Oprah’s book club and Imus's radio

show and warbling your favorite show

tunes on “Rosie O'Donnell.”

You can't get away with recycling

that photo with the crewcut and

hound-dog eyes. You have to do “Char-

lie Rose” now, and we’re not letting

you put a blue dot over your face.

American societyhas changed, Jer-

ry. They don't prize the strong, silent

type any more. They like the weak,

chatty type. You've given two inter-

views in 45 years? Try two interviews

in 45 seconds on a press junket.

The trouble

with Hany.

Look, Jerry, fiction is in big trouble.

This is the age of the memoir. ! got

Colin S6 million. I got Dick S2.5 mil-

lion. I got Christopher Reeve $3 mil-

lion. People don't have time for fine

writing. They're busy, Jerry. They

have gorged on a rich diet of celebrity

and personality — People magazine

and Larry King and Barbara Walters

— and now they can't sit still for

anything but a scoop or a scandal.

Which brings me to the reason for

this call. You gave that old New York-

er story to that dinky publisher in

Virginia V'ecause you wanted every-

body to know you were still around.

Message delivered. We get it, Jerry.

Now get reaL If a third-rate story

about the Glass family is being hailed

as the literary coup of the decade,

what would they call a hot Salinger

bode? You're the last man in America

who hasn't cashed in. Join the party.

Jerry. America's Most Famous Rec-

luse Reveals All! The J. D. Salinger

story by J. D. Salinger as told to J. D.

Salinger. From Clearasii to Depends,

from the pimply, alienated Holden to

the 78-year-old, alienated Jerry.

C'mon, even Updike let Rabbit grow
up. I want to publish iL 1 want to

advance iL I want to sell it I want to

put it on display at a Barneys break-

fast. Don't worry. We won't do a pane!
r——— Irwin nr-

Dr. Ruth. It will just be you and
Buddy and Seymour.

Tina will serialize it Your old mag-
azine, Jerry, your old magazine. They
say I’m a cheap hustler, but don't you
believe it I’m an expensive hustler.

Jerry? Jerry? Are you there? Am i

- losing you or did you hang up? Dick; I

think he hung up. JERRY?
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Some Stars Keep Shining, But Most Just Fade to Gray
By PETER M. NICHOLS

^CTORS over 60 seem to be

enjoying something of a

K rejuvenation on screen.

At 66, Armin Mueller-

^T^^k Stahl has an Oscar nomi-

nation for his performance in

"Shine" So does Lauren Bacall, 72,

for hers in “The Mirror Has Two

Faces.” In “Absolute Power,” Clint

Eastwood, 66, is running them rag-

ged as an older master thief. Last

summer, Sean Connery, also 66, led a

commando team into Alcatraz in

“The Rock." Earlier this winter,

Jack Lemmon, 72, and James Gar-

ner, 68. galloped cross-country in

"My Fellow Americans."

And there are more: Shirley Mac-

Laine, 62, in "The Evening Star,"

Debbie Reynolds, 64, in "Mother”

and of course Walter Matthau, at 76

perhaps the liveliest older actor go-

ing.

One might even get the impression

that the old have at last risen to

smite their traditional oppressor:

the archtypical 32-year-old studio

executive whose notion of the world

extends all the way to 25.

But rank-and-file older actors tell

a depressingly different story. While

occasional roles materialize for the

Matthaus and MacLalnes, most

working older actors find them-

selves as persona non grata as ever.

Some have never seen it so bad.

“Our senior performers have all

but disappeared from television, and

they’re practically invisible in fea-

ture films," says Richard Masur, 48,

president of the Screen Actors Guild

and a younger older actor with doz-

ens of credits in films and television.

"And I'm not talking about people

over 65.” he says, "I'm talking about

50.” If you're a woman, make that

40.

That state of affairs may seem
surprising in an aging population

whose dominant segment, the baby

boom generation, is already turning

50. Nevertheless, Mr. Masur says,

Hollywood feels as free as ever to

pursue a young audience that tends

to be satisfied with formulaic movies

and characters.

It. is generally left to independent

films to create complex older roles

like Mr. Mueller-Stahl’s in “Shine.”

Although older actors are under-

standably loath to discuss the situa-

tion on die record, Mr. Masur and his

counterparts in the directors' and
writers' guilds say that Hollywood is

creating virtually no interesting old-

er characters for the average actor

to portray. Down in the acting ranks,

the aging huddle and hope. "A few
men between 50 and 60 are stQl

considered somewhat viable be-

cause they’re playing heads of cor-

porations, governments, physicians,
mentors and the like." Mr. Masur
sap. After that they, too, find them-
selves obliged to shuffle off to a no-
person zone, as if people of 62 or so
cease to exist in any guise anybody
might have any interest in.

Women between 50 and 60 are for
the most part long gone. "They to-

. tally disappear in that age range,"
Mr. Masur says. “Then they pop up
ag®dn at about 65 whoa they've made
the transition from being women to
being old ladies.”

Most galling to women at that age
is the fact that their male screen
contemporaries can still be found in
the company of young women. Wit-
ness Gene Hackman, 67. who as
President of the United States in

“Absolute Power" wrestles with the
willowy wife of an elderly tycoon
(E. G. Marshall, 86).

On screen, older women are ordi-
narily deprived of sex, which in the
world of Hollywood hinges entirely
on looks. “You occasionally see a
woman showing up well who is above
50," Mr. Masur says. Goldie Hawn,
for example, who is 51, plays sexual-
ly appealing women in “Everyone
Says I Love You” and “The First
Wives Club." So did Ann-Margret,
55, in “Grumpy Old Men" and its

sequel “But the point is that Ann-
Margret didn't look 50," Mr. Masur
says.

If none of this is new in Hollywood,
neither has age bias been quite so
pronounced in the view of many old-

er actors. “The business has
changed more radically in the last

five years,” says Hal Holbrook, 72.

“It’s all gone to youth.” A four-time
Emmy winner who is perhaps best
known for his portrayal of Mark
Twain, Mr. Holbrook found his ca-
reer tailing off in the early 1980's.

"My hair was turning gray," he
says. “1 decided not to color it any
more. My former wife told me, ‘Hol-

brook, you’re making a big mis-
take.'

"

selves, the characters might resem-

ble those played by Mr. Mueller-

Stah! as the emotionally brutalizing

father of the pianist David Helfgott

in "Shine,” or the troubled widow

portrayed by Gena Rowlands, 66, in

"Unhook the Stars.” Such charac-

ters have abounded in foreign films

with stars like Jeanne Moreau
(nearing 70) or Marcello Mas-

troianni (who died in December at

age 72).

In Hollywood movies, according to

many actors, when an older person

does happen to wander onto the

scene amid the stunts and car crash-

es, or for a pat on the silvery pate

from patronizing young people, it is

usually as the victim of abuse, the

bumbling laughingstock, the rancor-

ous so-and-so or other cuddly-prickly

stereotypes.

“The deadliest thing you fight as

an actor in movies and television is

that they type you in their mind and
they can't see anything else," Mr.
Holbrook says. “And to a point

they’re right; you are what you are.

But there are people who are actors
— Jason Robards, you know — who
have the capacity to alter them-
selves and play various character-

izations. But we don't get much
chance. The material isn’t there
these days.”
Rarely in Hollywood movies, or so

it is alleged by many senior actors,

writers and directors, are older peo-

ple portrayed with understanding or
appreciation. With an aging popula-

tion in this country, why is that toler-

ated? It is commonly assumed that

older audiences are uncomfortable
with the sight of aging people on
screen to begin with, especially in

films that portray them so narrowly
and stupidly, and for this and other

reasons avoid going to movies alto-

gether.

Many older film people say chat

wouldn't be the case if people their

age were depicted on screen the

same way they function in life. Occa-
sionally fine films come along —
‘Cocoon" or 'The Trip to Bountiful”

Currently he is portraying an old

man suffering from cancer in a tele-

vision film being shot in British Co-

lumbia. It’s not a bad part, he says,

and it’s more satisfying than the

usual run of movie roles coming
along. These days, be adds, he usu-

ally finds better work in theater than

he does on screen.

. the jseemingjy.endless, stream
of-Hollywood. -actixHi- fodder orv ifor a.

change of pace, comedies and dra-

mas involving younger people, he
and other older actors find little that

is relevant or worthwhile to do on
screen. If senior performers could

create fulfilling roles for them-

or "Atlantic £ity" — that treat the

elderly as people with their faculties

intact. Otherwise audiences usually

seem to be fed buffoons, basket
cases and crazy old coots.

It doesn’t help that the older popu-
lation doesn’t complain. “Seniors

are vocal about things like health

care and social security, but almost
totally silent about having them-
selves reflected accurately in the

media."-Mr. Masur says.
'

'

'So- that leavieS titfe
• field' pretty

much to te£' young. Older actors

mention a kind of vicious circle of

economics and studio mindset First,

from Madison Avenue to Hollywood
it is perceived that “younger” peo-

ple, from the teens through about 45,

Mafia Films: Done to Death?
By BILLRODRIGUEZ

T
[WO men are discussing

murder. They are alone in a
Cadillac but not really

alone : hanging over them is

the spirit of a movie genre
that has been done nearly to death.

In the scene being shot, Johnny
Depp is playing an undercover F.B.L
agent and A1 Pacino the low-level

mobster who has unwittingly be-

friended him. On a sound stage in a
Park Slope armory in Brooklyn, un-
der the intense but exhausted eyes of

the director Mike Newell, they go
over and over their lines, trying to

find a way to make the film “Donnie
Brasco,” which opens on Friday, not

sound like just another mob movie.
“Twenty years you know a guy.

you whack him out? Just like that?”

says a shaken Mr. Depp.

“The man held out. He held out on
a coke deal,” Mr. Pacino responds.

Mr. Depp, as the F.B.L agent, de-

mands that Mr. Pacino say the name
of the old friend he just killed, his

voice rising to a scream as the mob-
ster wearily insists that to do so

would break “the rules."

The scene had been rewritten

many times, the dialogue cut down
— and cut down some more — in

search of a confrontation terse and
real enough to jar the movie out of

the genre's usual tracks.

That was part of the challenge

that loomed large for Mr. Newell all

through the shooting of “Donnie
Brasco.” a movie based on the real-

life story of the F.B.L agent Joseph
D. Pistone, who infiltrated the mob
for six years and wrote about it in his

1988 book, “Donnie Brasco: My Un-
dercover Life in the Mafia.” And it’s

a question facing other movie mak-
ers as well: How, 25 years after

"The Godfather" opened the modern
Mafia movie era, can a director keep

a mob movie fresh?

come heavily overlaid with moral
questions, just like those late west-

erns."

Mr. Newell is not the only one
pondering those questions, or the

first to hear them. Mario Puzo, who
brought his novel "The Godfather”
to the screen, has heard talk before

about the decline of the mob genre;

only the medium was not film.

“I remember when I was trying to

sell The Godfather,' everybody said,

'Who wants another Mafia book?’

That was a strike against it,” Mr.
Puzo said.

“The Godfather," now considered

to be the gold standard of Mafia
films, will be rereleased next month,

for its 25th anniversary. How would
Mr. Puzo advise Hollywood to keep

Bad guys are on

the run— bad

news for the

tough-guy

mystique.

the genre alive? “I would say get
good writers," he responded.

Mr. Puzo’s latest novel, “The Last
Don,” will be coming to television

during the May sweeps as a six-hour

CBS mini-series. Though the title

may acknowledge the decline of the

Mafia, the writer asserts that com-
pelling and inventive storytelling

could continue to keep the subject

interesting.

After shooting several versions of
the scene at the armory, there was a
dinner break. Over a salad, Mr. New-
ell spoke about how, as an English-
man who directed thecomedy "Four
Weddings and a Funeral” he could
presume to add to the canon of
American mob films,

“What was the last really descrip-
tivemob movie?” he asked. "I guess
that was 25 years ago; that was ‘The
Godfather,' There hasn't been a sim-
ple piece of straight-line storytelling
about the mob since then. You try to
make comedies about it or they be-

The mystique of the mob is dying
out, because so many of them are
going to jail," Mr. Puzo said. “The
present-day mob, I think, doesn’t
have enough romance. And they've

been overwhelmed by technology
from the F.B.L"

Mr. Newell pointed out that when
the contemporary mob film was
boro in the early 197Q’s, with the first

two installments of the “Godfather"
trilogy, J. Edgar Hoover had reluc-

tantly acknowledged the existence of
tee Mafia only a decade before. Con-
tinuing the chronology, he noted that
Martin Scorsese’s “Goodfellas"
(1990). about an ambitious gangster.
Henry Hill, was emblematic of the*

yuppie SO's.

Mr. Newell suggested that in tee
new film the Al Pacino character.
Lefty, a constantly broke gambler

whose sleeves get more threadbare

as tee story progresses, is a gang-

ster for tee 90’s.

“Now I don’t know what the defini-

tive mob movie of the 90's is going to

be, but my guess would be teat it’s

got to start to be about exhaustion,"

he said. “That we are bote beginning
to be exhausted with the genre —
there’s not much more to tell — that

it may be the case that tee Italian

mob is beginning finally, really, to

run out of steam, both because the

F.B.L’s been so successful and also

because the mob is now so legiti-

mate, they're so woven into tee fab-

ric here that they hardly need to be

criminal anymore."

After spending time with organ-

ized-crime figures in Brooklyn, Mr.
Newell decided to focus his film not

on "generalship” but on survival.

“They try and make the scores they

make, and they try to keep the loan

sharking on track and collect on the

numbers,” he said. “It's grinding

daily work. It’s ‘Death of a Sales-

man,’ this story."

Another writer familiar with the

Mafia, Gay Talese, sees enduring

attraction in tee mob movie, much
as there has been in the recurring

tales of strong, silent men out West.

“The Mafia movie was really an

urban western. Its appeal was a kind

of justice teat isn't recognized in the

law," he said. “The mob movie and
the western movie both show men in

decisive postures.”

Mr. Talese’s works include “Hon-
or Thy Father,” tee book about the

Bonanno crime family teat was
made into a television movie of the

same name in 1971.

Mr. Talese does not believe that

the Mafia genre is exhausted yet In

fact, he feels there is still glamour to

be attached to mobsters now, be-

cause they seem "heroic, in a per-

verted sense," in contrast to tee

F.B.L which has suffered a tar-

nished reputation because of such
things as the botched siege at Ruby
Ridge in Idaho. By that token, Agent
Pistone of the F-B.I. serves double

Brasco”: as aduty in

make-believe irtibster and as a Fed
whose testimoiqr brings down nu-
merous organized-crime figures.

“Hollywood could make an anti-

crime contribution that the Justice
Department hasn’t been able to,”
Mr. Talese joked. “One way to kill

the Mafia is to kill the film busi-
ness.” If directors like Mr. Scorsese
and actors like Mr. Pacino and Mr.
Oe Niro stopped playing hoodlums,
he suggested, "there’s the end of

organized crime as we know it”

are the ones spending money for

specific products in this country.

And what is a movie if not a product?

Not that older people don’t have a lot

of money and leisure time to spend,

but they aren't regarded as being as

targetable.

With movies being made for- the

young, naturally it’s tee young who
go to tee movies. Teen-agers, in fact,

often go several times to tee same
'

movie, for example Wes Craven's

current high school horror film

“Scream.”
Studios obviously gear up accord-

ingly. “In their view everything has

to be written by young writers,” says

Brad Radnitz, president of tee Writ-

ers Guild. “For parts you need

young actors, and to understand tee

whole scene you need young direc-

tors.”

Mr. Radnitz notes teat in tee old

days of tee studio system, directors

and producers were company men
churning out a balanced slate of

films with room for all ages. Holly-

wood films, he says, are now individ-

ual projects of tee producers, with

studios serving merely as packagers

and distributors. As for tee film

makers, he adds : “Each entity says:

‘I’m not going to get too many shots

here. I have one picture so I'd better

make damn sure I make money on

it.’

"

That doesn’t lead to broad-based

film making. "Essentially it's an

amusement park ride,” Mr. Radnitz

says. "No one is willing to take a

risk. We’ve catered to tee lowest

common denominator in demo-

graphics, so pictures are for the 12-

year-old mentality. That's tee mar-
ket, the kids coming back five and

six times and making money for tee

studios."

Not surprising, many people in

Hollywood regard this as a vast

oversimplification. "I just don't

think it's true at all" says Tom
Rothman, president of production of

20te Century Fox. The studio, he

points out, plans to release "Out to

Sea,” with Mr. Matthau and Mr.

Lemmon, on May 30 and has several

other films coming with solid roles

for older actors. "Yes, there is a

certain homogeneity in movies,” he

says, “but tee problem is lessening

because what you’re seeing now is

that tee more original a piccure is,

tee better it is doing.”.

Possibly that could be said of sev-

. eral .recent independently! . made
. films— "The English Patient,” “Big

p«er SoreJ/anh Century Fox

Walter Matthau, left, and Jack Lemmon in “Out to Sea*”

Night," “Secrets and Lies,” “Break-

ing tee Waves," “Shine” and others

— all of which have attracted good

critical attention and drawn mature
audiences, not to mention most of the

top Oscar nominations. But Mr.

Rothman says it's also true of ma-
ture studio films like .“The Cruci-

ble,’.’ “The People vs. Larry Flynt”

and, speaking of the old folks,' “Moth-
er” and “The Evening Star."

Ms. MacLaine, for one, sees a

slightly improving situation, if not a

breakout, for older movie charac-

ters. “There seems to be more inter-

est in wisdom, in what someone with

more -experience might have to

ter," She - says. "They're funnier.

.
they've lived larger, they have more
appreciation for contradiction.”

As for Mr. MueUer-StahL recogni-

tion has come only recently in this

country, and he says he will be glad

for whatever comes along. “So you

can play characters. They're still

with us,” he says. "I’ve been heroes

and sons in. East Europe and fathers

of bad guys in West Europe. Now I'

m

going to make myself a career as a

grandfather in America, which is a

great benefit"

As for the tyranny of youth, he
may have found another way. Re-

* cently he directed his first film. “I

got aa invitation as a young director

'““•fdr a^fthn: festival in 'Madrid','” he
says.

:

SOUND EFFECTS

By Nancy Nicholson Joline / Edited by will Shortz

across
1 Erect

6 “Casablanca'' role

10 Legend, e.g.

15 Winston Churchill's
“ Country”

19

vincitamor

20 Distress

21 Signals are used to

switch them
22 Leader of

philosophical
skepticism

23 What a tipsy actor
does?

26 Priests' vestments

27 Sets formed,
dramas

28 “Video Companion"
author

29 Pool

30 Reine's spouse

32 Year in Claudius's
reign

33 Wallace of “ET."

34 Like 20-Across,
often

35 It may drip

36 Brought about

38 What a sweet tooth
demands?

41 Words with hole or
two

42 Commercial
thoroughfare

45 “Gunsmoke"
bartender

46 Mme., m Madrid
47 Nuts

48 “On Broadway"
co-writer Cynthia

49 Social climber's goal

52 Loose overcoat

55 Like the Archbishop
ofYork

57 Codeword
59 Plenty

60 Yup's alternative

61 Aisle?

65 Some are holy

68 Access

70 Work done on the
premises?

71 Broadway hit

subtitled “A Musical
Arabian Night"

72 Italian auto maker
Bugatti

73 Had one’s foot inthe
door?

76 Prefix with sphere
77 “thirtysomething”

actor

78 Social addition

79 Disney World
transport

81 Wingdings
83 “Love Affair” star,

1994

86 Der (Adenauer)
87 Striker's cry

89 The CryingGame"
star

91 Student datum
92 Fools

93 200 milligrams

95 San DiegoZoo
attraction?

100 Conquered quickly
102 Fleet fleet?

1 2 3 4 5

19

23

27 J
1

28

33 J 34

87 88

93

100

107

112 113

118

122

103 Deep blue

104 Nobelist
Hammarskjold

107 Maria, for one
108 Listender

109 Constrain

HO Rush
111 Low note

112 Biting

114 Goings-on at the
church fair?

118 “
la Douce"

119 Had dinner
delivered

120 like one side of a
ship

121 Laertes and Ophelia
122 They, in Trieste

123 Nashville (60’s
pop group)

124 Trade center
125 Anonuevotime

DOWN
1 Enticed, with "in"

2 Dean Martin topic

3 Taken

4— Rogerde
Coveriey (country
dance)

5 Abated

6 Flip

7 Emulated Groucho
Marx

8 Mir6 compatriot
9 Holly Hunter in
The Piano"

10 Recess

11 Plains family

.12 Cycle starter

13 Payback
14 Luxury car

Martin

15 “Gotcha!"

16 Offerings at a
downscale eatery?

17 Encompassing
18 Lives

24 They go to waist

25 Spurts of activity

31 Uganda’s Amin
35 “ was a cunning .

hunter": Genesis

37 Relaxes

38 Nursery rhyme girl

39 LI. zone
40 Veridicality

42 Classic Gershwin
song

43 Landlord’s need
44 Government fashion

decree?
...

49 Summer needs

50 Mai

51 Orisgo-with

53 Stimngup
54 CityWSWof Milano
56 European airline

57 Place forathrone
58 Problem fora

suited-up diver?

62 “
,’tistruelhave

gone hereand
. there": Shak.

63 Preoccupied
64 Tour organizer, for

short

66 Enumerate
67 Wraps

69 Sports car feature
73 Having learned a

lesson

74 Japan’s largest lake

75

80 Tabula :

82 Curtail

83 Persiflage

84. Easter features!

85 -—-Freudian _

87 E.D.R.’s Fala, e.g.

88 Blini accom- .-.

paniments

90 Forbear .-

92 The House ofthe
Spirits” author

94. Sei halved

96 Kurds and Turks
97 Ice-TorEazy-E
98 Sulking

99Wordforthe
diet-conscious

101 InabooLinaway
104 “Death, Be Not

•- Proudtpoet
105 Choler

106 Artist’s poster
.110 Large hall

113 kwonda
1

115 Small section ofa
dictionary

116 Country—

—

117 GolferWoosnam
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Confiscated by fltt Germans, then concealed
by the Soviets,a treasure trove of370 Torah
scrolls and:Jewish .books ' languished in a

church in Vilnius, previously .called Mina, the

bygone thriving center of Ashkenazi Jewish life.

Once the property of YIVO, a research institute

founded in Mina and nony based in New York, the
Telshe Yeshiva and numerous synagogues, the
Judaica was claimed —but not cared for - by the
National T -ihraiy nf T .hhuawia

,

.. Improperly stored, often in. heaps on the floor,

the'Judaica was left to the charge of two elderly

women wbo struggJed to sort and catalog ic

YTVO officials tried for years to gain access to

the books. The materials were die legacy of the
Jews of what once was Vilna, in Poland, YIVO
argued, not of a state library in what is now .

Vilnius, Lithuania.

The Judaicawas ofno use ina society where few
read or writeYiddish orHebrew, YIVO contended.
“There’s no one left in Lithuania who can make
any good use of this material, no one left with the

scholarly or linguistic skills to read these books,
even the title pages,” said Allan. Nadler, YIVO’s
director of research. “If these were useful, they

would not have been -string untouched for 50
years.".

Further, a spokesperson frpm YTVO said, it was
hard to understand bow the materials could be a
Lithuanian treasure when they are remnants of the

world of Polish Jewry.

The battle overwho owns the Judaica and where
the material should be housed led to eight years of
shattered arrangements between Lithuanian offi-

cials and YIVO, the famed institute, establishedin

1 925 in Vilna, Poland, as a center of secular and
traditional learning, and which moved to New
Yorfcm 1940. - ’-
“What has really complicated matters is toe con-

stant turnover of regimes and then political parties

within an mdependent Litoiiania, so just-when we
'

get to a point where we think we've reached ah
agreement, a new set of officials is installed, and
they see tilings differently,” said Zachary Bakes; a
YTVO archivist

However, the battle may be over —for now.

Prime Minister Gediminas Vagnorius announced
earlier this month that, once the cataloging and
classification of toebooks is completed, the Jewish
books and Torah scrolls wH be transferred to.the
Jewish Stale Musgnm fn l irhiianra Vfrgrariiis aim
p/edged toar . his .govuninen^ support s

YTVO team to help witfi &e cataloging. , - ; .•

The prime minister's decision averts, at least

temporarily, a tangled dilute over whether the

books are Jewish or Lithuanian ireasures. It also

moots the question of whether they should remain

in Lithuania, where the small, aging Jewish popu-

lation can neither care far nor use tiiem.
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The Strashun Library, Vilna, circa 1920: A thriving center of Jewish life.

iCounesy Yad V'ashem Archbes)

THEREARE many Judaica collections in Eastern

European and former Soviet libraries. Some, such
as those in Warsaw, Kiev and Lvov, are being taken

care of in what experts say is a professional way.

There are other archival collections, generated

before the war by local Jewish organizations, that

now are housed in regional and central deposito-

ries.

However, the Vilna Judaica is probably greater

than collections at other libraries. “It's a large col-

lection because of the rich cultural life and intel-

lectual life of Lithuanian Jewry," said Zachary
Baker, a YIVO archivist. “There was quite an
impressive array of libraries in that area.”

Vilna. toe city Napoleon called “Jerusalem ofthe
North,” was famous for the Strashun Library, the

repertory theater known as the Vilna Troupe, and
as the home of Elijah ben Solomon Zalmen.
known as the Vilna Gaon, the pre-eminent ISth

century rabbi of the non-hassidic world.

The city was transferred from Poland to

Lithuania under the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact in

1939. The Soviet Union took over toe country the

next yean Vilnius later was used by the Nazis as

one of the main points for collecting and channel-

ing books that were to be sent to Germany where
they were to be incorporated into German libraries,

including the so-called Institute for the Study of
toe Jewish Question. The Nazis used toe former
YIVO building as die collection point.

The Reich fcflied 240,000 Jews in Lithuania;

today, fewer than 4,000 remain.

The material uncovered in Lithuania and else-

where is the legacy of Soviet library policies, as

well as Nazi-era actions. “In terms of Soviet poli-

cies, we are .dealing with a country - no matter

whatrepublic you are talking about- that sought to

restrict access to. information that was politically,

suspect or politically not in tune with what the

regime was propagating." Baker said.

"The Judaica is only one small piece of a much
larger set of issues ” said Baker.

Three years ago, in toe Vilnius church. Baker
saw books in German, Polish, Russian. French and
English that had bent confiscated from other

libraries by toe Soviet regime and “kept under lock

and key as pan of toe information-control policy of

the Soviet Union.” he said.

It is not dear what will happen to some of these

other materials. In many cases they cannot be

returned to their owners because the institutions

that created them no longer exist. Baker said.

YIVO officials in New York got toe first glimmer
that some of the Mina Judaica had survived in

19S8. when an anicle was published that described

the library stamps found in toe Mina collection. It

was written by Emanuelis Zingeris. now a member
of the Lithuanian parliament and the driving force

behind the Jewish State Museum in Vilnius.

The Mina Judaica gained international attention

late last year with an article in The JVew York

Times. While that article appears to have propelled

Vagnorius's surprising announcement, the publici-

ty may have been a"double-edged sword. YIVO
suddenly found itself nearly" competing with

dozens of Jewish organizations bent on rescuing

the materials, with vastly different ideas about

whether and where the Judaica should be moved.
Some of the advocates saw the Lithuanian effort

to retain toe Judaica as a ploy to induce American

Jews to donate money to a Lithuanian institution to

house material that belonged in toe US or Israel.

Others said the location of the Judaica was less

important than the fact that it needed to be identi-

fied and preserved, with ready access by scholars.

Yet others said that having the materials moved
to the Jewish Museum would prove to be a mixed
blessing. On one hand, that would place toe

Judaica in Jewish hands. But, once it was in Jewish

hands, it was unlikely that toe Judaica would be
permitted to leave the’country. “Let’s say they find

space on toe shelves and catalog. it.. Then what?"
asked one researcher who sought to have the

Judaica moved to the US. “What use will it be to

scholars? So then it will languish in Jewish hands."

The Lithuanian Jewish community also seemed
to be splintered.

“Is there some simple way to resolve this?" said

Mikhail Jakobas, director of one of two Hebrew

Locked away: 370 Torah scrolls from Vilna may at long last be returned to the Jewish com-
munity after languishing in a church for years. (Bernard Edclman)

schools in Lithuania. “No. of course not. But 1

came from Telshe. And I wonder now did my
grandfather write in the margins of those books?

Axe they what turned my father into a great and
learned man?

“I can’t say that this will ever be a center of

Jewish learning again," he told the Tunes. “I know
that our renaissance here is in the past. But books
are our love. And as much as I admit that more
people would, use them someplace else I cannot

stand to see them leave. Too much has left here

already."

The Habad rabbi in Mlnius. Sholom Ber
Krinsky. said he did not believe the books will be

used properly in Lithuania. “They need to be res-

cued even if that means taken from us."

In the meantime, the books are safe, according to

a contingent that visited Vilnius earlier this month.

‘The books are not in immediate danger." Andrew
Baker. • director of European affairs of the

American Jewish Committee, said after he and a

YTVO representative toured toe church and met

with the prime minister shortly before Vagnorius's

announcement.

The 370 Torah scrolls and scroll fragments, how-
ever, were not available for close inspection, he
said. They were tagged and wrapped in a muslin-

like. fabric and it was not possible, to determine

their condition, or whether toe heftier scrolls were
complete.

“If there are usable Torah scrolls, we would like

to get them to congregations where they can be

used, whether they" arc in Lithuania or Eastern

Europe or America," Baker said. "I think we all

believe that they belong in a synagogue, not in

some library storage room."

The right spice for treating wounds
By PYORA BEH SHAW.

Until only a couple of
decades ago, modem sci-

ence tended to scoff at

claims made by practitioners of

folk medicine about the value of
certain plants in curing disease!

Even then, it was acknowl-
edged that digitalis, belladonna

and quinine, as well as some
other drugs, were, derived from
plants that had been used for cen-
turies as folk remedies but some-
how the idea persisted that all toe

rest were merely toe result of
superstition. But a new wave of

interest swept the scientific"com-

munity involving researchers

from disciplines from botany to

microbiology, and some of these
long-known remedies were found
to possess true medicinal powers.
But the investigators’ wish to

profit -from their discoveries

resulted,, more often than not, in

legal actions, since almost every

drug company that had funded a

team to explore some plant, if it

showed promise, wanted an
exclusive patent on its use.

But patent authorities in a num-
ber of countries are not sure that

one can patent a material that has
been in use for hundreds, even
thousands of years, albert not by
mainstream medical profession-

als, and this has tied up the patent

applications on a number of prod-
ucts.

’

Two examples in particular

stand_out. The first is toe com-
mon tree parasite. Viscous alba,

-or mistletoe. This plant has been
in use for at least 3,000 years. It

was. used by toe Droids and the

early: Roman conquerors of
England reported on iu

It was a part of thepharmacog-
nosy of people all over Europe
and was used for a variety of ill-

nesses. Some researchers say it

was the famous “golden bough”
of the priests of Nemi.
In toe 20to century Rudolf

Steiner made a preparation from
this plant that has been and still is

used in Steiner clinics and a lot of
people claim that the preparation

of mistletoe juice cured their

malignancies.
Now the University of Southern

California in Los Angeles has
filed application for a worldwide
patent on the use of mistletoe in

toe treatment of cancer and
AIDS, diseases which seem to be
ameliorated by the extracts of the

plant.

The second is the common
kitchen condiment, turmeric.

{Curcurum longa) also known as

“haldi." and karkom m Hebrew.

This plant has been toe mainstay

of Indian medicine for as long as

anyone can remember. Ancient

writings say that soldiers carried

a small bag of powdered turmeric

and poured tJje powder immedi-
ately into sword and saber
wounds to prevent infection, stop

bleeding and enhance healing.

There is probably no person

alive in India whose scraped knee
caps and other cuts and scratches

from childhood were not treated

with powdered turmeric or a
paste made of toe powder. In

addition, Indian pharamacognosy
lists a total of 1,700 different

medicinal uses for the plant.

Last year two American scien-

tists managed to receive a patent

for the use of turmeric as a treat-

ment for wounds but the outcry

from the Indian government has
been such that the patent is now
being contested. Certainly the

claim that the two researchers

were the "first to use ibis powder
to treat wounds" is unlikely to be
upheld.

India has been particularly sen-

sitive to these sorts of claims
which they term as “piracy" ever

since 1 9S5 when several big drug
companies received patents to

exploit toe neem tree of India

(Azdarechet indica

)

as a source

for pesticides. The Indians have for centuries as a pesticide in

used the juice from the neem tree homes and gardens.
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Guide to the

Golan Heights
by Aviva Bar-Am and Yisrad Sbalem

Renowned travel writer Aviva Bar-Ara has

teamed up with guide Ytsrael Shafem for.this up!

to-darc, full color guide to tbe Golan and its

environs. Incorporates a unique Englisb-Hebrew

dictionary ofthe Golan’s flora aid fauna, local

withou Sofieover, 152 pp.
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RETURN TO
BEIT SHEAN

Spend a day away-from-it-all on one of Shorashlm's and
The Jerusalem Post Travel Club's entertaining and
enlightening English-speaking trips. You'll meet your son
of people and hear interesting and informative

explanations from expen guides. Space is limited so boob
early and avoid disappointment

On Tuesday, April 15, -we'll study Beit Shean’s
thousands of years of history - Greet, Roman,
Pagan, Jewish - now revealed for all to see.

Theaters, temples, bath-houses, martets.
frescoes, houses of ill-repute. All the beauty
and cruelty that paganism offered. Even if

you’ve been before, come again, because so
much more has now been revealed, including
the Mona Lisa, in one of the world's most
successful digs.

N1S 180 (including lunch)

Tour guide.* Yisrael Shalem

The tour price includes transportation from Jerusalem or

Tel Aviv and return, entrance to all sites, background

lectures and on-the-spot explanations. Ptcfe-up and drop- a

off along the route when possible and arranged

beforehand.

Reservations and further information.-

SHORASH1M.POB 75SS, 14 Rehov Abarbanel.

Rehavia. Jerusalem 91074.

Tel. 02-566-623 1 (9-30am - 230 p.m.)

a Ask for Alichal. Vered or Varda.
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X&7 The Middle East

JtX Military Balance 1994-1995
%iLSiy Edited by Colonel (Res.) Dr. Ephraim Kam

The eleventh annual edition of the Middle East Military

Balance, published by Tel Aviv University's prestigious

Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies

A comprehensive survey of major developments and changes in the Middle

East, with a special emphasis on (he AraWsraeli peace process.

Analyses of several strategic issues that cover longer term trends, including:

the evolution of the mifitary balance in ihe region, developments in toe armed

forces of the Arab states, ballistic missiles, aerial power and more.

As always, a thoroixfi, up-to-date fisting of economic, demographic, political

and military infrastructure of all the states and non-state actors in the region.
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The Middle East Military Balance

1994-1995 comprises over 500 pages

with appendices, tables, glossaries

and maps. Hardcover. Edited by

Colonel (Res.) Dr. Ephraim Kam,

,

former Assistant Director of Ihe

Research Division of IDF Mffitary

Inference and currently Deputy

Head of The Jaffee Centet
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Sharansky to appoint new director-general

Trade and Industry Minister Natan Sharansky is likely to

appoint a new ministry director-general within the next few
weeks, possibly before

,

the end of the month, one ofhis advisers

confirmed yesterday.

The list of candidates to replace Yehoshua Gleitman has yet to
be finalized, according to the source.

Gleitman 's resignation takes effect from the end of March.
Appointed in August, Gleitman made it clear to Sharansky that

the arrangement would only be temporary. Prior to his current

post, Gleitman served for four years as the chief scientist.

David Harris

Kedem DhrerseyLever consider venture
Kedem Chemicals, a subsidiary of Tambour, and

DiverseyLever, a subsidiary of the Anglo-Dutch Unilever, are
negotiating to establish a joint venture in the cleaning materials

field.

In an announcement to the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, Kedem
said the companies are interested in establishing a joint company
to supply chemicals and systems for cleaning and maintenance
for the institutional and industrial sector.

The manufacturer of a variety of chemicals refused to provide
the details of the deal, which has not yet received the approval
of the board of directors. Unilever is an international conglom-
erate engaged in the food and chemicals sectors.

Cain Lipids Beck

PoJgai explores Indian partnership

Polgat and Clal Industries are examining joint cooperation pos-
sibilities with Biria, an Indian investment company. A delegation

of eight senior Biria representatives will visit Clal's American
Israel Paper Mills, the Nesher cement factory and ECI this week
as hosts of Clal.

Biria is an $8 billion investment company with 1 2 centers

worldwide. The company owns subsidiaries engaged in a broad
range of fields, including textiles, aluminum, paper, sugar, chem-
icals, and cemenL

Galit Lipids Beck

COMPANY RESULTS

New Dimension net soars
New Dimension Software's annual net income soared 311 percent to

SS.45 million last year from $1 33m. in 1 995. Revenue was up 22% to

$43.55m. from $35.74m.
For the fourth quarter, net'income increased 308% to $2.S4m. from

$695,000 in the same period in 1 995. Revenues went up 49% to

$ 13.69m.
The Tel Aviv vendor of integrated software solutions for data man-

agement attributed the results to its success in penetrating overseas •

markets.

In the fourth quarter, the company's revenues increased 51% in

North America, 41 % in Europe and 53% in the rest of the world, com-
pared to the same period one year ago.

Dan Bamea, the company's CEO, said that New Dimension Software

had also succeeded in strengthening the company's role in several

technological markets. “During 1996, we continued our strong com-
mitment to product development in both mainframe and client/server

technology." Bamea said in a statement.

The company's products are used to manage the flow of information

between applications, systems, end users and administrators.

Jennifer Friedlin

Laser Industries profits up 52%
Laser Industries Ltd. reported a 52% increase in annual net income

to $8.8m., compared with 1 995 net income before litigation expenses
of $5-5m. The company's revenues rose 17% to $58.7m. from $50.1 m.
For the quarter, the company reported net income of $2.5m., com-

pared with net income before litigation expenses of SI.7m. Revenues
for the quarter went up 14% to $ 15.5m. from $133m. in the same
quarter in 1 995.

Laser Industries manufactures and sells surgical laser systems. The
Tel Aviv-based company makes systems for freehand surgery, micro-

surgery, endoscopic surgery, neurosurgery, eye, proctologic and arthro-

scopic surgery and sells its products in the US, Europe, Asia, Central

and South America, Australia and Africa. Jennifer Friedlin

BUSIWESS&FINANCE
Discount’s share offer

delayed until April
‘ectOKienpral «/

Monday,

February 24, 1997

By GAUTUPtOS BECK

Bank Discount's public share

offer has been delayed until April

due to the bank's inability to sup-

ply a precise estimate of its antic-

ipated provision for doubtful

debts in the 1996 fourth quarter,

the bank notified the Tel Aviv
Slock Exchange yesterday.

The management of Discount
Bank and Ml Holdings, the gov-

ernment-owned company in

charge of the banks sale, intend

to submit to the Securities

Authority in the first week of

April a draft prospectus for the

sale of a 17-percent stake in

Israel’s third largest bank.
The new prospectus would

include the bank's annual finan-

cial statements for 1996, which
will be published today.

“We intend to issue die bank in

the middle of April,” said MI
Holdings general manager Meir
Yacobson.

MI Holdings initially intended

to execute the offer during the

first quarter of this year, based on

the bank's financial statements

for the first nine months of 1996.

Several days before the sched-

uled issue date, the Securities

Authority decided to base the

fianl approval of the prospectus

on receiving more information

of the additional allowances for

doubtful debts in the fourth quar-

ter.

Considering its lack of this

data, the bank was unable to meet
the criteria necessary to publish

the prospectus. Bank Discount
said in an announcement to the

Tel Aviv Stock Exchange yester-

day.

Last week Bank Discount and
the government worked around

the clock to hold the offer in

time, but at the end of a lengthy

meeting Thursday night it was
clear the bank has run out of

time.

Bank Discount management

initially estimated there will be

additional allowances of between

NIS 30 million and N1S 60m. in

the fourth quarter, but the author-

ity demanded more precise infor-

mation.

A proposal to include the 1996

financial statements of

Mercantile Discount Bank and

Discount Mortgage Bank in Bank
Discount's prospectus was also

rejected.

The publication of the sub-

sidiaries' results were expected

to assist investors in deciding

whether to take part in the issue.

Underwriters of the issue said

MI Holdings and Bank Discount

should have realized that the tim-

ing of the publication of the

bank’s prospectus was likely to

cause problems.

They said the additional provi-

sions clause, whjch is a problem

every quarter, is especially prob-

lematic in the fourth quarter.

British Petroleum CEO visits Kuwait

British Petroleum CEO John Browne (left) listens to Chairman Kahiid FulaJj yesterday.

Browne, on a two-day visit to Kuwait, was given a guided tour of the state-owned Kuwait Oil

Company. Kuwait owns a 93 percent stake in BP. (Renter)

since the financial statements are

audited at the end of the year.

Yacobson refused to comment

on the subject, explaining that

die government did not expect

problems of this kind.

The issue, which is in the

framework of the government’s

privatization plans, is expected to

raise a total of NIS- 650m., of

which NIS 1 70m. will be imme-

diate. The bank has been valued

for this offering at NIS 3.9 bil-

lion.

The postponement of

Discount's issue has led to the

cancellation of the pre-sale of

Bank Discount's shares to insti-

tutional investors. The pre-rale,

took place at the start of the

month.
, .

It is not yet clear whether the

postponement will cause a delay

in the government’s sale of Bank
Leumi's and United Mizrahi

Bank's shares, which are current-

ly planned for the second quarter.

Mortgage
rates

shaved
by 0.2%
By GAUTUPtOS BECK

The mortgage banks have
reduced the rate of interest on
mortgage* by an average 0.2 per-

cent, in line with the decrease in

the cost of raising capital

resources.

Zion Ezer. die general manager
of Bank Hapoalim's Mishkan
bank, said the decrease is primar-

ily due to the drop in yields on
the bond market during the last

few weeks.
jntejjanks have continuously

reduced interest rates since

December.
Following the reduction in

rates, the Interest on a five-year

mortgage at Mishkan has
decreased to 5.2%.

The rate for mortgages of
between six and 10 years at
Mishkan is 5.4%, and for mort-
gages of more than 20 years is

5.6%;
- Adanim Bank, which was the
first to reduce interest rates,

charges 5% interest on five-year

loans.

At Union Bank the interest on a

mortgage of between five and 10
years is 5%. Mortgages for a
period of 1 1-15 years are now at

5.1%. •

First International Bank and its

subsidiary Atzmaut Bank have
also reduced rates. ...

Interest, on a five-year mort-

gage is 53%.
Unlike the other banks. Bank

Leumi. mortgage banks does not

intend to reduce mortgage rates

in the near future.

Bv DAVID BARBS

Japan is considering a request

from Israel for direct Rights w>

operate between Tel Aviv and

°i>a'by its Fitsi Middle East

Division, Japan's

Ministry is pressing for “
be allowed to run schedule

flights to Kansai Airport, near the

western Japanese city.

However. the Transport

Ministry is understood to be tow-

ing a cautious line fora variety of

economic, logistical and secun-

tv-relared reasons.

rsrael had pressed for several

years for permission to fly into

Narita, which servers Tokyo,

even though it is located some 70

kilometere from the c»pnal.

However, that airport is full. *

a long queue of airline compa-
nies requesting slots ahead of El

Al. -

With die recent opening of

Kansai. which is a two-hour

flight or four-hour train journey

from Tokyo, negotiations have

reopened.
Among the key discussion

points is security, a problem

exacerbated by the semi-private

nature of Kansai.

Some Israeli diplomats are

questioning the economic viabil-

ity of running a regular service to

Tokyo. With only 15,000 tourists

coming to Israel from Japan each

year and a further 2,000 busi-

nessmen, even a weekly service

would not break even.

“It’s a chicken and egg ques-

tion” said one diplomat. **Is El

El the chicken or the egg? If the

company launches a service will

it attract new visitors, or will the

current lack of visitors deter the

company?”
£1 AJ is keen to run scheduled

Rights to Japan, as it is looking to

extend its operations in the Far
East.

, . The, company, has.- previously

operated charter flights to Japan
and is now offering special four-

day package holidays to Israel

for Japanese tourists on longer

stays in Europe.

“Airlines are effectively part of
a country’s foreign policy," said
Asahi Sbimbun, editor and for-
mer Israel correspondent for the

newspaper Daiji Sadamori. “One
problem is that air agreements
have to be reciprocal, but the
Japanese airlines don't seem to
be interested in Israel.” .

Currently, the cheapest, most
popular flights to and from Japan
include stops in major European
cities, adding as many as 14
hours to the length of a direct
flight

Newly established Turkey-
Japan services are proving to be
economical and convenient
“Journeys to Ben Gurion could

prove popular, if with the peace
process Tel Aviv becomes the
Middle East hub,” said
Sadamori.

For current information 1
on securities In Israel I

and the U.S.
|

including hlgh-ylelding

U.S. government-backed
debentures, call:

M.H.

MEYERSON
& CO., INC. FoundedI960

A Publicly Traded Company

NASDAQ Symbol: MHMY
Brokers and Dealers in Securities

Underwriters

525 Washington Blvd. 34th floor

P.O-BOX 260
Jersey City, NJ 07302-0260.

Corporate and Institutional Inquiries:

Jeffrey E. Meyerson, YP.

International Banking Division

1-201-459-9511

Fax: I -201 -459-9499
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1
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Eric J. Logan, V.P.

national Sales Manager

1-201-459-9500 - 1-800-888-8118

Fax: 1-201 -459-9510

Our specially trained sales personnel
win be available to discussyour

investment needs.

[Hi ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

The Treasury

THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL
Btds are invited for the supply of the following goods, required by various

government agencies throughout Israel:

Tender 1/97 - Office Equipment and Requisites, and Computer
Peripherals

The tender questionnaires are divided into six sections, as follows:

Type A items - Paper and Cardboard Products for Office and Drafting l/se

Type B items - Glues. Adhesive Tapes, etc.

Type C items - Office Equipment and Appliances

Type D items - Writing and Erasing Requisites

Type E Items - Pranking Stamps
Type F items - Computer Peripherals

Tender Participation Pre-conditions
t. Minimum tender participation conditions are given below. Offers which

do not comply with these conditions win not be considered.

2. Bidders should have at least 3 years' experience in supplying office

equipment.

3. Bidders should have experience in supplying office requisites to large

organizations and/or government ministries.

4. Bidders must be capable of supplying all the office equipment items in

the tender specification and its appendixes, in whatever quantity is

ordered, with delivery to any location.

5. Bidders should supply a color catalog of appropriate quality, with an
indication of die catalog numbers of the items offered, and a

description of the items; this applies for all the office requisites

detailed in the tender.

6. The catalog must be provided within 60 days of receipt of notfffcaffan

of success in the tender. The successful bidder must undertake to

supply such a catalog to all branch offices of the government

ministries.

7. A bidder must attach to his bid confirmation from the Israel Standards

Institution, or from a body authorized by the Institution that the bidder

has instituted the procedure for obtaining approval, in accordance

with Israel Standard 2002 (ISO 9002) ot 1996-

8. Bids should be submitted for all items, specified under Types A to D.

Bids that do not cover all these items will not be considered. Bids for

Type E and F items may be confined to these items.

Last date for submitting bids: Monday, March 31, 1997, at 12 noon.

Applications for the tender documents should be made by fox only, to

02-5317778, giving the following information;

Tender no Subject ofTender

Name of company bidding Authorized Trader's no
Company's address, with postal code no-

Fax no Tel. no

Company's bank Bank branch no — Bank acc. no

(at which company has its account) jx

The tender documents and technical specifications will be sent, after g
receipt ofa fox, as aforesaid. 2
Our address: Tenders and Buying Dept, The Accountant General,

^

Finance Ministry, 1 Kaplan, 7ffl Floor, Room 714 or 715, or P.O.B. 13195,

Jerusalem 91 131.

Additional details from Tel, 02-5317428, 02-5317418.

Ports and Railways Authority
Tender NO. 11/5895/4/96-1

Project Management and
Implementation of the PRA
Computerized Maintenance

Management System
POSTPONEMENT OF DATES

The date of the Suppliers Conference and the final date for
submitting proposals have been postponed as follows;

1 . Suppliers Conference will take place on 4/3/97 at
09:00 hours (instead of 2712/97).

2. The final date for submitting proposals is 31/3/97 at

14:00 hours (instead of
*

The Ministry of the Interior

Bid no. 1/97
Request for Planning Proposals (RFP)

The National Council for Planning and Building have
decided to prepare a Policy Paper and a Survey

Formulating Principles and Directives for Conservation of

Open Spaces in Israel.

The Planning Administration in The Ministry of the Interior

is coordinating the project

This RFP is intended for those interested in submitting a
detailed proposal of a work plan in accordance with the

RFP specifications that may be purchased for a fee of

NIS 1,200, through Mr. Yosef Greenzweig, Director of

Facilities, The Ministry of the Interior, Kiryat Ben Gurion,

2 Kaplan St, Room 105, Jerusalem, during the

hours 9:00-13:00.

The final date for proposal submission is April 10, 1997.

Ail questions regarding the RFP should be sent in Hebrew
only, via fax to:

" 02-6701 633, attention: Mr. Menachem Aiselan.

.Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) {1 1 .9.96)

Currency (deposit fon) : 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S.dol&>2M,Q00) 4.750 5.000 5L375
Pound tfwting(£1 00,000) .-3J875 4,000
German mark (DM 200,000) 1.825 1.825 2 12*:
Swiss franc(SF 200000) - - a825 O.750 ?'

Yen (10 mflfion yen) — —
(Beta* vuy higher or lower then Indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Hates* (20JL37)
CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES RBD.Buy Soil Buy Sefl

Currency basket 3.6044 3.6826
*eU

GBmanmwk 1.9680 1.9998 1.93 2.Q3 fSSPourt sderfro s.3435 5.4297 5.25 5*? I'SKl
franc 0.5823 0.5917 OCT

German meric

Pound starting

French franc

Japanese yen (100)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc
Swedish krona

Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Rnnfehmaxk
Canadian dollar

AustreSen dollar

S. African rand

Belgian financ (10)
Austrian Schilling (IQ)

Italian Dra (1000)
Jordanian dinar

Egyptian pound

Irish punt

Spanish peseta (100)

Sail Buy
3.6826 — •'

3.3723 228
1.9998 1.93
5.4297 5.25
0.5917 0.57
2.7271 283
1.7807 1.72
22839 p.on
0.4544 - 0.43
(L5Q20 - 0.48
0.5240 . 0.50
0.5718 0.64
2.4808 . .239
2.5959 251
0.7535 0.87
0.9685 OJB
2*414 274
2.0091 1.94
44400 4.82
1.0300 0.94
34763
52962 6.12
23581 228

Rep.
Rates**
3.6386
3.3510
1-9851
5-3928
0.5876
2.7115
1.7876
2.2659
0.4513
0.4982
0.5201
0.6878
2.4662
2.5804
0.7482
0.8618
28206
1-9979
4.7752
1.0221

3.8478 ’

52504
£3426

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI
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PRIME
MutualFund for

Foreign Residents

Date: 20.2.97

Purchase Price: 115.76

Redemption Price: 11445

leumi pia vowfi A

(mun)targetora
MutualFundfor

'

Foreign Residents

• Date: . -20#

Purchase Price: />£$€&

P^wnptioftPrice
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34 Bov Yehuda St. Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,
TeL 09-958-5873. AH other,

data supplied by
Commstock Trading LttL,

Tel. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate The

. .

Jerusalem Post will not be
held responsible,for the .

consequences, of any
transaction reside oh the

basis of these data!
:

Readers who wisfttoreport

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only, addressed to

.

Jerusalem Post Business -

Desk* P.O.B, 81, Jerusatem
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Albright warns Japan on
automotive trade issues

ByMCHAB.ZWEBMEIl

Precious metals closed mostly
higher on Friday but erased some

.

of their gains by the session’s end
due to profit-taking by commodity
funds.

Analysts have differing opinions
on whether gold's recent move up
is a short-term bounce up, with
new lows to still be made, or
whether it is a signal that the bot-

tom is in place.

.

With commodity funds taking

profits on short positions, physical

.TOKYO (Reuter; - US
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albrighr yesterday warned Japan

.
of possible trade friction unless
Japan fully implemented a 1995
Japan-US auto accord. Japanese
trade officials said.

•
.
They said Albright gave the

warning in a meeting in Tokyo
with International ' Trade and
Industry .Minister Shinji. Sato to
discuss bilateral trade issues.

Albright stopped inTokyo as pan
of her first world tour as secre-
tary of slate.

.

Referring to complaints by the
US automobile industry regard-
ing the auto agreement, Albright
said that as automobiles and auto
parts are “key areas,” there is a
risk of friction developing unless
Japan fully implements the
accord. Sato pledged to Albright
that Japan win live up to the
agreement reached in June 1995,
the officials said.

The American Automobile
Manufacturers Association said
last month that the “Big Three”
US automakers signed 1 03 new-
dealer outlets in Japan in 1996.
gaining only about half of the
200 outlets expected under the
auto accord.
The association urged Japanese

automakers to follow through
with their pledge to support an
open dealer network.
Albright also called for exten-

sion of the 1992 bilateral paper
trade accord which Japan refuses
to extend and is due to expire in

early April, but Sato said only
that Japanese and US officials

should exchange views on the
issue, the officials said.

. Other clouds on the trade hori-

zon are over photographic film,

shipping and telecommunica-
tions. Last Friday, US Deputy
Trade Representative Jeffrey
Lang urged Japan to begin its

gold demand picking up, and the

US dollar and stock market both

j-hp puniui uu auuu jjuaiumu, pnysiwu
r/jj/1 gold demand picking up; and the

j.j
US dollar and stock market both

^ seeing a downward conection last

.
;;c

week, some investors were being
' 1

tempted back into precious metals,

traders sakL

3

®
*5. Silver has been leading the

nscoveiy in the precious metals

. complex lately. However, fund
’

: profit-taking was cited as die main
contributing factor to March sil-

^ »? ver's new daily low at the end of
the day on Friday.

Palladium showed strength in

- the market on Friday, with the
•! March contract trading to a high of

5139.75. While the Russian bud-
get has been passed, many con-

[: cems remain about the availability

j of Russian supplies as contracts

.• i.~ still will need to be negotiated:

-r t:- :
April gord closed up $1.50 at-

: '-v $354.10. March silver closed

down 4 cents at £5.19. April plgt-

inum closed up $2.10 at $374 and
•

:

' March palladium dosed up $3 at

• , $139.

High grade copper futures

.. .

. v closed higher on Friday as gains

,.

g

i

‘ held ard traders resisted taking

profits ahead of the weekend.
While London Metal Exchange

.
(LME) stocks increased slightly,

’

. moreasc

_
n1:and pushed prictt^jbei? Rumors
' that China may be interested, in

1 ‘ buying copper also contributed to
; : higher prices. .

-
-

COMEX March high-grade cqp-

per futures closed up 190 points to.

close at$1.1330.
- Crude ofl and petroleum product

futures ended lower on the New
'•.z- York Mercantile exchange on
- • Friday, following trends seen on -

the International Petroleum
:
* Exchange (TPE) in- London. This
‘ downward move, sparked by last

- •; week’s bearish inventory data for

. - r crude oil from tire American
Petroleum Institute and the US.
Department of Energy, continued

after weakness in the Brent con-

tract on the IPE kept up the pres-

sure on April crude oD. : -v

„ Analysts said a report that the

- UN approved more cottracts for

sale in the Iraqi oil-for-food deal -

. added to the bearish environment.

. . The April crude oil contract closed

down 30 cents at $21 .39 per bar-

rel. CommSiock. Trading Ltd.

*'r’ ;Vv-v ‘ v

promised talks as soon as possi-

ble on lifting curbs on foreign

equity ownership in two
Japanese telecom giants.

Under a pledge by 68 members
of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) to open up the world's
telecommunications markets.
Japan promised to abolish for-

eign equity restrictions for all

telecom companies except the
two giants - domestic telecom
carrier Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corp. (NTT) and
international carrier KDD.
The US has also filed with a

WTO dispute settlement panel a
complaint that Japan had
attempted to thwart foreign entry
into its photographic film and
paper market.
On shipping, the US appears to

have made up its mind on
whether to slap sanctions on
Japanese shipping firms over
Japan's port practices but has

delayed an announcement of the

decision because of Albright's

visit.

The Federal Maritime
Commission, angry at what it

sa\s are discriminatory and cost-

ly' Japanese port practices, has

been considering slapping a

SI 00,000 surcharge on Japanese

ship operators Kawasaki Risen

Kaisha Ltd. Mitsui OSK Lines
Ltd and Nippon Yusen KK every

time they stop at a US port.

High-profile US-Japan trade

disputes have often gone to the

brink but averted the actual

imposition of sanctions by last-

minute deals.

That was the case in the bitter

feud over trade in cars and car

pans in 1995. Two-way trade

spats have been on the back-

bumer recently, but analysts say

tempers could flare if Tokyo's
trade surplus with Washington
rises aaain due to the weak yen.
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TiO Canberra1
readies' fat lastworid tour

The British passenger ship ‘P&O Canberra’ Is docked at Circular Bay yesterday. The 44,807 ton ship, which was launched in

Belfast in I960, was built specifically for the UK-AustraUa run and is to be retired in September after a world tour.

- • • (Return

US, UK cite progress

in aviation talks
ByROBBffTRWnmW

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - The
US and Britain over the weekend
reported progress in talks aimed at

giving airlines from both coun-
tries far more freedom to fly

routes and set schedules on their

own.
John Byerly, a State Department

negotiator, said after the latest

negotiations “the two delegations

concurred that the talks bad been

useful and that the two sides had
made progress toward an agreed

text for a new bilateral accord.”

The talks, held last week, aim to

reach a new agreement to replace

the existing restrictive US-British

aviationservices accord. Previous

talks were held on and oft over

the past two years with little

progress reported. Byerly did not

detail the progress made, and
added that ^the delegates

achieved a fuller understanding”

of respective positions regarding

issues that remain to be resolved.

He said tire two rides agreed to

further exchanges through diplo-

matic channels and were likely to

resume negotiations, but be would
not elaborate.

The open skies agreement
Would give. US and British carri-

ers far more freedom to fly routes

and: frequencies ' of their own
choosing.
One Issue blocking an agree-

ment has been Britain’s reluctance

- to cede additional landing slots at

London's Heathrow Airport, con-

sidered byUS carriers to be a key

transfer point for flights to conn-

.
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nental Europe and beyond.
Heathrow is dominated by British

Airways Pic.

Canada, Germany and other

European countries have already

reached “open skies” accords with

theUS.
The US-British talks are being

closely watched by British

Airways and American Airlines,

because Washington has said it

would not approve their proposed

alliance unless a new aviation

pact was reached between
Washington and London.
American has asked US regula-

tors for immunity from antitrust

laws for the proposed alliance,

which would give the two carriers

greater strength in the lucrative

US-British market- American and
BA proposed the alliance last June
11. American and BA plan to

coordinate and jointly market pas-

senger and cargo services across

the Atlantic.

Other major US airlines, as well

as Britain’s Virgin Atlantic

Airways, are watching the open
sides talks, and the ramifications

for the Amencan-BA alliance,

very closely.

Five big US airlines have asked
the Transportation Department 10

hold public hearings on the pro-

posed alliance. Virgin Atlantic has
said the alliance would give
Arnerican-BA control of 60 per-

cent of the US-British market.

But American has said the
alliance would increase competi-

tion because it would be part ofan
open skies pact that would open
Heathrow to its US rivals.
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Miami fears new
US sanctions

against Colombia
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By TERESA CABSOH

MIAMI (Reuter) - Miami and
its airport could be hard hit if the

US government imposes new
trade sanctions against Colombia
when it reviews its relationship

with drug-related countries next

week, trade executives said.

“We do not need any sanctions

right now. We prefer it like this,

we do not want it to get worse,”
GuiUeimo Mejia, Miami-based
commercial director for
Colombian all-cargo Tampa
Airlines SA told reporters over

the weekend, referring to indus-

try fears the US government
might propose tougher measures
such as a tax on flowers or other

goods.

“If the government imposes
sanctions, such as a tax on flow-
ers, it would be a major blow to

the air cargo and the flower

industry in South Honda,” B.F.

Spohrer, president of Miami-
based Challenge Air Cargo and
also chairman of the World Trade
Center Miami, said earlier.

Last March 1, US President

Bill Clinton decertified

Colombia as a reliable ally in the

drugs war, saying the govern-
ment was not doing enough to

combat the cartels.

But Colombia faced only mild
sanctions.

By law, each year the president

must review the anti-drugs
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efforts of the countries that are

on the black list.

This year 32 countries will be

reviewed in a report called the

International Narcotics Control
Strategy Report, which the Stale

Department compiles from all

government agencies involved in

tite drug war, a State Department
spokesman said.

Colombia is Miami
International Airport's biggest

trading partner with 227,000
tonnes of air cargo to and from
Colombia, according to 1 995 sta-

tistics from Metro-Dade Aviation

Department.
Brazil is the next closest with

one-third that amount.
Flowers are MIA’s largest sin-

gle import, with 167,000 tonnes

coming in in 1$95, according to

Metro-Dade Aviation.

Colombian and trade interests

have been lobbying, taking out

advertisements in newspapers
and organizing forums to press

their case with Washington.
Spohrer said World Trade offi-

cials met Florida Gov. Lawton
Chiles, who in turn called

Clinton to urge him not to

impose tougher sanctions on
Colombia.
“Everyone is sitting around bit-

ing their nails to see what hap-

pens,” Spohrer said.

Cun-ently flowers from
Colombia enjoy a special trade

status and no duty is charged.
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Market down
on Bar-On

Mishtanim

257.91 T 3.23%

By DAW GERSTEHFELD

Shares closed broadly lower

yesterday as the market responded

to a volatile mix of high slock

prices and a rapidly unfolding

political crisis, traders said.

The benchmark Mishtanim
index of top 100 shares fell 3.23

percent to 257.91 on all-share

turnover of MIS 173 million,

against N1S 1 60m. on Thursday.

The Maof 25 blue-chip index

closed 2.7S*T lower at 266.79.

"Trading opened with a sharp

decline of more than 4^, but by
midday the market started recov-

ering.’' said Dan Lallouz. portfolio

manager at Clal Insurance. "The

beginning of the day was really

frightening.”

"With no other economic news
out. it seems it's all related to the

political situation," said Danniella

Finn, vice president at Betucha

Securities.

"The market rose very fast and

investors are nervous.” Lallouz

said.

"Bad news can knock the mar-

ket down easily. I do not believe

that this is the beginning of a neg-

ative trend."

Ronen Kaufman, a vice presi-

dent at Nesuah Investment

Management, said he believed the

sell-off was more influenced by

high stock prices and the absence

of foreigners on Sunday to coun-

terbalance the wave of sell orders

by Israelis.

"On lower prices the Bar-On

Maof

266.79 T 2.78%

affair wouldn't be affecting the

market." he said.

The Mishtanim index has been
rising steadily since the start of
November, gaining nearly I0*v in

February alone.

“The level of prices simply has
no backing on the basis of eco-

nomic parameters.” said

Kaufman, making the market vul-

nerable

Finn said she thought the mar-
ket’s reaction to the crisis was
overwrought.

“It seems 10 me a bit of a panic."

she said.

"To me it's not justified. Even
when there’s a government crisis,

there's no change in economic
fundamentals. In my mind, it's a

bit of an overshooting. There is

room for a correction. It [the polit-

ical crisis! might be an excuse ora
catalyst."

Kaufman said that regardless of

how the crisis develops, he saw
little room for short-term

improvement in the market. He
said, however, that if yesterday’s

declines are very big, prices could

correct upwards today.

"The strong correction we saw
toward the end of the trading day
was a clear sign that the market is

still strong," a trader at United

Mizrahi Bank said. “I believe that

the market will continue to rise

[today1."

The most active share was Teva
Pharmaceutical Industries, which
closed unchanged on volume of
NIS II.7m. (Reuter)

Gdansk shipyard

faces 2,500 layoffs

WARSAW (Reuter) - About 2,500 workers from the Gdansk shipyard

could be out of a job by the end of February unless the bankrupt enter-

prise obtains credit from banks to build five ships, the provincial Labor
Office said over the weekend.
"Assuming the most pessimistic scenario - that is a lack of credit - it

should be expected that-on FebruMy-28, 2^00 woricers-wHl get iheir

notice” the director of the Labor Office
1

m<5dansk, Grazyna Zielinska,

said in a statement.

The statement, issued to reporters, said 3.800 people were now work-

ing at the Baltic coast yard, which employed 7,500 in August 1996.

when the enterprise was declared bankrupt.

The yard appeared to be heading for final collapse after a consortium

of banks refused it a $ 1 00 million loan last week to finance construction

of the five ships for a German contractor.

The German contract would have kept pan of the yard alive, while the

government and the firm’s management sought an investor to save the

business.

The shipyard has operated on bankruptcy regulations since August last

year, when its debts reached 415 million zlotys ($136 million) and banks

refused further credit.

The government of ex-communists and a peasant party blames the

shipyard's previous managements, supported by the Solidarity union

which arose there in 1980 as the Soviet bloc's first free trade union, for

the company's misfortunes.

Solidarity, which helped topple communist rule in 1989, says the gov-

ernment has subsidized other state-owned firms and is now denying help

because of the yard’s opposition links.

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged
at NIS 28.08 per One, including VAT.
Insertion every day ol the month
costs NIS 520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur.. ii a.m. tram
Bronlman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,

26, 28. For Info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-

6416333, 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:

The Morgue. Soviet Photography from
the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection ot works. Tzvi Hecken
Sunflower. Portraits: By a grow) of

Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
Israeli art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shtomo Ben-David and Amon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 1 ue.

10 ajTt-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Meyerhof! Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dal 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Left) Yaffe, 673-

1901; Balsam, Salah e-Din. 627-2315;
Shualat, Shuafat Road. 581-0108; Dar
Aldawa. Herod's Gate. 628-2058.

Tel Aviv: Kupat Hofim Maccabi, 7 Ha-
Shta, 546*5558; Superpharm Glmel. 1

Ahimeir, Ramat Aviv Glmel. 641-7117.

Till 3 am Tuesday: Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky. 125 Ibn Gvirol. 546-2040.
Till midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv,

40 Einstein, 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hamelech, 69&4115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Bar-flan. 29 Bar-

llan, Ra'anana, 744-3579.
Netaiya: Rala-B. 14 Stamper, 833-

1107.

Haifa: SiefJ Square, 1 Shalom
Aleiehem, 823-5064.
Krayot area: Motzkin, 64 Moshe
Goshen, Kiryat Motzkin, 873-7243.

Herzlrya: Clal Pharm, Bert Merkazim. 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagalrm), HerzHya

Pfluah, 855-8472. 955-8407. Open 9

a.m. to midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Ha’ir

Mall, 657-0468. Open 9 am to ID p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem
{internal, surgery, orthopedics, ENT):
Misgav Ladach (obstetrics); Bikur Ho5m
(pediatrics); Shaare Zedek (ophthalmoi-

STU Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Ted Aviv
Medea) Center fmtemaJ, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100

FIRE 102

FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (English) in most parts of the coun-
try. In addition:
Asrtlod- B&51333
Ashkelon 6551332
Seerahetoa' 6274767
Sell ShemesTi 6623133
Dan naqwn- 57B3333
QaT 6332444
Hate* 8512233
Jerusalem' 6623133
KamVeh 9985444

Kiar Sava' 9902222
Nahanya* 9912333
Netemya' 8804444
PerahTkva* 93imi
Renews- 3451333
Rtthor- 3642333
Sated 6920333
Tal Avtv' 5460111
Tbertas' 6792444

' Matte Intensive Care Unh (MICU) service <n me
area, wound me dock.

Medical help for tourists (In Engfish)

177-082-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24
hours a day, for information in case of

Eran - Emotional First Aid - 1201

,

also Jerusalem 561 -0303, Tel Aviv 54&-

1111 (chlldren/youm 69&-1113). Halla
867-2222, Beereheba 649-4333.

.

Nelanya 862-5110, Karmiel 988-8770,
War Sava 767-4555, Hadera 634-6789.

Wlzo hotlines lor battered women 02-
651-4111, 03-548-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310, 0&655-0506
(also in AmharicJ.
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv
523-4819,544-9191 (men), Jerusalem
625-5558, Haifa 8534)533, EBat 633-
1977.

Hada«ah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02-624-7676).

. r. •" -
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SPORTS
in brief

Walsh re-appointed as Windies captain

BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (Reuter) - Courtney Walsh will

continue as captain of the West Indies for the home series against

India, it was announced here yesterday.

Walsh, 34, took over the captaincy just after the 1996 World
Cup following the resignation of Richie Richardson.

He then led the team to a 1-0 victory in a two-test series

against New Zealand in the Caribbean but lost the five-match

rubber against Australia 2-3.

India are due to arrive tomorrow. The first test of a five-match

series starts on March 6.

Rangers beat Hibs 3-1 to restore lead

GLASGOW (Reuter) - Glasgow Rangers beat Hibernian 3-1

yesterday to re-establish their seven-point lead over rivals Celtic

at the top of the Scottish premier division.

Rangers have 67 points to Celtic's 60. Both sides have nine

league matches to play and are due to face each other on March
16.

Price wins play-off to make it two in a row
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) - Zimbabwe’s Nick Price beat

South Africa’s David Frost at the first extra hole of a play-off to

win the South African PGA Championship yesterday.

Both men completed the joint South African-European Tour
tournament on 269 - 1 9 under par - but Frost bogeyed the

replayed 1 8ih, allowing Price to take the title with a par four.

Price also won last week in Sun City and becomes the first

man ever to win one million rand ($223,000) in one South

African season.

Bookies relieved after Shearer comes up short

LONDON (Reuter) - British bookmakers were breathing a

huge sigh of relief yesterday after Newcastle striker Alan Shearer
foiled to score during the match against Middlesbrough on
Saturday.

The England captain’s blank sheet at the Riverside Stadium
meant that he had missed out on a clean sweep of a goal against

every club in the English premier league this season.

And that saved bookmakers William Hill paying out a third of

a million pounds (over $500,000) to those punters who jumped at

the more than generous odds of 500- 1 offered last summer.

at home 0

once again
LONDON (Reuter) - A thump-

ing volley from talismanic captain

Vmnie Joi«:gave-WiirJbtedaia I-

0 victory at-Highbaiy yesterday

and condemned faltering Arsenal

to their secondfome defeat in five

days-
. .

Jones, a.member ofWimbledon's
celebrated fiffi&JFA.- Cup winning
side, claimed'Kis third goal of the

season midway -ihrbugh lta first

half after Arsenal foiled to clear,

their lines, from a comer.
Neil Ardiey swung in a looping

cross from the left flank and the

big midfielder; unmarked at die for

post, thundered his shot past John
Lukic in the Arsenal goal.

:

Arsenal, beaten 2-1
. by

Manchester United on Wednesday , only one goaL

withl three matches, in hand.

It preserved their wonderful

record dr Highbury where they

have nor been beaten in the league

since their cup-winning season

nirie-'yeareaga

- Arsenal, forced to re-jig their

line-up after captain Tony Adams
foiled-a late fitness test and joined

goalkeeper David Seaman, Martin
Reown and David Piatt on die

Gunnefo’.ihjuiy list;' almost took
an early kad when lan Wright fired

a shot past Neil Sullivan only to

see it rebound off the post.

It has been a miserable February
for Arsenal: They have yet to win
this month, have been knocked out

of the FA. Cup, and have scored

f /

- their first home league defeat of

the season - dominated. the latter

stages and seemed certain to equal-

ize against their less illustrious bur

more muscular London rivals.

But Wimbledon doggedly held

on for three points which lifts them
into sixth place, 12 points behind

league leaders Manchester United
-

Bookmakers immediately length-

ened the odds against Arsenal win-

ning the championship to 25-1

fiom 10-1 while Wimbledon were
quoted at die same price after being

40-1 before foe match.

’ Yesterday*a results: Premier Leagen
Arsenal 6. WlmMedon L

first TMrdotc Krmiagham- 1, Port Vale 2.

Switzerland’s Marc Rosset celebrates after winning theEC Championships inAntwerp yesterday. (Reuen

Rosset topples Henman
to win EC tournament

Lindros gives Flyers win
with late OT goal

MIAMI (AP) - Eric Lindros sei

up two earliergoals and scored the

game-winner with less than a
minute left in overtime to lift the

Philadelphia Flyers to a 4-3 victo-

ly over the Florida Panthers on
Saturday.

The Flyers extended their first-

place lead in the Atlantic Division

over Florida and New Jersey to

season extended to five (0-4-1 ).

The Flyers dominated overtime

before finally cashing in as
Lindros deflected a shot by Eric

Desjardins past John Vanbies-

brouck with 57.6 seconds left for

his 20th goal.

Saturday’s Games: Anaheim 4. Phoenix
Chicago 5, Pittsburgh 2; Tampa Bay 3.

New Jersey!; Philadelphia 4, Florida 301^
Detroit . .2, St.- lamia 2; Hartford 2,

ANTWERP (Reuter) - Big-serving Swiss Man:
Rosset overwhelmed British No. 1 Tim Henman 6-2,
7-5, 6-4 to win the $1 million European Community
tennis championship yesterday.

It was the 12th career singles title for the 1992
Olympic champion and his first since June 1995.

He collected $162^00 for thei victory and was also
allowed to hold, briefly, a diamond-studded golden
racket-shaped trophy on offer to anyone who wins the
event three times in five years.

Iva Majoli of Croatia fought back from a set down
to beat top seed Jana Novotna 4-6, 7-6, 6-4 and retain

her title in a repeat of last year's final at the WTA
tournament in Hanover.
The defending champion also beat the Czech player

in the final of last year's tournament, which was held

seveit pomlSlThe Panthers, had.
their longest winless streak of the Angeks -i, vuenmro.

in Essen. _ ^ ...... ......

..*!Spvotosr looked’ on."course"u£ja^ge: Wot
after taking die first sot an&3&xxkf£ing sortie out- "l£jor£maaiif Sweden 6-1-,

- J* f * ... <n . ’ %

standing tennis in the second. But third-seeded Majoli

clawed her way back, winning the tie break 7-2 to

stay in the match.

The 19-year old completed the fightback with an
impressive third set to record her first WTA tourna-

ment win since last year's triumph.

In Memphis, Tennessee, top seed Michael Chang
bounced tack after dropping die first set and celebrat-

ed his 25th birthday by defeating Todd Martin on
Saturday to reach the finals of die $825,000 Sl Jude
tennis tournament.

Chang, who played his first professional match at

the tournament a decade ago; reached the Memphis
final for the first time after five semifinal appearances
by rallying past third-seeded Martin 3-6 6-4 6-4.

Chang's opponent in the final is eighth seed Todd
Woodbridge ofAustralia.

Jordan scores 34
as Bulls crush

Warriors 120-87
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael

Jordan scored 34 points in 31 min-
utes, leading foe Chicago Bulls to

their most decisive victory of the

season, 120-87 Saturday night

over the Golden State Warriors.

Scottie Pippen added 22 points

as the defending champions
improved to 25-1 at foe United
Cemer and 48-6 overall. Chicago
has won 18 in a row at home and
six straight overall.

Dennis Rodman grabbed 1

2

rebounds despite being called for

.two .offc^bes. Hilqpsq^U^
w-SbuL,.adoubl

at home this season.
- 76ers 97, Tka3 Blazers 80
In Philadelphia, Derrick

Coleman . scored 28 points and
added 15 rebounds, leading the

Philadelphia 76ers past the

Portland Trail Blazers.

U was the second straight dou-
ble-double for Coleman, who has

49 points and 35 rebounds in his

last two games.
Jerry Stackhouse had 21 points,

AJlen Iverson added 18 points and
12 .assists and. Clarence

rspoort registeretLhisJ^th
* ‘

' with I4j»aite»and
is i'tieClereq) 4itboimdsfbr Philadelphia.

t

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 tor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 19.89.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 292.50 for 10 words
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 409.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 40.95.

ES45 FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

BARGAIN! KIRYAT SHMUEL, near
theater, 3.5. green, 2nd floor. S245.000.
ANGLO SAXON (MALDAN), Tel. 02-625-
1161.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
pool, air conditioning, central vacuum,
TeL 05O-231-72S. 06-S36-326T.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

EFRAT PROPERTIES: SINGLE & two
family homes, cottages & apartments.
Gerry Farkas. Tel. 02-093-3247.

DWELLINGS

RANCO OVEN/RANGE, NEW, unused,
in original carton. Turbo, 2 doors,
GLAT7, (certified by Rav Landau), bar-
gain price. TeL 02-535-1466 (NS). 1

Haifa and North
HOUSEHOLD HELP HOUSEHOLD SALE

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2,3
or 4. BasemenLgarden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANI. Tel.
02-561-2424.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HADERA, BEAUTIFUL SUN-FILLED
pentheuse. 3 bedroom, 2 bath. In brand
new project, wonderful sea view, across
from beach, fully furnished, available for

holidays (starting Passover), and sum-
mer. Possible tong term. Tel 02-533-
6244 (eve.), or 050-245055 (Gad II.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-
liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call H»-
ma. TeL (03) 965-9937.

AMERICANS LEAVING - SELLING
household of furniture, etc. Tel.

4370.

HOUSEHOLD HELP WANTED. English/
French speaking. Experience and refer-
ences required. 03-6044344

PETS
Jerusalem

1:52 span of die third quartet-

Right after Rodman's fouJ-a-thon,

foe Bulls put the game away with
a 13-4 run that included

.
five

points by Pippen and four each by
Jordan and Toni Kukoc.

Hornets 93, Hawks 92
In Atlanta, Tony Smith made a

layup with 15 seconds remaining
and Charlotte tipped away
Atlanta’s last chance as the
Hornets defeated the Hawks.
Following Snriffi’s basket, off a

feed from Tony Delk, the Hawks
were unable to get off a shot
Steve Smith's attempted inbounds
pass with 1 .4 seconds; was deflect-

RENTALS BUSINESS OFFERS

AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, experience w/chlld-
ren, tor 2 children + baby housework.
TeL 09-771-0385.

SEEKING A WARM HOME tor “GingP, a , ^ „ .

beautiful ginger-colored male cat - n - ed away by Tony Smith.
months, neutered, shots, and comes
wtth a new enclosed litter with swinging
door and fitter. TeL (02) 535-5103.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4 + balcony,
new. fully air conditioned, underground

^doSWSIs
REALTOR (MALDAN).

Tel Aviv

PARTNERSHIP

FORGET THE REST! II We are the bestl!

The biggest and oldest agency in IsreeL
For the highest live-in jobs phone Au
Pair International. Tel. 03-619-0423.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

DWELLINGS
DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: lor Friday 4 o.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; lor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

Dan Region

INTERESTED IN PARTNERSHIP in de-
veloping or existing business, Spa or
Heafth/Beauty. Tel. 03-517-5931, 052-
533063.

HIGH SALARY FOR 1 child, good con-
ditions. TeL 03-560-9531-

PASSPORT

RENTALS SITUATIONS VACANT

RAMAT EFAL, 2-FAMILY, 4 rooms,
tang term, no agents. Tel. 03-635-7543.

Jerusalem

SEEKING F!LIPINA OR South American
au pair + references, to care for house
and children in Zahala. live-ln. Tel. 03-
647-2072.

OPEL ASTRA, 1994, 1st hand, 1.0,

33,000 km., 5 doors,. good condition.
Tel. 02-622-3205.

Authony Mason led Charlotte
with 25 points and 12 rebounds.

Glen Rice added 23 points and
Vlade Divac had 17 points and 10
rebounds in foe Hornets' fourth

straight win.

Christian Laettner had 24 points

and a season-high 16 rebounds for

the Hawks, who dropped to 22-3

Kenny Anderson led the Trail

Blazers with 20 points.

Raptors 99, Mavericks 92
In Dallas, Wait Williams scored

14 points and led a late surge as
the Toronto Raptors beat the
Dallas Mavericks.
Shawn Bradley, who had 19

points and 10 rebounds, pulled
Dallas within 79-78 with 5:55 left

But Williams responded with
nine points as Toronto took a 90-
81 lead with 3:12 remaining.
Dallas, paced by 20 points each
from Michael Finley and Sasha
Danilovic, got no closer than
seven points the rest of the way.
Doug Christie scored 22 for

Toronto, 18 in the first half.

Damon Stoudamire added 15
points and Marcus Carnby 14 for
foe Raptors.

Saturday’s results: Charlotte
9A. Atlanta 92; Philadelphia 97,
Portland 80; Chicagol20,
Golden State 87; Toronto 99,
Dallas 92.
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UNRESTRICTED

DWELLINGS GENERAL OFFICE STAFF

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

Sharon Area EXCELLENT GRAPHIC ARTIST, native

DWELLINGS RENTALS

English, high verbal & artistic abilities,
for top quality production. Tel. 02-623-

SECRETARY FOR HI-TECH company,
English mother tongue, spoken Hebrew.
TeL Janet - 03-696-5231.

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
bu
Te

4664. SITUATIONS VACANT
General

WHERE TO STAY

HERZLIYA PITUAH, SUPERB family
house, good : condition, location, price.
OREN DUNSKY. Tel. 09-957-3096.

OFFICE STAFF Sharon Area

SEEKING ENGUSH-HEBREW SECRE-

I?!?
E
^-
E?HSALEM 'NN at the City Cen-

batnroom,

_ 20/3/97.
02-625-1297.

HERZLIYA PrtUAH FOR rent, 4 bedroom
cottage, tully furnished, immediate en-

£7 -2759
" Esta,e TeL 09-

TARY, English mother-tongue, +
Word, permanent position. Tel. (02)

HOUSEHOLD HELP

DAIHATSU APPLAUSE '92, automatic
80,000 kms, 2nd owner, excellent condi-
tion. Tel. 052-408084, (02) 641-8067.
Alan.

Knight steers England
to second one-day win r*

over Kiwis

-• 1

--•*4.4

1128.
HOUSEKEEPER FOR WARM loving
family wilh three big children in Ramat
Hasharon. Male or female. Live-in. Good
conditions for right person. Tel. 03-546-
8918.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and tong term rentals,
Bed and breakfast.
P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.
Tel. 02-561 1745, Fax: 02-561-8541.

SWISS CHALET HOUSE, prestigious
area, Ramat Hasharon, available irnme-
gggfy. Tef. (03) 540-6675. (03) 540-

SALES

HOLIDAY RENTALS
ocean view,

ta,
S
h® n

- swimming pool, park-
ing, renovated. Tel. 09-958-84077^

H

Vacancies
Secretary

N.Y. Lawyer

Tel. 02-537 6585
Fax. 02-538 7011

PURCHASE/SALES

MAZDA FLATBED TRUCK, 4 door, 5
seats, 1994, standard, white, good corv

General

dltton, list price negotiable. Tel. 02-533-
8244 (eve.), or 050-245055 - GadL

LOANS
LOANS, AGAINST COLLATERAL, gold,
jewelry, expensive watches & dia-
monds. Also purchase. Tel. 03-510-
6769, i

MOTORCYCLE, SUZUKI GS, 1993,
500cc, excellent condition, list price,
Tel. 02-586-1307 (NS).

BED & BREAKFAST, Kosher home, sin-

?
le - S30, double S60. Rome, centra).
sL

'

PURCHASE/SALES

003 964 404 958.

Jerusalem

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
PRIVATE HOUSE, HOMEY, central,
c^eL ^equipped. Up lo 4 people. TEL
FAX. 02

RENTALS

3, LARGE, i oversized bedroom, Me-
giddo Towers, bright, high quality, fur-
nished / unfurnished, air condifioning,
machsan, garage, long term, asking
Siooo. A. cahn, broker, Tel. 02-566-
5654 (NS).

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.
garden, basement, parking, long term. Im-
mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLLI
SIANI. Tel 02-5612424,

G 'LO, CENTER, 3 rooms, 4th, fur-

S&6Cf4^ S0:00 - Te' 02-563-

n£!ih
A

.

0
,

T
’ A-

5
' COMPLETELY lur-

"**£? ‘fflSRSs 9arten quwl- For 3
months. Tel. 02-624-6918.

SALES

Real Estate &
Investments in Israel

1997

FOR SALE
SELUNG?BUYING?"INSTANTCASH-
Any car. Huge inventory. Bargains,
Bennett. TeL 02-993-1493, 050-316715.

Just before Pessach

The Jerusalem Post
will publish special supplements,

devoted to
real estate and investments in Israel.

The supplements will be published
in the International Edition

of March 31, & April 7 & 14
and in the daily paper on April 21

For more information and to advertise in

these supplements, please contact

Udi Bash 03-6390333 Fax: 03-6390277

The Jerusalem Post Book Department
seeks an experienced and responsible

Person to run STOCKROOM
Full-time position to commence immediately.

* Ability to organize and manage busy stockroom.
‘ Packing, mail order dispatch and related

administration. Heavy lifting occasionally required.
* Team worker to join a lively and friendly department.
* Also includes office and clerical duties within the Book
Department and store.

' Basic knowledge of Hebrew required.

Applications in writing to;

The Manager, The Jerusalem Post Book Department.
POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

or delivery by hand to 22 Rehov HahistadruL Jerusalem
or to Fax. 02-624-1212.

AUCKLAND (Reuter) - Opener
Nick Knight smashed 84 from just
69 balls yesterday to steer England
to victory in a rain-affected one-
day cricket international against
New Zealand. -

’

New Zealand, batting first,

reached 253 for eight from their
allotted 50 overs, thanks chiefly to
a swashbuckling 79 from Chris
Cairns.

Rain forced a delay of 1-3/4
hours after England openers
Knight and. Alec Stewart had
cracked 47 without loss from foe
first six overs.

When play resumed, foe tourists
always looked favourites to
achieve a revised target of 132
from 26 overs for victory - espe-
cially as New Zealand still hadto
keep all but two fielders . in. the
inner circle for 15 overs of the
innings.

But four wickets tumbled in quick
accession as England tried toforce
the pace in fearof farther rain.
Afer Storort fell leg before to

Hetuh Davis for 30, England gam-
bled by promoting big hitters from
iower down the order. It backfired.

the covers.

When Graham

England wickets had fallen for 14runs. But acting captain Nasser
the sh‘P- and

match ele-

S? *** off-side bound-

2.1^ K^Sht’s best innings todate in an ottanvLTri ”-8S
-

t0

ssSr5*
_

w
_Zealand s innings, open-

four and Ronnie Irani foiling to an
athletic catch by Nathan Aide tm

clubbed three ^L h,s
. ^°wUng»

his 79.
51X68 30(1 fours

Andrew Caddick 2?^ with

^inasin^eL^1"8
New ZeaHnj

r'

Gennon saidflL
CaPlain Lee

educed foe nuSl ,

wea*er had

seentsimfoir to
10 a &rcc-

through 15 avprc^^hadtogo
he 5i£

f *** <fieIdinS>

The winning Toto lines wWcha^^dh*
/ere madvertpntKr .. ...

Winning Sportoto line; lyi 1 . . v —
Wiu^TbKirPlusline: 1, x, \ X. ilv X, 2, 1 t v

_ Wuin^Tctote^> mimbersi 4,7. 11 /, 5 ’^

\
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

entertainment

Helen Kaye,

Actress Liora Rivlin, who’s a.

fine singer, and .cotnposec/singer
Eran Carmelt have teamed up with

director
,
Dan r/Horowitz - for ft

Didn’t Happen shot [Way, a song
cycle by Carmeli-set'to poems by
Dalia Rabikowitz. Tonight at

Tzavta Tbl Aviv at S. (Hebrew) .

ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

Daphne du Manner's gothic
thriller Rebecca is the ; story of
bow a . dead woman nearly
destroys a.new love. The Tel Aviv
Community Theater production,
stars Marilyn Lyons -as die enig-
matic. Mrs. Danvers and intro-
duces David Gfllis ahd MaOca Abrams as Max
de Winter and his - new wife. Directed by
Edmund Jonah tomorrow and through Thursday
at Yad Lebanim at 8:30 p.ra.

Unadorned, a new play by Jodi Schenk, tells

the persona] stories of five nurses against the
unsettling background of an English military
hospital during World War I.The Guild Theater
production is

.
directed by Robert Schenk and

plays tomorrow and Wednesday at Yad
Lebanim, Ra’anana at 8:30 p.m.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

The young and talented members of the
Jerusalem Music Center’s Young Musicians
Ensemble pay tribute, tonight (8:30) to Yosef
TaL one of the most important Israeli com-
posers of all tone.

The program comprises three works by Tal -
his Second String Quartet the Sixth Concerto
for Piano and Electronic Music and the Quartet
for Saxophone and -Strings, as well as
Beethoven’s Sonata for Cello and Piano (Op. 5
No. 1 ). A"unique opportunity to comprehend
how musicians who have not yet reached their

Local composer Yosef Tal and his works are honored by
the Jerusalem Music Center’s Young Musicians
Ensemble tonight.

20s come to terms with the works of a com-
poser who has already past his 80th birthday.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

4nArAr MICHAEL COLLINS — Neil Jordan’s

big, bloody epic takes place in that cataclysmic peri-

od of Insh history between the failed Easter
Rebellion of 1916 and the assassination of.Coffins
(played here by LiamNeeson) six years later. Harsh,

beautiful and sometimes confusing, the film crams
an incredibly messy ami complex history into a little

over two hours, a feat which is both impressive and
a bit troubling. On fee one hand, viewers unfamiliar

wife fee intricate ins-and-outs of Irish political his-

tory are treated to a breathless butvivid crash course.

On the other hand, Jordan has streamlined the plot

and characters considerably in order to make fee

elaborate saga comprehensible as drama.

Under normal circumstances these little fictions

would constitute no great cinematic crime. But in

this particular charged case ofIRA history, a director

who takes such liberties conus uncomfortably close

to revisionist mythmaking. With Aidan Quinn, Alan
Rickman, Stephen Rea and Julia Roberts. (English

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Not recommended
for children.)
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
6 But lie probably hasn’t a
small vocabulary (3,2,3,5)

8 Egyptian deity in a bus
crash (6)

9 Honest view
. about

retrograde art (8)
‘

10 Have endless' aspiration
far a dance (3) _

U Got right in to the hollow
.

place (6)

12 Dislike a particular form of
account (8)

14A dirty concoction I
included in the dryness (7)

16 Bit of a problem path you
take, having theabiHty to
share another’s emotions
(7) ;

-

20 Catch sight offewer being

.

perfectly dean (8)

23 Beefstock (6)

24 Almost daily drink (3)

25 Seven times as many phis
- Pete performing (8)

26 Colour of choppy Red Sea?
(6)

27 Worshipful band of the
free? (9,4)

.DOWN
1 Without loss of force, the
~ 1 beat another front door

2 It is not an to send a missile
to the branch (8)

3 Mineral left in iron box (7)

4 Turn aside from the
south-west before about
five (6)

5 Oranges and lemons
perhapB, the products of
labour (6)

6 Couldn’t they see so much
into the future? (5,8)

7 Time when nobody is to
form (6,7)

13 Material for the theatre (3)

15 1 left 50 off-colour (3)

17 Tubular feather in his cap?

(8)

18 Skill of Twmgiral performer
going over the lines (8)

19 Lonely person’s
revolutionary ice acts (7)

21 Stray about non-drinker is

just trifling talk (6)

22 Noticing a pile's being
removed (6)

SOLUTIONS

laHHQQQIia MHUUkhil
s 3 a u a h
l05H3QS3IQa QQ3Q0Qmaos ed s n
nmausms ouauauaaaaaaan

20BHna3O3C]asaaasa
aanaQDHDOflsasmaas
auBHBOsub s a a an§Bun nmamuas
a a n a
aauaaa 0000001110

- Yesterday's Quick Solution
ACROSS: Z Stars. 4 Cases, 10
Opposar, IZ Tacit, 12 Order. IS
Account. IB Veto. 17 Opted, IS
Rebel.22 Item,25 Pulsate.27 Exact.
28 Coast, 30 Scamper. 31 Weary, 32
Adult.

DOWN: 2 Tepid. 3 Reserve, SAttSe,
B Exclude, 7 Cocoa,8 Great. 9 State,
14 Core, 16 Edit 18 Pillage, SO
Emerald; 21 Epoch. 23 Tease. 24
Storm, 2S Alter, 28 AppeL

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
IMerits (anag) (6) .

4 Opportunity (6)

7mSker{9)
9 Futile (4)

10 island

(4).

11 Avoid (5)

13Younginsects (6)

14 Mohair (6)

15 Banned(6)

17HiddiHi(6)

19 Battle to 1870 (5)

20 Undersized pig (4)

22 Curtain (4)

. 23 Firearm smuggler
(9).

.24 European river (6)

25 Erred (6)-
. .

DOWN
1 Wander (6)

2Lean (4)

3 Exist again (6)

4 Large country (B)

5 Church recess (4)

6 Puzzle (6)

7 Shaking (9)
B Yitekwi ntwiril

(3-6)

u:
(5)

12 Sideways (3-2)

15 Thoroughly
skffledCET

16 Edict (6)

17 Resort in S of

France (6) .

18 Ploughed (6)

21 Ballet skirt (4)

22 Blood vessel (4)

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News flash

6:31 News in Arabic
6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning,
Israel

EDUCATIONAL
TV

&00 Computers and the

Internet

8:30 Spoken Arabic
fcOQ Without Secrets
9:20 Nature
9:45 For the young
10:15 Science
10:40 English
11:10 Social
Sciences
11:40 Tolerance
12:10 Science
12:30 History
13:00 In the Heal of

the Night
14:00 Surprise Train
1420 Killy Cat and
Tommy
14:35 Babar
15:00 Ayelet'S

Kitchen
15:10 Without
Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Motomuce from
Mars
15&5!
16:00 Dt
18:25 Northwood
16:45 Super Ben
16:55 Zap to Basel
16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Zappy Books
18:15 News in

English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
I8&OS1

16:30 Deep Water
Haven
17:00 American Chan
Show
18:00 French pro-

grams
19:30 News head-

lines

19:35 Roseanne
20:00 Discover

Magazine
20:30 Babylon 5
21:10 Extreme
22:00 News in

English

2225 Under
Suspicion
23:00 Hunter
00:00 Dad'sArmy

the Restless

19:30 Local broad-
cast

20:00 Pete Negra
20:50 The Naked
Truth

21:15 Ned and
Stacey
21:40 Hope and
Gloria

22:05 The Drew
Carey Show {2

episodes)

22S55 New York Daze
23:20 Night Stand

23:4$ Law and Order

00:30 ENG
Newsroom
1:20 Bamaby Jones

MIDDLE EAST TV MOVIE CHANNEL

<30 Sport
:00 News19:00

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

1931 Video CGps
2000 News
20:45 Popoihica
22:15 DtfTerent

Drummer
23:00 Mirrors -this
week: Yael Rozner,
who survived the

Warsaw Ghetto
23:30 News
00:00 Daily Verse

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Today's
Programs
6:30 Sharkey and
George (rpt)

7:00 Breakfast
Magazine
9:00 Stanley and the

Women - miniseries

based on Kingsley
Amis’s novel about
the ethos of manli-

ness. Part 3
10:00 Pablo
11:00A Man ofthe
People
11:30 Five Chidren
and It

12&0 Doug
12:30 Basic Arabic
13.-00 Open Cards
14:00 Echo Point

14:30 Tic Tac
15:00 Super Duper
15*^0 Make a Wish
ISM The Bold aid the
BeauSW
17:00 News

with Rafi

7:00 TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club
15:00 Gerben
1525 Feature ftim:

Casablanca Express
16:55 Famiy
Challenge
17:40 Family Matters
18:05 Saved by the

Befl

18:30 Larry King
1930 World News

-right (Arabic)

'Cosby
20:25 Tommy Cooper
20:50 Major bad
21:15 Diagnosis
Murder
22:05 Mattock
23:00 CNN
23*0 The 700 Club
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

CABLE
rrv 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons
16:30 The Thirst of

Years
17:30 Panorama
18.-00 Amores
19^)0 News in Arabic

19:30 Doctors Talc

20:00 News
20:45 International Art

Magazine
21:15 Angel on My
Shoulder (1946) -a
murdered convict is

sent back to Earth as
a respected judge by
the DeviL With Paul

Muni. Anne Baxter

and Claude Rains.

Directed by Archie
Mayo (101 mins.)

23:00 Auto Classics

ETV 2 (23)

..1

17:30 Zehu Zeh
18:00 McKenna -the
adventures of a family

in Oregon
19:00 Pacific Blue
20:00 News
20:30 irs Nothing
21:30 Dan Shflon Live

23:20 Millennium

-

futuristic thriller

00:00 News
00:05 Millennium -
continued
00:30 Night Owls Tak
2:00 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDANTV

14:00 Holy Koran
14:06 The Mi

14:30 Captain
15:00 French pro-

grams
i&OO Nature's

Inventions

15:30 Al Together'
Now
16:00 Animals of the

Medterranean
16:30 Scientific Eye
17:00 Fruits of the

Earth

17:30 Faces of

Culture

18:00 Base Arabic

18:30 Family
Relations

19:00 Computers and
the Internet

19-40 Vs a Vs
20:00 A New Evening
20:30 Cybemews
21:00 Star Trek The :

Next Generation
21:45 Video Clips

2230 Female
Perspective
22.-30 Situation - doc-
umentary series

23:30 Revolutions in

theModem Era

FAMILY CHAN-
NEL (3)

8:00 Dallas

9:00 One Life to Live

<rpt)

9:45 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days of Our
Lives (rpt)

11:15 When Yael Met
Gabriel (rpt)

12:00 Zingara (rpt)

12*5 The Streets of

San Francisco
13:30 Duet
14:00 Dallas

14:50 Days of Our
Lives

15:35 The Nanny
15:00 Hercules
16:45 Zingara
17:30 New York Daze
18:00 One Lite to

Live

18:45 The Young and

(4)

11:30 Strange Voices

(1987) (rpt)

13:10 Dishonored
Lady (1947) - a mag-
azine executive is

accused of haling her
ex-boyfriend. With

Hedy Lamarr (B0

mins.)

14:30 Seeing Stars
15:20 Baja Oklahoma
11988) -a tired bar-

tender dreams of

becoming a success-
ful Country and
Western songwriter.

With Lesley Ann
Warren (99 mins.)
17:05 Non Ci Resta
Chi Ptanger (Italian,

1991) - comedy (rpt)

18:55 RSVP (1992) -
comedy about a
young couple about
to get married. With

Patrick Dempsey and
Kelly Lynch (88
mins.)

20:25 The Lies Boys
TeB 1 1 994) - a dying

old man and his son
travel across the US
to his hometown and
team to get along.
With Kirk Douglas
(87 mins.)

22:00 Biner Moon
(1992) - provocative

film by Roman
Polanski about an
English couple

seduced by a uncon-
ventional couple's

perverse love story.

With Hugh Grant,

Peter Coyote.
EmmanueOe Seigner
and Kristin Scott-

Thomas (133 mins.}

0030 The Innocent
Sleep (1995) (rpt)

2:00 L'Atpaoueur
(French, 1976) - a
bounty hunter uses all

sorts of unconven-
tional methods. With
Jean Paul Belmondo
(96 mins.)

3:40 The Butterfly

Revolution (1986) -
boys at a summer
camp expose sexual
abuse by the local

priest (85 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 Nils Holgersson
9:30 The Center of

Things
9:45 Pink Panther
10-.20 Family Matter
10:45 The Center ol

Things
11:05 California

Dreams
11:35 Hai and Friends

l£:00 Twisted Tales of

Felix (rpt)

12:30 Hugo (rpt)

13:00 Make Believe
Closet
13:05 Free WBy
13:35 Inspector

Gadget
14:00 The Little Bits

14:30 Nils

Holgersson
15:00 The Center of

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
Shew
15:50 Ocean Girt

16:15 The Center of

Things
16:35 Hany and the

Hendersons
17:05 Little University

17:30 Shesh-Tus
18:00 Hugo
18:30 Berenstan
Bears
19:05 Little Mouse on

the Prairie

19:30 The Bottle

19:30
Local

Newsflash
Video Clips

Broadcast

20:00 News News
Perta
Negra

20:30

A
i ITS

Nothing

The Naked

21:00
Popoirtica Truth

21:30

Ned and
Stacey

DanShilon Hope and
Live Gloria

22:QO
Different The Drew
Drummer Carey

22:30
Show (2

episodes)

23:00
New York

Mirrors Daze

The Lies
Boys Tell

Bitter

Moon

Rocko's
Modem
Life and
Anhnaniac
s
Married
With
Children
Roseanne

Party of
Five

Temptation
sofa
Monk

First

Tuesday:
Hacker
Attack

The Wine

The Death a
of

Yugoslavia
part 2:

Attack (rpt M

20:00 Rocko'S
Modem Life and
Animaniacs
2025 Married With
Children
2fk5Q Roseanne
21:15 Party of Five

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 Temptelions of

a Monk (Chinese.

1993) - a Chinese
general assists in a
putsch and is sick-

ened by the blood-
shed. He retires to a
monastery but is

haunted by his past,

and his lover in partic-

ular (113 mins.)

23:40 Fanny (1961)-
drama about the Eves
of simple workers on
the docks of

Marseilles. With
Leslie Caron, Maurice
Chevalier and
Charles Boyer (128
mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University:

Strategic Marketing:

Internet Show
12tf0 Defenders of

the Wild: Tigers of

Thailand (rpt)

13:00 Beyond 2000
(rpt)

13:30 New WOrid:

Saving the Planet

ofthe

14:00 Open
University (r

16:00 Defend
Wild (rpt)

17:00 Beyond 2000

New World
Saving the Planet

(rpl)
' 1 ' '

18:00 Open
University (rpt)

20:00 First Tuesday:
Hacker Attack - most
computer hackers
mean no harm, but

their technology is

used by criminals to

defraud banks and
phone companies
and even endanger
state secrets.

21.

-00 The Wine

22.

-00 The Death of

Yugoslavia, part 2:
The Road to Yilai

23:00 First Tuesday:
Hacker Attack (rpt)

00:00 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER
CHANNEL

6:00 Frost's Century
7:00 The Best of The
Ticket

7:30 Travel Xpress
8:00 Today
lOTOO European
Squawk Box (stocks)

11 :00 European Money
Wheel
15:30 CNBC Squawk
Box (US)

1 6:00 Time and Again
17:00 Interiors By

MOVIES

Design
17:30 Gardening By
the Yard
18:00 MSNBC -the
Site

19:00 National
Geographic Television

20:00 The Ticket

20:30 VIP
21:00 Dateline

22:00 NHL Power
Week
23:00 The Best of

The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno
00:00 The Best of

Late Night with

Conan O'Brien
1:00 The Best of

Later

1:30 NBC Nightly

News with Tom
Brokaw
2:00 The Best of the
Tonight Show with

Jay Leno
3:00 MSNBC
Intemight Live

STAR PLUS
(unconfirmed)

6:00 Anne WHIan’s

Look and Cook
6:30 Video Fashion
News
7:00 Kate and Allie

7:30 Oprah Winfrey
8:30 f
9:30 Simla I

10:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful

11:00 Hindi shows
12:30 Land of the

Giants
13:30 Black Beauty
14:00 Kate and Aflie

14:30 Anne WHan's
Look and Cook
15:00 Living on the

Edge
15:30 Hindi programs
17:30 Star News
18:00 Yes, Minister
18-.30 TO Play the

'

King— miniseries

19:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful

20.

-00 Santa Barbara

21.

-00 Star News
21:30 X-Fries

22:30 Star Trek
23:30 Quincy
00:30 Oprah Winfrey

1:30 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion
16:00 Bodies In

Motion
16:30 National League
Soccer

17:15 English Soccer
18:00 Bowling
19:00 Gymnastics
20:30 NCAA
Basketball

22:00 Er
23:00 BH

EUROSPORT

9:30 Athletics: IAAF
Indoor Meet, (rpt)

10:30 Nordic Skiing:

World Championship
13:00 Tennis WTA
Tour, forals (rpt)

14:00 Nordic Sdng:
World Championship

15:30 Funsports
16:00 ATP Tour.

Memphis -finals

18:00 Soccer. World

Cup Legends (rpl)

19:00 Nordic Skiing:

World Championship
20:00 Bobsled: World
Cup. Japan
21:00 Speedworid
23:00 Sumo
00:00 Eurogoals
1:00 Snooker European

PRIME SPORTS

4:30 Golf: Johnnie
Maker Tour

6:30 Soccer World
Cup HaE erf Fame
7:00 Walersoorts
8:00 Asian Soccer
9:00 Sport India

9-^0 World's

Strongest Man
ICkOO Tennis: ATP
TourSybase Open
11:30 Indian League
SOPCflr
13:30 Trans World
Sports
14:30 Winter Spoils
15:00 Sport India

16:00 Tennis: ATP
Tour Sybase Open
17:30 Spanish

League Soccer
18:00 Golf: Omega
Tour
19:30 Asian Soccer
20:30 ITU Triathlon

World Cup
21:30 Trans World
Sport
22:30 Terms:
Australian Open (rpt)

23:30 Got US PGA
1:00 Spanish Soccer
1 :30 Tennis: ATP Tour
Sybase Open
3:00 World's

Strongest Man

BBC WORLD'’

News on the hour
6:05 The Money
Programme
10:15 The Money
Projpamme (rpt)

11JO Top Gear (rpt)

14:05 Correspondent

„ .

15:15 Wbrid Business
Report

15:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
16:30 FilmW
17:15 The Money
Programme
18:30 The Clothes

Show (rpt)

19:30 Tomorrow’s
World (rat)

22d>5 Tne Money

22:4
- - ^

(rpl)

23:30 Holiday

00:00 Wbrid News
and Business Repot
2:10 News r~
3:00 Asia To

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the
day
6:30 NBA Week

7:30 Insight (rpl)

8:30 Global View
9J0 World Sport
11:30 CNN Newsroom
12:30 World News
13:00 Business Day
13:30 American
Edition

13:45 Q&A {rpt)

14:00 Asian News
14:30 Wbrid Sport

15JO Asian News
15:30 Business Asia

16:00 Larry King Live

(rpt)

17:30 World Sport

(rpt)

18:30 Earth Matters

19:30 O & A
20:45 American
Ecflion

21:00 World Business

Today
21:30 World News
22:00 Larry King Live

(rpt)

23J0 European News
23JO Insight

OOtfO Worid Business

Today
00:30 Worid Sport

1J0 World View
2:30 Moneyfine

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6to6 Morning Cancer
9:05 Sarbana
Ensemble-From
Andalusia to

Con

ance in Jerusalem);
contemporary music
12:00 Light ClassicaJ -
Mascagni: CavaBeria
Rusticana;
Leoncavallo: excerpts
tram l Pagfiacqi.

;

13^)0 Artist ofthe
Week - Israel

Philharmonic at 60.

Bernstein: Symphony
no 3 "Karldish”

14.-06 Encore
15:00 Cyde of Works
- Beethoven's piano
concertos
16:00 Earfy music
17:00 Einahla-Eve
broadcast from Henry
Crown Audflorium,
Jerusalem. Erola
Tabni (flute), Dudu
Carmel (oboe),

Mauricio Paez (bas-

soon), A. Lomden
(violin). Uach
Levanon (viola),

Emanuel Gruber
(cello), Yocheved
Schwarz (harpsi-

chord). J.C. uach:
Quintet m C Op 11/1;

Bach: A Musical
Offering arr Yoav
Tains

19:00 Rainbow of

Sounds
20:05 Copland:
Quartet lor piano and
strings: Mozart Vioin
concerto no 5
21:00 A Matter of

Agreement
23:00 Just Jazz

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Lone Star 4:30 *
Shanghai Triad 7 + Short Cuts 8 *
The Bamant ot Crime 9:30 G.G. GIL v
6768448 Star Trek: First Contact WThe
Ghost and the DarknessOKama Sutra
4^5, 7:15, 9:45 * The First Wives
Club«DayUght 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 *
Michael Collins 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
SteepenptPortrait of a Lady 4:30,
7:15, 10 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus St * 5610011 Portrait of a
Lady 7. 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7 *
6792799 Credit Card Reservations *
6794477 Rav-Mecher Building, 19
Ha'oman St, Talpkx One Fine DayWTwo
Days in Che ValleyWScream 5. 7J0.
9-A5 * RanaonfRomeo and Juliet 5.

7:15, 9:45 * Extreme Measures 5.

7:15, 0:45 * Evtta 4:30, 7:15, 9:45

MEVASSERET ZION G.G. GIL
Siegers 7, 9:45 * The Rrst Wives
Club 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * The Swan
Princess 4:45 SMADAR Secrete and
Lias 4:45, 7:15, 10
TELAVlV
DIZENGOFF * 5101370 Jana
EyreOMulftolland FattedBeyond the
Clouds 11 a.m., 1,3,5,7:45, 10 GAT
Evtta 4:30, 7:15. 9:45 GORDON
V 5236992 Priscilla 8, 10 * Citizen
Kane 6 G.G. HOD 1-4 ® 5226226
Hod Passage, 101 Dizengofl St Michael
Collins 4-80, 7:15, 10 Kama Sutra
5. 750. 10 * First Wives Club 5. 730,
10* Portrait of a Lady 4^0.7:15,10
LEV Secrets and Lies 11:15 a.m.2.
430, 7:15, 10 * Trainspotting 2:15,

10 * La Ceremonie 12 noon, 530,
7:45 Shine 11:45 a.m., Z 4:30. 730.
10 * Stealing Beauty 2:15,10 G.G.
PPER The Ghost and the Darkness
5. 730. 10 * Michael ColRns«Portrait

of a Lady 430.7:15,10 * FtretWIyfla

ClubdKama Sutra 5,730,10 RAV-
CHEN * 5282288 Dizengofl Center

Ransom 230. 5, 7:15, 9:45 * One
Fine Day«Exirenie Measures 230,5.
730, 9:45 * Long Kiss Goodnight
230,5,7:15,9:45 Romeo and Juliet

230, 5, 730. 9-^45. * Scream 230,5,
7130, 9:45 RAV-OR 1-5 » 5102674

Opera House Romeo and JultettfTwo

Days fin the vaney 5,730.9:46 + The
Minor Has Two Faces 4:45,7:15,9:45

* Lone Star 4:45,7:15.9-45 * Emma
5. 730. 9:45 * One Fine Day

.
5. 730

10 * Sleepers 7:15, 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUMSmall Faces 5.8.10

CINEMA CAFE AMAMJ « 83^755
Breaking the Waves 6:45, 9:15 * La
Caremonie 7:15,930 CINEMATH-
EQUE Passover Fever 930
GLOBECITY Kama SutraSStar Trek:

Rrst Contact 4:45,7:15,9:45 The
Ghost and the Darkness 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 * Portrait of a Lady*Michael
Collins 4:45, 7:15, 10
MORIAH V 6643654 Secrets and
Lies 7.930 ORLY « 8381868 Two
Days In the valley 7, 9:15 PANORA-
MA Portrait of a Lady 4:15,6:45.930
* Star Trek: First Contact 4:30, 7,

930 * Sleepers 930 RAV-GAT 1-2
tr 8674311 Scream•Ransom 430, 7,

9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 * 8416898 One
Fine Day9Ransom«Extreme Measures
430, 7, 930 + Romeo and Juliet

4:30, 7, 9:15 * Breaflng the Waves
630,9:15 * Scream 4:45.7.9:30 *
Evtta 4. 6:45. 9:30 RAV-OR 1-3
xr 8246553 One Fine Day»Romeo and
Juriet 4:45, 7, 9:30 Evila 4, S:45
Long Kiss Goodnight 930
AFULA
RAV CHEN » 6424047 Ransom
•Romeo and Juliet 7, 9:30 *
Breaking the waves 630.9:15
ARAD
STAR Kama Sutra 7,930 * Ransom
7, 930 * The Rrst Wives Chib 7, 930
ASHDOD
G-G- GIL e 8647202 Kama Sutra*Star

Irtlc First Contact 5. 730, 10 * The
Rrst Wives ClubVLong Kiss
Goodnight 5. 730. 10 * Sleepers 7.

0:45 G.G. ORf 1-3 * 711223
DOylightGThe Ghost and the

DmknesssShB's The One 5, 7:30. 10
RAV CHEN Scream • One Fine Day •
Extreme Measures 5, 730. 9:45 *
Ransom 5, 7:15. B-.45 * Romeo and
Jullat 5,7:15,9:45 * Evfta 430,7:15,

9:45
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL tr 729977 Star Trek: Rrst
ContaefCThe Ghost and the Darkness

5.730. 10 * Jane SJ^KUO*
Sleepers 7, 9:45 RAV CHEN One
:Fh>e Day#ftansom 5, 730, 9:45 *
Scream•Extreme Measures 5, 730,
*9:45 Evtta 5,7:15,9:45
¥ BAT YAM
r RAV CHEN StarTrek: FirstContact 5,

730, 9:45 * Scream*Extreme
Measures«One Fine Day 5. 730, 9:45

* Ransom 5,7:15.9:45 + Romeo and
Juliet 5,7:15,9:45 * The GftOStand
die Darkness 5.7^1.9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.G- GIL Jane Eyra«Rrst Wives
C!ub«Long lossGoodnight 4:45,7:15.

9:45 * Sleepers 6:45. 9:45 G.G. ORI
Secrets and ues*Mfchael Collins

430, 7, 9:45 * The Ghost and the

Darkness*Star Tt^- Flrei Contact

4:45. 7:15. 9:45 RAV-NEGEV 1-4

Ransom 5,7:15.9:45 * ScreamOOne
Fine Day 5, 730. 0:45 * Breaking the

Waves 7,9:45
HADERA
LEV Secrets and Lies 7:15, 9:45 *
The Ghost and the Darkness 630,
1030 + One Fine Day 830. 10:30 *
Extreme Measures 6:30, 8:30 *
Ransom 730. 9:45
HERZUYA
COLONY Sleepers 5. 7:45. 10:15 *
Evita 5,7:45, 10:15 HOLIDAY Portrait

of a Lady 7:30. 10 STAR
* 589068 Star Trek: Rrst Contact 730,
10 * The Ghost and the Darkness
7:30. 10 * Scream 730, 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA Extreme Measures*Scraarn
7. 9:30 * Sleepers 6:45, 9:30
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Star Trek: Rrst
ContacWThe Ghost and the Darkness
5. 730, 10 Ransom 430, 7:15. 10 +
Secrets and Lies 430, 7:15, ID *
Breaking the Waves 4:15. 7, 9:45 *
Portrait of a Lady 430, 7;i5, 10
Scream 430, 7:15. 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Ghost and the
Dartnes&WLong Kiss Goodnight •star
Trek: Rrst Contact 7, 930 * Secrets
and LlesGSIeepers 7, 9:30
*DaylfghtMlichaei Collins • Portrait

of a Lady 7. 930 Kama Sutra 7,

9:30 * The First Wives Club 7, 930
KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL Sleepers 7. 9:45 Romeo
aid JulleMExtreme Measures 430,7.
9:30
LOD
STAR The Rrst Wives Club 7:15,9:45

* Kama Sutra 7:15,9:45 * Ransom
7:15, 9:45
NAHARIYA
HEICHAL HATARBUT Ransom 7,

9:15
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Jane Eyre*Star Trek: First

Contact •Extreme Measures 4:30, 7,

930 * The Ghost and the Darkness
•ScreamOEVtta 4:30, 7, 9:30

NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4* 404729 Star Trek: First

ContaciCThe Ghost and the
DarknessttCama Sutra 5,7:30,10
Michael Collins 7:15.10
NETANYA
G.G.GIL1-5 * 528452 The Ghost and
the D8rimess*Star Trek: Rrst
ContacWKama Sutra 5. 730. 10 -*

Secrets and uestPortrait of a Lady
4:30.7.-15,10 RAV CHEN Scream 5.
730,9:45 Ransom 5,7:15,9:45
One Rne Day 5, 730, 9:45 w Extreme
Measures 9:45 * Evtta 430,7:15
ORAK1VA
RAV CHEN Extreme Measures 7. 930

* Evita 6:45,930 * Scream 7,930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Jane Eyre*The First

Wives Club 5, 730. 10 Long Kiss
Goodnight 5, 7:30, 10 * Sleepers
7:15. 10
PEfAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Scream 5, 73a 10 *
The Ghost and the Darkness 5, 730,
10 * Ransom 5, 73a 10 G.G. RAM
1-3 * 9340818 Extreme Measures
•Sleepers •The First Wives Club
7:30, 10 SIRKIN Romeo and
Juliet*Star Trek: Rrst Contact 5, 730.
10 * One Rne DaydCvlta 5.730.10
* Breaking the Waves 6:45, 9:45 *
Secrete ana Lies 7:15, 10
RA’ANANA
PARK Secrets and LJes»One Rne Day
4:45, 7:15, 10 * That Thing You Do
4:45, 7:15 * Romeo and Juliet 4:45,

7:15, 10 * Evita 4:45, 7:15. 10 *
Ransom 10
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 Extreme
Measures 5,7:15.9:45 * Romeo and
Juliet 5,7:15,9:45 * Ransom 5,7:15,

9:45 * One Rne Day 5, 730. 9:45

RAV-OASIS 1-3 * 6730687 Scream
5, 730, 9:45 * Star Trek: First Contact
5. 730. 9:45 * The Ghost and the
Darkness 5,7:30,9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Breaking the Waves 4,7,
10
REHOVOT
RAV MOR Extreme Measures
•Ransom•Romeo and Juliet 5, 7:15.

9:45 * ScreamdThe Ghost and the
Darieness*One Rne Day 5, 730, 9:45
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 The First Wives
Club»Steepers •Hollow Reed 730,10
GIL 1-3 Secrets and Lies 5,7:15.10
* Star Trek: First ContaeWThe Ghost
and the Darkness 5.7:30.10 HAZA-
HAV Scream•Extreme Measures
•Ransom 5, 7:30, 10 * Star Trek:

Rrst ContactAThe Ghost and the
Drakness 5, 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN
ScreanvtOne Rne Day 5, 7:30, 9:45
Ransom 5. 7:15. 9:45 * Romeo and
Juliet 5,7:15,9:45 STAR Evita 7:15,

10 One Rne Day 7:30, 10 * The
Portrait of a Lady 7:15, 10 * Romeo
and Juliet 73a 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Scream 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
One Fine Day 5, 730, 9:45 * Two
Days In the VbIIct 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
Ransom 5,7:15,9:45
Phone reservations: Tet Avfv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
AD times are p.m. unless otherwise
Indicated.
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PM reveals J’lem plan to Hussein
By DAVID MAKOVSKY

AMMAN - Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu informed
King Hussein yesterday that Israel

plans to “simultaneously announce

this week” the construction of an

estimated 2.600 Jewish housing

units on Har Horrta and an “approx-

imately equal" number of Arab

units in the Jerusalem area, accord-

ing to participants in the talks.

In remarks at the joint news con-

ference at the Raghdan Palace, the

monarch sought to be diplomatic

but urged all to act "responsibly” to

ensure that peace prevails.

When asked about his views on

Har Homa, Hussein replied, "I

know how sensitive the issue of

Jerusalem is. 1 hope nothing will

happen that will explode emotions

[in the city.] We have to think with

our minds and hearts.”

While trying to play down differ-

ences, when pressed further,

Hussein, added, “our principled

position is to oppose any change [in

eastern Jerusalem] that would affect

or threaten the peace process.”

While admitting differences

existed, Netanyahu sought to allay

Hussein's fears, insisting Israel is

committed to building both Arab

and Jewish housing in the capital.

“It is true we have our respective

positions. We also want to see

Jerusalem as a city of peace

between Israelis and Arabs,”

Netanyahu said.

“We do not view developing the

Jewish pans and leaving underde-

veloped the non-Jewish pans. We
don't accept it. We have committed

substantial amounts of money. Two
weeks ago, we committed about

$50 million to the Arab communi-
ties ofJerusalem. This same policy

will continue.” Ik said.

Netanyahu said that in final talks

with the Palestinians, “we shall

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu chats with Jordan's King Hussein before their meeting at Raghdan Palace in Amman yester-
day. as Crown Prince Hassan (second left) and Jordan’s Prime Minister Abdul-Karim Kabariti look on. ' . (Remer)

need to formalize tire status, tree

status, of the three religions

Jerusalem.”

in

“They will have unimpeded
access as they do now to their holy

sites.” he said. “This is somethin2

that I think could be codified and
formalized in a final settlement and
when the time comes ... this will be

presented by the Israeli side
”

Netanyahu’s six-hour visit to

Jordan marks the first time the pre-

mier has held defensive: utlkswift'

' Hussein since tiesbetween dte- two

countries deteriorated in' tire after-

math of Che opening of die Western

WallTurmel exit last September,

-

L

1

.When asked by The- Jerusalem

. , Post Whether he feds his personal

* ties with Netanyahu and whether
‘
bilateral ties between tire two coun-

nies have, beep normalized after a

half ’year interregnum, Hussein

. responded, "four] relations are

extremely- cordial.: Wfe are .very,

very frank. We are. very open with

each- other.' I think, we. both act
‘

' -responsibly and 1 hope wo- will- be

able tojointly or individually make

;
our contribution towards the target,

which is ffa>mprehC3isiVe peace." ;

,
He appealed to the mSdja “to give

us- a chance to address problems

without jumping to conclusions,
-

without making speculations.”

.
“We don’t want to conduct our

policy through the media," he said,

noting that the "foundations” exist-

ed for a “good atmosphere” to con-

duct negotiations.

- While Netanyahu, Hussein,

Grown JEhince .
Hassan, Jordan’s

Prime Minister Abdul-Karim
Kabariti, and Netanyahu aides

Dore Gold and Danny Naveh met

to discuss broad issues during an
- hourandahalfoftalks, offkialson

both sides were holding parallel

talks on bilateral issues such as

trade and water. The five Jordanian

ministers who participated in die

talks were heads of the. following

ministries: economics, trade, trans-

portation. public works and infor-

mation.
'

• ; "

'Perhaps, die key bilateral issue

was Israel's willingness to forgo the

establishment ofan Akaba-Efiat air-

port along tire
,
border; and rather

agree that it was mare feasible that

:
the an international airport be bufld

solely in Akaba with special

arrangements be made for Israel

Panel: Gov’t
inactive

activities

PA
Settlements council backs Netanyahu

over

in capital

By MARGOT DUDKEVTTCH

By UAT COLLINS and Him

Following a tour of Jerusalem
by members of the Knesset
Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee yesterday, committee
chairman Uzi Landau (Likud)
said: “We uncovered a picture of
government inactivity relating to

the enforcement of Israeli law in

eastern Jerusalem.”

The tour started in the Arab
neighborhoods in the north of
the city and included a visit to

the Vocational Training Center,
which is funded by the
Palestinian Authority but oper-
ates in Shuafat, as well as other
buildings serving Palestinian-run
organizations. According to the
mayor’s advisor on eastern
Jerusalem issues, Shalom
Goldstein, the PA is gradually
taking these organizations over.

Goldstein also noted Oslo
infringements such as the offices
of the PA-appoinred Wakf offi-

cials next to the Temple Mount.
The MKs passed by other sites

of apparent PA activity, including
the home of PA Chairman Yasser
Arafat’s adviser Ahmed Tibi in

the Dehiyat el-Barid neighbor-
hood.
Landau said it is clear that there

are several ongoing infringements
of the Oslo Accords and Israeli

law in eastern Jerusalem and
described the lack of enforcement
by the present and previous gov-
ernments as “incomprehensible.”

“I hope the government's basic

stand will be implemented and
eventually the many Palestinian

Authority offices will be closed

and the Palestinian Preventive

Security Service agents who arrest

hundred of people without the

intervention of the Israeli police

[will be stopped],” Landau said.

On the other hand, Meretz
leader Yossi Sarid said he had
learned nothing new during the

tour and described the claims by
coalition MKs as “old and
unfounded history."

“There arc 160,000 Palestinians

in Jerusalem who are naturally

more connected to the Palestinian

Authority and it is no wonder
they have stronger links to

Palestinian bodies than to

[Jerusalem Mayor] Ehud
Olmert." Sarid said.

Knesset Law Committee
Chairman Shaul Yahalom
(National Religious Party) said

for the past two years the PA and
PLO had been encroaching in

Jerusalem and the police are tak-

ing only limited action.

“People are not questioned or
charged and the Arab residents

decide for themselves, out of fear,

to tie themselves to the Palestinian

Authority at the expense of the

State of Israel.” he said.

Yahalom also accused the pre-

sent government of taking insuf-

ficient measures “and the result

is we are losing Jerusalem.” he
said.

The Council ofJewish Communities in Judea,

Samaria and Gaza spokeswoman Yehudit Tiar

has denied reports that appeared in the media
yesterday, suggesting that the council was inten-

sifying its campaign'to find an alternative candi-

date to head the Likud in the next elections.

*We voted for Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and we will continue to back' him.”

she said, adding that reports in one of the local

Hebrew dailies suggesting that the council was
searching for another candidate “related to an
individual opinion made by one of the council

board members."
Tiar was referring to remarks attributed to

Natan Smdiansky, head of the Elkana Regional

Council.

According to Tiar, the council plans to intensi-

fy its lobbying efforts and put “constructive"

pressure cm the prime minister, MKs and minis-

ters to implement promises they have made
regarding road construction, housing develop-

ment, investment and allowing building to con-

tinue in Hebron.

The Jewish settlers in Hebron demanded on
Saturday night that Netanyahu and Defense

Minister Yitzhak Mordechai authorize the nec-

essary- permits to continue building in the Jewish

neighborhoods there and put an end to the budd-

ing freeze in effect throughout Judea and
Samaria.

According to Hebron spokesman Noam
Amon. if foe building permits are not granted

the settlers will continue building without them.

Although foe setters’ demands relate specifical-

ly to Beit Nahum, Anton stressed that building

plans in various stages were in the works for

several other sites, but bad yet to receive per-

mits.
.........

“For 14 years Jewish familieshave been living

in caravans in Tel Rurrieida and their Arab
neighbors live in beautiful stone houses,” he
sakL

“It’s an absurd situation,” Amon continued,

“the.Aitibs were handed back 80 percent of foe

city and are in the niidst of intensive braiding

and we are still waiting for permission.”

Ten days ago foe CivilAdministration issued a
stop work order on Beit Nahum in theAvraham
Avinu neighborhood.

.

Ivry probe examines ’copter wreckage
By ABIBf O’SULLIVAN

The commission of inquiry into

the February 4 helicopter crash

which killed 73 officers and soldiers

met yesterday with technicians and
experts trying to piece together the

two wreckages.

The five-man commission, head-

ed by former air force chief Maj.-

Gen. (res.) David Ivry, visited the air

base where die remnants of the two
CH-53. or Yasur, helicopters have

been gathered.

The experts showed the commis-
sion evidence of what they believed

to be the nature of the collision, but

said h would be anofoer two weeks
before their report would be com-
pleted.

The commission has another 28
days before it must hand in its final

report 10 Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai. In its interim report, the

LEAKS
Continued from Page 1

lion.

Attorney Ya'acov Weinroth,
who was hired by Netanyahu to

handle his questioning in the Bar-

On affair, yesterday met Arbel to

discuss how- to stop the leaks Tram
foe investigation to the press.

However, a few hours after the

meeting between police and
Arbel. police sources complained

of the extent of Netanyahu's
cooperation during the police

interrogation last week. Israel

Radio reported that police sources

criticized the prime minister for

giving unsatisfactory answers
which did not give a full and clear

picture of foe events.

Consequently, senior police

investigators sources said there is

a need to question Netanyahu
again, under caution and without

making any compromises due to

his status. The state attorney will

make a final decision on this in

the next few days.

At the same lime, sources in the

Prime Minister's Office criti-

cized. in addition to the leaks, the

"style”of the police investigation,

which they said was intended to

make foe prime minister look bad.

Weinroth confirmed in radio

interviews yesterday that

Netanyahu was questioned under

caution last week. He said

Netanyahu was furious about foe

"plague of leaks” in foe investiga-

tion and felt hun by it.

Weinroth said he expects foe

investigation to end shortly and

he would not advise foe prime

minister to suspend himself. He
said the prime minister was cer-

tain of himself and his innocence

and was sure the truth will come

out and he will be found innocent

of any wrongdoing.

Speaking at a news conference

in Amman. Netanyahu told the

opposition that it was still early

for them to be preparing for new
elections: “Wait in patience. You

have four years in the opposition,

and I intend for you to be another

four years in the opposition."

Weinroth also said he will not

advise Netanyahu to remain silent

in the investigation, but to tell the

police everything he knows and

answer every question.

Weinroth would not say who

would be paying his fees, stating

only “I don't work voluntarily”
~

Meanwhile, the leaks, from
sources close to the investigation,

continued profusely yesterday. By-

last night foe prosecution and the

police again were beginning to

blame each other.

Channel 2 yesterday went fur-

ther and quoted foe sources as

saying that foe “police is now
hard "at work try ing to recruit

someone who will tum stale’s

witness in the case."

These same sources told

Channel 2 that despite every thing

they have "not so far been able to

put together a case against the

prime minister ... There is no solid

evidence and foe suspicions have

not crystallized ... there is no real

basis for the sense of a dramatic

upheaval in the offing."

The investigators are to meet

with Arbel today to set a course

for foe next few day s of foe inves-

tigation. Both have said they

believe the investigation is in its

final stages and will be completed

in about a w eek.

commission found that the pilots

had ambiguous flight rules and that

none of the pilots were authorized to

lead a formation. It virtually ruled

out weather or a technical malfunc-

tion as foe cause of foe crash.

Meanwhile, the commander ofthe

Yasur squadron to which the two
helicopters belonged gave an inter-

view for the first time since the col-

lision over Moshav She’ar Yashuv

in the Galilee Panhandle.

LL-Col. A told the Air Force

Journal that after the accident and
all the funerals, he thought about

how it would have been passible to

prevent it and how things could

have been done differently. “As
commander of tire squadron. 1 am
responsible for each and every pilot

and combat soldier who gets cm a

helicopter

“The transport of forces to IK7

posts in south Lebanon— was a joint

effort of the Northern Command
arte the air force, and foe squadron
asked to be a full partner in the secu-

rity operations in foe North. We
always believed that foe transports

were less dangerous than the ground
convoys.” he said.

Hesder students volunteer

for Lebanon after crash
By AREH O’SULLfVAH

Eight hesder yeshiva students

who finished their military ser-

vice six months ago have volun-

teered for six weeks of duty in

Lebanon to fill foe ranks of foe

Nahal troops who lost 30 men in

the helicopter crash. .
- :-r

•

The army said foe eight, all

with experience in Lebanon, had

requested to return to their

Nahal unit in foe seoirity zone

as reservists and that their

requests were quickly approved.

The eight went north fast week
and are at this moment deployed
with theShaham battalion of the

Nahal Brigade m Lebanon, the

army said.
- '

They felt it was a natural and
basic thing to do,” said Rabbi
Michael Brqm, farad of the bes~

der yeshiva at Shilo, where six of

the students studied. “They have
a brotherly commitment to foe

soldiersin their former unit. We
told them that foe yeshiva appre-
ciated what they were doing.”

The two others studied at the

hesder yeshiva in Mo’aloL -

The eight first considered help-

ing in Lebanon after the death a

month ago of fellow hesder stu-

dent Ori Biton from Karnei

Shomron. But foe news that 30
fellow Nahal soldiers were killed

in the helicopter crash pushed
them to act. Brom said.

Just Hl» Tbrafa’ study is

important foe the ^nation of
Israel, so is this service in

which we come and support the

armywhose hands aws shaky
because 70 IDF fighters are

missing,” said Shalom
Ashkenazi, one of fofe volun-
teers from the Shilo yeshiva.

Michal Yudeln&r. end Batskcva

Tiur contributed to this report.

Watch - TODAY, 10 a.m., 4 p.m., 9 p.m. £
ARLI/tl ZAIiAV (Sharon area) Community TV, Channel 45.

Dictionary of Jewish Biography
DICTI0NM Of

JEWISH
BIOGRAPHY

GtoljR£yWiqodER

From Aaron to Zweig and from Moses to Maxx, here are

nearly 1000 dearly written biographies ofJews who have
left an indelible mark ori human-kirkL This A-Z reference

indudes figures from all fields and disciplines. It spans 4000
years of history, covering the Jewish community from
biblical times to the present day. A special feature is the
boxed inserts with quotations or anecdotes: Profusely
illustrated with portraits and photographs. Truly
fascinating and accessible, it will be an invaluable resource
for everyone in terested in Jewish culture, biography, and
history. ...

Hardcover, 567 pp. Simon and Schuster 1991
Suggested Price: US$55.00

JP Special: NIS 129.00, inc. VAT, packing and postage. -
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s daily Chance

drawing, the winning cards were
the queen of spades, foe eight of
hearts, the ace of diamonds and
tire queen ofclubs.

High Court:
Rubinstein
should take
polygraph

By EVELYN GORDON

The High Court of Justice
sharply criticized foe decision to
exempt Attorney-General Elyakim
Rubinstein from a polygraph test
yesterday, and gave the state 10
days to choose between two dif-
ferent means of handling the prob-
lem.

The court was hearing a petition
by foe Movement for Quality
Government in Israel, which
arped that .exempting Rubinstein
from the polygraph test which all
after senior civil servants undergo
violated foe principle that all men
are equal before the law. The peti-
tion also said Rubinstein should
not be permitted to sit on the com-
mission the government has estab-
bsbed to examine the desirability
of usmg polygraphs in foe civil
service m general, because his
opposition to foe polygraph gives
him a vested interest in the com-
mittee s decision.

At yesterday’s hearing, govem-
ment attorney Uzi Fogelman
argued that there has never been a
rule requiring incoming civil ser-
vants to take their polygraph tests
immediately, so there is nothing
unrowmd in Rubinstein waitinf
until foe committee finishes its
deliberations - which is supposed
to be sometime in April.

-
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